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ABSTRACT 

The palaeo-environmental evolution of the SW Black Sea shelf during thc last 

- 11.500 years is studied using the gco(;hcmical results from a long piston core (MAROS-

SOP) and ils gravity core (MAROS-SIG). Nine radiocarbon dales arc used 10 creel a 

chronology for a composite core, construeled by splicing thc upper 50 (;111 of MAR05-

51 G on top of MAROS-50P. On the basis of lithological. geochemical and regional 

geological data three units (Units A. B and C) arc identified in the composite core. A 

local unconformity, a l. is identified in the lower portion of Ihe core. with the hiatus 

spanning from - 10.735 - 8.420 cal yr 131'. Thc TOe lind TS values as well as /iue and 

OHS data documented Ihat the lower Unit C (- 11.500 - 10.735 cal yr Ell') was deposited 

in a gcochcmically closcd oxic. brackish system. where >80% of the organic mailer 

originated from terrestrial/lacustrine sources. The middle Unit II (- 8.420 - 4.700 cal yr 

BP) above the Q I unconformity represents a transition from Unit C environment to an 

open marine oxie-dysoxic system associated with the reconnection of the Black Sea with 

the World's Oceans. These sediments contain 2':40% marine organic matter. and host 

evidence for active sulphate reduction showing isotopic fractionation. indicative or an 

open benthic systcm. The upper Unit A (-4.700 cal yr llP \0 Present) was deposited in a 

fully marine. mainly dysoxic environment where - 30% of thc organic 1Il<ltter originated 

from marine sources. The stable isotopic data reveal a full-scalc sulphate rcduction 

during this intervaL Regional correlations with two previously studied cores show good 

agreements with MAR05-50. The overall results from this study cannot refute the 

conclusions made by the Outflow Hypothesis II and the Oscilloling Sea LCl"eI Hypo/hesis. 

however are in disagreement with S0111e components oflhe Flood Hypo/hl'si.,· 
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C hapter One: Introduction 

This thesis constitutes an important component of a largcr rcscarch projcct in the 

Marmara Sea Gateway (i.e., Straits of Dardanelles and Bosphorus, and the interven ing 

Marmara Sea) which deals with the watermass communication history of the Black Sea. 

Mamlara Sea and the Aegean Sea associllted with the climatic and occanographic changes 

during the Quaternary glacial-interglacial cycles. The goal of this study is to develop a 

palaeo-environmental reconstruction orthe southwest Black Sea shelf using the elemental 

and stable isotopic data collected from a long piston core and its co-located gravity core 

from the southwest Black Sea shelf. 8clow. various elements necessary for the 

understanding or the Dlaek Sea gemJane 10 the thesis subject arc introduced. The spccilic 

scientific objectives arc given in Section 1.10. 

1.0 Introduction 

The Black Sea is current ly the largest anoxic basin on Earth I lere. anoxia occurs 

when vertical mixing and ventilation of the bottom waters arc prevented by strong 

watermass stratification (e.g" Neuman, f 942; Caspers. 1957; Sorokin, 1983 as refercnced 

in Murray cl aI., 1(91). The dissolved oxygen is progressively consumed by oxidation 

and respiration of fauna, leading completely anoxic bottom waters. In such settings. the 

organic matter that rains through the water column is entirely preserved as high total 

organic carbon (TOe) muds. which become black shales when lithified . The anoxic 

environment allows the 131Hek Sea to act as 1I prototype for Earth's earliest ocean. which 

was considered to be anoxic until atmospheric oxygen levels rose in the late Archean. 



lorming a two-layer o:-.:iclanoxic system during the Proterozoic ( I-Iolland. 1973; Berner 

and Canfield, 1989). Because of its unique chemical oceanography and distinct physical 

geography, the Black Sea has long been used as a natural laboratol}' tor a wide array of 

scientific inquiries (e.g .. Glenn and Arthur. 1985: Canlicid. 1989: Codispoti el a1. 1991: 

Jorgensen et al.. 2001). Results from previous studies can provide mmlogues lor 

economically valuable processes (hydrocarbon and ecunomic mineral lonnation), 

chemical processes (anaerobic respiration and redox reactions) and the etfects of climate 

on ocean dynamics. These processes have occurred over the course of the Earth's history 

(with some still occurring today); consequently, the Black Sea provides unique conditions 

that cause it to be the target of intensive research todny (Arthur and Dean. 1998: Murray 

claJ..2007). 

1.1 Loc:ltion 

The Black Sea is an east- west-tending elliptical basin located between latitudes 

40°55' and 46°32' N and longitudes 27°27' nnd 41 °42' E (Figure 1). It is connected to the 

Marmara Sea via the Bosphoflls Strait: the Mannara Sea is then connected 10 the Aegean 

Sca (Mediterranean) vin the Dnrdanelles Stmit. Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania, Russia. 

Turkey and Ukraine all hnve Ulnek Sea coastlines. 

1.2 Organic m:ltter 

Organic matter preserved in marine sediments can be rrom two main sources: 

degraded products of terrestrial vegetation delivered by rivers. or phytoplankton that li ve 

photosynthetically in the upper - 100 m of the water column (e.g .. Deuser. 1971: 
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Of1hi 5 research is dcnOl<:d in red. Moditied lrom I-logan and Saundry (2012). 



Fontugne and Calvert, 1992). Initially. when this organic mailer enters the watcr column. 

most of it (at least 80%) is consumed and respired as C02 by zooplankton or higher 

tropic-level consumers living at various water depths (Deuser, 1971). However. a small 

fraction of this organic mailer escapes these processes and settles to the bollom of the 

basin to become part of the sedimentary record (e.g., Deuscr. 1971: Canfield. 1994: 

Arthur and Dean, 1998). The organic mailer preserves an isotopic signature indicative of 

the types of vegetation (such as CJ plants. lacustrine algae. marine algae) in the area at the 

time of deposition. which can be used to determine sediment sources and past climates. 

rhe amount of organic carbon preserved in marine sediments is dependent on 

several factors including the sedimcmation rate. the concentration of dissolved oxygen in 

the bollom watcr, and dccomposition by bacteria (Canfield. 1994). Organic matter may 

become oxidized via oxic respiration. as an electron donor during bacterial reduction of 

seawater sulphate. via denitrification. metal oxide reduction or methanogenesis. with the 

tirst two in this list being the most prl'dominant (Canfield, 1991). Oxic respiration uses 

molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor to convert nutrients into energy in living 

organisms. (e.g .. Abedon et at.. 2008). Sulphate reduction refers to a process of 

respiration performed by heterotrophic microbes in anoxic conditions. Using sulphatc 

(SOi) as the eJection acceptor. organic matter is oxidized by these bacteria while 

reducing sulphate to hydrogen sulphide (HzS) in order to obtain energy (Equation I) 

(Berner. 1978; Leventhal. 1983). In sediments, H2S reacts with dissolved iron to form 

pyrite and related sulphide minerals (Berner, 1984). In general. the overall process of 

bacterial sulphate reduction can be summarized as follows· 



(I) 

where CH20 . representing a idealized organic maHer compound . rcm:\s wilh the 

sulphate in the wall.:r to produce hydrogen sulphide and bicarbonate (Westrich and 

Berner, 1984). 

For the purposes of this project. the composition of organic matter will be used as 

a proxy for the palaeoclimatic and palaeoceanographic history of the southwestern Black 

Sea during the Holocene: - II ,700 cal yr UI' to present (Walker c\ al .2009). 

1.3 Regiona l Gcology 

The Black Sea fomled as an extensional basin in the Early Cretaceous Epoch 

( 144--1 37 my BP) as a result orilic sulxluction orthe Tethys oceanic plate lhal begun in 

the Middle Jurassic ( 180- 159 my BP) (Ydmaz. 2007). Currently.lhe southern boundary 

of the Black Sea is marked by the east- west-trending Pontide Mountain beh (Figuro.! 2). 

These mountai ns extend along northern AnalOlia, creating steep coastal slopes and a 

relatively narrow southern shelf. only ranging from 1 to 10 km in width (ytlmaz, 2007). 

The bedrock of the southweslo.!rn region around the Bosphorus Strait consists of the 

Western Pontides Group, which is distributcd across four tcc toni c domains: thc lstranca 

Massie the Istanbu l-Zonguldak Zone, the Armutlu-Alrnaclk Zone and the Sakarya 

cont incnt. Thc former t",-o domains arc the closest to the MAROS-SOP and MAR05,5IG 

corcsitcs on the southwestern shclf (Flood et al.. 2009) which arc cons idcred in th is 

thesis. The lnstanca Massif is a metamorphic complex whose authochlOnous basement 

succession encompasses a suite of high-grade metamorphic rocks including gneisses, 
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Figure 2 : Regional geulogy map shuwing the main tectonic zones and features of the southern Black Sea . The Weslern Pontides 
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schists. migmatic granitc and amphioolites. cut by granitic dykes (Ythnaz et a1.. 19(7). [t 

is overlain by a northerly transported allol:hthon consisting of phyllites. slates and 

recrystallizcd limcstoncs. The [stanbul-?onguldak domain is also a high-grade 

mctamorphic complex and includes metagabbro, metadiabase, dolerite dykes, migmatitic 

gneiss, sch ist and intrusive granite in its basement. Thesc rocks are overlain by a Lower 

Paleozoic sedimentary sequence. which includes red arkosic conglomerate. sandstone, 

mudstone. quartzites. siltstones. graywackes and cllamositie shales (Ytlmaz et a1.. 1997) 

1.4 Physica l Oct'lmography 

1.4.1 Black Sea Oceanography 

Thc watermass exchange betwecn thc 81ack Sca and the Mcditerranean is 

characterized by a distinct two-layer now across the stmits of Bosphorus and Dardanelles 

(Figurc 3). The low salinity (17- 20%0), seasonally cooler (S- IS*C) surface waters of the 

L3 1ack Sca flow out the Strait of Bosphorus atop the warmer (l5- 20·C), more saline (38-

39%0) Mediterranean watermass moving northeast from the Aegean Sea. Thc surt~lce 

watermass travels southwest rrom the Black Sea to the Aegean Sea with an average 

velm;ity of 10-30 cm/s. The oo\(om waters originating in the eastern Aegean Sea 

pcnetmte into the Marmara Sea through the Strait of Dardanelles and fl ow northeast 

form ing the ool1om watermass in the Marmara Sea, This watennass penctratcs into the 

Strait of Bosphorus and tlows north with velocities of 5- IS cm/s (Lat if ct al., 1991 ). 

Strong stratification of the waler column contributes to oottom-water anoxia and 

hydrogen sulphide (l bS) enriclllllent in the central Black Sea below waler depths of 



Figure 3: Simpli!ied cross section of the Black Sea and the Bosphorus Strait (len side) 

showing the boundary between the two wateT-masses. lhe low salinity, oxygenated 

Black Sea waterrnass forms a layer that sits atop higher salinity, anoxic bollom waters 

Dissolvcd oxygen decreases 10 zero towards the chemocline. whereas hydrogen sulphide 

content increases with depth from thc same boundary. In reality. the oxic/anoxic 

interface is not horizontal. but varies from - 110- 130 m depth in tlK' el'11!ral Wl'Slern l3lack 

Sea to - 150- 170 m depth at the basi n margins ncar shelf l'dge (.I"rgerlSl'n et a1.. 1(91) 

Modi!ied from the Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Service Ceiller. 2012 



- 100 m. The surface layer (0 to - 50 m) is well oxygenated. but dissolved oxygen 

decreases slowly with depth. There is a suboxic zone located at the oxic/anoxic boundary 

from approximately 50-100 m depth. marked by low dissolved oxygen and the first 

appeufUnce of 1·12S. The thickness of the suboxie zone varies based on location. climate 

and time (Murmy et a!.. 1989; Codispoti et a1. 1991; Jorgensen et a!.. 1991). The 

concentrations of 0 2 and H2S in this layer do not overlap. rather O2 drops to zero and H1S 

then rises from zero in this transitional zone (izdarand Murray. 1991: Murray. 19(1). 

Although significant saline water enters the Black Scu from the Meditermllean via 

the Strait of Bosphorus. there is a net export of approximately 300 kmJ/yr because 

freshwater input from several large rivers (the Danube, ])on, Dnieper, Dniester and 

Southern Bug) and precipitation exceed the saline inflow and rate of evapomtion. Surface 

circulation in the Black Sea is dominated by two largc cyclonic gyres. as well as sevcral 

smaller anti-cyclonic coastal eddi es. A narrow "'Rim Current"' circulates along the 

periphery of the deep basinal area in a counter-clockwise direction, sepamting a set of 

coastal eddies from the large centrally located gyres (Figure 4) (Latif et a!.. 1991; Oguz et 

a!.. 1993; Murray et aI., 2007). The Rim Current is <75 kill in width. and travels at an 

average velocity of20 cm/s (Oguz et al .. 1993). 

rherc is a permanent halocline and pynenocline in place due to the vert ical 

slrali lieation in the mack Sea. This boundary has varied over the evolution of the sea: il 

also varies geogmphieally in the present-day lllaek Sea ranging from - 75 m in the cent re 

to up to - 210 m along the margin of the basin (Murray d al .. 1(91). The location of the 

salinity-density boundary is coincident wilh Ihe chemocline in the modern Black Sea 
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(Figure 3), which is now between 110-130 III depth in the centre. and 150-170 III depth 

away from the basin margins (Jorgensen et al.. 1991). Below this boundary the bottom 

waters are anoxic and abovc thc boundary the water is more oxygenated and supports life 

(Codispoti ct al.. 1991). Due to hydrostatic pressure gradients caused by the Rim Current. 

the oxic-anoxic contact has an overall dome-like shape throughout the Dlack Sea. 

resul ting in a deeper interface at the shelf edge than in the central regions (Oguz et <II.. 

1994). 

1 . ./.2 Alws/OII1()scd Channel Nellrork 

A saline density current may occur when dense normal marine water enters an 

area where the ambient water mass is less dense because ofa lower salinity. Due to the 

salinity difference in the two-way flow system at the northern Bosphorus exit (salinity 

contrast of approximately 12960 10 16960), there is a persistent salinc underflow that has 

I:TCated a shelf·erossing network ofanas\oll1osed channels (Di Iorio et al., 1998; Uzsoy et 

al. 2001). The network consists of first-order I:hannels. in·channel barforms, sediment 

waves. crevasse channels. Icwe/overbank deposits and is morphologically similar to that 

of a terrigenous anatomosed river system (FiguTC 5) (Flood et al.. 2009). 

A main saline-underllow channel extends from the mouth of the Bosphorus Strait, 

mcandering northwards over 50 km until it reaches the shelf break. Flood et al (2009). in 

an ovcrview of the channel system. divide the channel into four general sections: an 

inner-shelf channel. a mid-shelf region of poorly confined flow, an outer-shelf channel 

network and an upper-slope channel. The inncr shelf channel begins at the mouth of the 

Bosphorus and continues about 1 S kill into the Black Sea. HeTC. the bankfull dcpth orlhe 
II 



Figure 5: Sun-iliumin(lt('d image of the salille-ullr.krlluw channel n('\work created where 

de lls(~ sal ine Mediterranean water enters the Black Sea through the BosphofllS Strait 

(bottom of image), The outer-shelf network lies north of 4 1Q24'N (Mod ilied fro111 Flood 

ct al.. 2009). 
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main channel ranges from - 10-35 m and there are several smaller distributaries that 

branch off. The mid-shelf channel is broad and extends from 18-26 km along the llow 

path. It is characterized by an irregular lloor. litt le or no levees and includes an exposed 

basement bedrock ridge that disrupts the general channelllow in this area. 

rhe outer-shelf channel extends from 26-43 km along the centreline of the main 

channel, and consists of an anastomosed channel network. The levees in this area arc 

mounded and dimpled by partially buried conical mounds; streamlined bars (up 10 5 km 

by 2.5 km) separate anastomosed channels. Channel size ranges from 5-8 III in depth and 

from - 200 m to 1.3 km in width. The sediments of the banks and intra-channel bars arc 

silty muds radiocarbon dated at younger than - 8.000 uncalibrated radiocarbon years 

before present (hereafter reported with the units He yr BP) (Flood et al.. 2009). The 

channel floors consist of coarser sand and gravel with some shel ly horizons, and arc 

generally at the level of the shelf-crossing early Holocene transgressive um:onlormi ty u. 

As the channel network continues toward the shelf edge. the number of channel di visions 

incrcases and the tops of the bars begin to be dissected by secondary channels. [t has 

been hypothesi"..ed that the Rim Current, which is running parallcl to the shelf edge. could 

be suspending the finer sediments in this area. carrying them across the she ll: thus 

providing the material s to bui ld the levees of the channel (Flood et al.. 2009: R.N . 

Hiscott. pers. cumm. 2012). The MAR05-50r and MAR05-5 1G core sites studied in this 

thesis arc in the eastern levee of the main outer-shel l"ehannel (Flood el aL. 2009). 

The upper-slope channel extends from 43-51 km along the channel centreline and 

is marked by complex morphology and increasing channel slope gradients The channel 
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ends at about 51 km along the flow path in water depths of - 300 m. It is considcrcd that 

the dcnsity wntmst betwecn the Mediterrancan inflow and the overlying Ulack Sca 

waters has deen.:ased by that point so that thcre is insufficient eontmst to drive the saline 

underflow, allowing those waters to lift otT the seabed as a mid-water plume (Flood et al. . 

2009). Modern observations of prist inc sediment waves and young crevasse channels and 

young radiocarbon dates fro m bar top cores (Flood et a!.. 2009) indicate that channel 

processes are active today. 

1.5 Reeunneet ion Hyputheses 

Due to the Black Sea' s interesting geology and oceanography. geologists have 

been researching for the past scwn decades the evolution of the sea at various stagcs of 

its reconnection with the world's ocean following the last glacial cycle. During the last 

glacial maximum (- 20,000 yr I3P) the Black Sea was di sconnected from the global 

oceans. This was due to relative sca level being lower than the shallow sill dcpth of the 

Stmit of 130sphorus (- 40 m); the only conncction to the Mediterranean. The process by 

which the Black Sea became reconnected, however. is under intense debate. Curn:ntly. 

thcre arc three rcconncction hypothescs: the HOOf/ Hypo/he.ris. the Oll/l/ow Hypo/hesi,\' 

and the Oscil/a/illg Seu L/!I·e{ Hypo/ilesiJ. 

1.5./ nood NypOlilesis 

The Flood NypOlhesis was initially proposed by Ryan et al. (I 997a/b) and Ryan 

and Pillman (1998) as a parI of a joint US-Russia-Turkey research collaboration, and 

hypothesizes a catastrophic reconneclion of the Black Sea with the world's oceans. The 
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authors challenged the widely necepted hypothesis that there was a gradual post-glacial 

inflow of saline Mediterranean waler entering a full Black Sea "lake". commencing 

around 9.000 14e yr 131' (e.g .. Ross ct al.. 1970. Degens and Ross. 1972. Deuser. 1(72). 

The aUlhors instead propose that from 14.700 to 10.000 14e yr 131'. the Neoeuxinian lake 

(now the Ulaek Sea) was partially emptied due to evaporat ion and reduced river input. 

wilh the lake level standing HI - 140 Ill. - 100 m below the Bosphorus sill depth. Then. 

rising global sea level ruptured a hypothetical sedimem dam in the l3osphorus at 7.150 

14e yr BI'. resulting in a catastrophic flooding of the continental shelf. The nuthors 

argued that the flood caused the simultaneous and sudden appearance of marine 

organisms in the Black Sea, caused a decrease in sedimentation rate and produced 

ubiquitous organic-rich sediments. Ryan and co· workers estimated thatlhe exposed shelf 

was over 100,000 knl in area and due to the geometry of the Bosphorus intet, it was 

possible that an excess of 50 kmJ of Mediterranean waler invlIded the Black Sea lake 

om:e the sill was breachcd. They proposed that the lake level rose at a rate of 

appro .... imately 15 centimctres per day, rising over 100 meters in a matter of two years. 

This tlooding submerged over 100,000 kml of the previously exposed shelf. abruptly 

forcing early human inhabitants inland (Ryan et al.. I 997a; Ryan et al.. 1997b). Ryan and 

Pitman (1998) further suggested that this flood might be the basis of the ancient flood 

myths (e.g., found in the Epic of Gilgamesh, the Epic of Atrahasis. and the Epic of 

Ziusudra [Keller, 1981; Lambert and Millard, 1969; l3esl. 1(991). including Ihe biblical 

aeeoulll of "Noah's Flood" rhe evidence for the 1997/ 1998 proposal of the PlOOf/ 

Hypothesis was mainly radiocarbon ages of the oldest marine shells (7. 150 He yr 131') 
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found in marine sediment cores from the northern Black Sea shelf, as well as about 350 

km of high-resolution seismic profiles (Ryan ct al.. 1997a: Ryan ct al.. I 997b). 

Major (2002) and Ryan et al. (2003) modified the datc ofthc tlooding 10 8.400 14C 

yr ElP based on 11 suddcn shift in the strontium isotope ratio in biogcnic carbonate at that 

time. They then attributed the younger 7.150 14C yr UP shell date to a salinization time 

lag. Ryan ct al. (2003) also proposed a second o[dcr high watcr level (due to river intlow) 

at 11.000 to 10,000 14C yr 131' that rcsulted in cxport of water into the Marmara and 

Mediterranean seas. As a result, according to the Flood HypOlhesis. the l3[uck Sea 

cxperienced two lowstand periods (- 120 m at 13.400 14C yr Ill' through to 11.000 He yr 

HI' and - 95 m from [0,000 to 8,400 14C yr 13 P) that prcceded the two tlooding events. 11 

should be noted that the younger tlood at 8.400 He yr UP is referred to as the "Great 

Flood". which is still considered by somc rcscarchers to be associated with bibliea[ 

1.5.2 Olliflow Hypothesis 

Mu[ti-proxy data from Memorial University of Newfoundland rescarehers (among 

other institutions) conflicts with the Fioot/ Hypmhesi.\·. Instead. Aksu et al. (2002a) 

initially proposed the Ouljloll' Hypothesis I. which suggcsted a gradual reconnection of 

the Black Sea and the eastern Mediterrancan over thousands of years. accompanied by 

significant time lags. rather than one catastrophic event (Figure 6). This hypothesis was 

based on work completed in the Aegean Sea. Marmara Sea and Ulack Sea area (Aksu et 

al.. I 999b: Aksu el al.. 2002b: Hiscott et al.. 2002), as explained below. 
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rhe OuljlOIl' Hypul/H:sis ! stated that the Black Sea rose to the level of the 

Bosphorus sill (- 40 111) at approximately I LOOO to 10,000 HC yr UP. At this poin\. the 

Marmara Sea level was approximately 20 111 below the sill depth. cut oIl from the Black 

Sea but connected to the Aegean Sea since approximately 12,000 HC yr Dr through the 

deeper Dardanelles Stmit «:atagay et al.. 2000). Draekish waters from the Black Sea 

began to flow south through the Bosphorus. forming a delta (t.l) in the Marmara Sea. 

This Olllnow was propelled by the drainage of the major eastern European rivers and leli 

an imprint in the microfossil assemblage as well as the geochemistry of Marmara Sea 

sed iments. The one-way out flow continued until approximately 9,000 I'C yr BP, when 

the level of the Marmara Sea reached the Dosphorus sill depth. From here. it was 

hypothesized that over the course of 500 to 1.000 14C yr. the denser. sali ne Mediterranean 

waters intruded into the Dosphorus Strait and eventually into the Black Sea. establishing 

the current two-way flow exchange. likely by 8.000 I~C yr BP. The OIl(llow Ify{)o/he.\·ix I 

proposed that the pycnocline gradually rose with the inflow of sa line waters. and by 7500 

HC yr 13P (in accordance with the arrival of the tirst Mediterranean immigrants), the 

sal inity on the shelf rose to a level suitable for colonization by marine spec ies (Aksu et 

a1..2002a). 

After the proposal of the two outflow events at 16.000 to 14.700 HC yr Dr and 

11 ,000 to 10.000 14C yr BP by Ryan et at. (2003). a modified Outflow II)1Jolhcsis /I was 

proposed by Hiscol\ et a1. (2007a. b) that included both of these events. I-liseo!l et a1. 

(2002) noted an older delta (6.2) in the north-eastern Marmara Sea below 6.1. The 
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16.000-14.700 14C yr 131' outflow was offered as an explanation for the forma tion of .6.2. 

although Hiseott et a1. (2007a) had no age cOnlrol fo r .6.2. 

Eri~ et al. (2007) have claimed that .6. I and .6.2 have ages of 3.800 - 6.200 14C yr 

RI' and 10.500 - 11.500 14C yr 131'. respectively. seriously compromising a component of 

the UIl(floll' HypO/hesis II. However. multi beam and seismic surveys conducted by 

Memorial University of Newfoundland researchers in 2011 suggest that Eri~ et al. (2007) 

miscorrelated their giant piston core MD-27S0 10 the seismic stratigraphy. so that these 

youngcr ages might be invalid (R.N. Hiscott. personal commun icat ion. 20 12). 

1.5.3 Oscillaling Sea L('w:l Hypu/flesis 

A third hypothesis for the reconnection of the 13lack Sea with thc world 's ocean in 

the Holocene is the Oscillaling 511'(11.(,1'('1 flypOlhcsis. based initially on thc conclusions of 

Kerey et a1. (2004) and Yanko- I-Iombach et at (2004). They suggest that the increase in 

sea level in the Black Sea was neither catastrophic nor gradual. Instead. thcy suggcst that 

it rose to present-day levels in an o$(; illating manner. This hypothesis is based on 

extensive mUlti-proxy data collected by the former Union of Sovict Socia list Republics 

and forme r castcrn bloc scientists throughout the I3lack Sea since 1971. The timeline for 

this hypothesis begins at 27.000 I ~C yr llP during the WUrm (Middle Weichsdian) 

glaciation within the Last Glacial Period (Yanko-Hombach, 2007). Up until this time. the 

authors state that brackish Tarkhankutian l3asin (coincident wi th the modern I3la(;k Sea) 

was (;onnected to the Marmara Sea via the l3osphorus Stra it. based on palynological 

evidence found within the strait. Then, the connection was interrupted due to drop in sea 
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levels and drought conditions brought on by the Last G lacial Maximum (- 27.000 -

18,000 14C yr BP). Thi s resulted in a drop of - 100111 in water IcveL transforming the 

Tarkhankutian basin into the completely isolated Early Neocuxinian lake. l\( ~ 17.000 14C 

yr I3P, the climate began to warm which caused water from most likcly the Caspian Sca 

to enter the Latc Neocuxinian lake via thc Manych Spillway, raising the water Icvel to 

approx imately -20 m. Thi s also produced a small overflow eOccl. releasing brack ish 

watcr into the Marmara Sea and eventually into the Aegean Sea. The Younger Dryas 

(- 11,000-10.000 14C yr I3 P) brought on cooler climates. reducing the water levclto about 

-50 m. The level rose again to - 20 m duc to inllowing dense. sal ine Mediterranean 

waters, and by 10.000 14C yr I3P. according to this hypothcsis. the surfiJcc ncver fell 

below - 40 m again. Howcver. the authors propose that these waters entered the Black 

Sea via an alternative route, such as Izmit Bay to Sapanca Lake to the Sakarya River 

since there is a lack of cvidence of marine organi sms in the Bosphorus Strait prior to 

5.300 HC yr 131' (Kerey ct al.. 2004; Yanko-Hom bach et al.. 2004). Based on this route 

and the sea level of the Mediterranean at 10,000 14C yr BP, saline waters began to enter 

the Black Sea in an oscil latory manner. The oscillatory reconnection is suggested to have 

raised thc watcr levcl at a ratc of. on avcragc. 3 emil 00 yr. which could not be dcemed 

catastrophic. Likewisc. duc to the osc illatory cxchange. thc outflow from the lllack Sca 

would be periodically broken aller 10.000 14C yr Bl', which is in contrast to the 0111/1011' 

H)pvlliesis 11 (Yanko-Hombach. 2007). 
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1.6 l' rc\'ious Work 

1.6.1 Cholll/e{ Ne/work M"ppillg 

Cores MAROS-SOP and MAROS·SIG studied in Ihis thesis were taken due to Iheir 

closc proximity to the anastomosed channel network northwest of the mouth of Ihe 

Bosphorus Strait (Ozsoy clal. 2001. Flood ct al.. 2009). The evolution and morphology 

of this channel system arc discussed by Flood ct al. (2009). A sun-illum inated image 

(Figure 5) and scismic profile (Figure 7) show the proximity of the cores to the channel 

network. As well. both the early I-Ioloccne transgressive unconformity u and the U , 

unconformity can be seen relative to the core s ite MAROS-SOl' in cross-section (Figure 7). 

Flood et al. (2009) auributc thc u, unconformity to subaqueous erosion beneath wind-

driven currclllS and this boundary can be secn throughout the southwestern shelfregion. 

1.6.2 Core De.\"cripli{J/I~· 

Cores MAROS-SIG and MAROS-SOP were described by Dr. Ali Aksu on 

November 9'h. 2005. at Memorial University. Standard lithological and pal <leonlOlogieal 

notat ions were made as well as sed iment colour using the Geological Society of America 

Rock-Colour chart. Grain size for core MAROS-SOP was determined by Dr. Richard 

I-liscotl using a I-Ioriba® model LA-9S0 lascr particle-si7.£ analyzer. which can detect 

particles within the range 0.01 I-Im to 3000 I-Im. 

1.6.2.1 MAR05·5IC 

As described by Dr. Aksu in 2005. gravity core MAROS-SIG is composed of 

mainly silty mud. The core is divided into two lithostratigraphic units. Unit I and Unit 2 
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on the basis of sediment textuJ"C. Unit I extends from the top of the core to ahout 58 cm. 

It is characterized by colour banded and colour mottled silty-mud. The colour alternates 

between dark gray (N3) and olive gray (SY411). rhe texture shows moderate 

bioturbation. specifically largc concentric burrows. lsolatcd shel ls arc present throughout 

the unit. Unit 2 extends from 58 em to the bottom of the core. This unit is predominately 

olive gray (5Y411) slightly colour mouled silty-mud. There arc two shelly hori7..0ns at 

depths 01'90 ern and 107 em. Similar to Unit I. Unit 2 shows moderate bioturbation with 

isolated shell s throughout (Figure 8). At 145 cm depth. an in-silu MYIi//I.\" 

gaf/oprovillcialis mollusc shell was radiocarbon dated to 3 105 ~ 90 calibrated calendar 

years belore present (hereafier reported with the units cal yr BP) (Table I). 

1.6.2.2 MARD5-50P 

The upper part of piston core MAROS-50P is similar to core MAROS-5IG and is 

composed mostly of si lty mud. Three lithostratigraphic units are identified in this core: 

Units 1,2 and 3, as described below. 

Unit I extends from 0 ern 10 approximately 45 em depth. and exh ibi ts colour 

banded and colour mOllled layers. There are some burrows as well as a small number of 

shells within this unit. including /'an'iwrdiulII exiglllllll. Unit 2 extends from about 45 

cm to 645 ern depth. It is olive gray (5Y411) in colour. s lightly colour mottlcd and shows 

moderate bioturbation. iso lated shell s, as well as four shelly hori zons (F igure 8). Notable 

shells include MyliluJ gaf/op/"(JI'illdali~·. Spisliia slIblrilll<;a/(/. Abril alba and eye/ope 

(/o//ol"(mia. 80th Units I and 2 have a mcan grain size of - 6.5¢! (Flood el al . 2009). with 
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all standard deviations falling within the silt classification limits. The sand traction for 

both units is generally less than 10% (Figure 9) 

At 645 cm depth in core MAR05-s0 1', there is an inferred unconformity that is 

marked by an abrupt change in colour. mean grain size. sand fraction and texture (Figures 

8 and 9). This uneonfonnity is eorrclated with the a l marker of Hiscott et al. (2007b) 

b.1sed on its similar l~C age and lithology seen above and below the boundary. as well as 

attributes of the corresponding seismic units which arc separated by a truncation surface 

at the MA R05-501' core site (Figure 7: Flood et a l. . 2009). Unit 3 extends from the (I I 

ull(;Onformity to the bottom of the (;On: al 738 cm depth. From 645 cm to 698 em depth. 

the core shows slightly coloured mottled brownish black (sYR21l) burrowcd muds with 

frequent line sand and silt laminae. From 698 cm to 734 Clll depth, the colour passes 

from dark grey (N3) 10 brownish black (5YR2/1). but the sediment maintains the same 

grain size and texture. Finally, at the base of the core Irom 734- 738 cm.lhere is a spike 

in the mean grain size. This is due 10 Ihe presence of lighl olive gray (sYS/2) gravelly 

sandy mud with shells. The shells arc rounded and reworked - most arc large juvenile 

Drei.uenll polYlllorplia. with the largest shell dimension being - 0.7 Clll. The sand fraction 

also inercases to approximately 40% althe base of the core within this 4 em interval. Due 

to the intermittent fine sand laminae seen in Unit 3, the mean grain size rises to - 5.54> 

(Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Grain size analysis for 75 samples from core MAR05-501'. Dala wcrc w llected 

with a I loriba:gJ model I.A-950 lllscr particle-size analyzer. Radiocarbon dates shown 

adjacent to the lithological log are given in calibrated calendar years bdorc prCSC11I and 

pn;viously unpublished dates are italicized. Modilicd from Flood cl al. (2009) 



1.6.3 Radio('(Jrholl Datil1g 

Radiocarbon dating uses the steady decay of 14e 10 date materials that are of late 

Pleistocene to Holocene age, The production of the radioactive isotope 14e occurs 

naturally as a seeondury eITeet of the cosmic-my bombardmcnt of the upper atmosphere. 

The radiogcnic isotope quickly oxidizes (on the order of hours to days) to form l ~e02 . 

Stratospheric winds thcn distribute these molecules throughout the atmosphere. resulting 

in a relatively well-mixed distribution of He02 at the Earth's surface. The world's 

oceans absorb approximately 85% of these molecules. while only 1% is absorbed by 

terrestrial material. primarily through photosynthetic processes. As a result. the 14e ratio 

of livi ng organisms is the same as the 14C ratio in the atmosphere at thc time of 

absorption. This content is maintained in equilibrium with the atmosphere through 

metabolic processes until the living organism dies. Given that 14C decays at a steady rme 

(hal!~life == 5730 ± 40 years). the age of biomineralization by the dead organism can be 

ealeulated (Taylor and Aitken. 1997). 

Radiocarbon dates arc reported in years before prcscnt (yr OP). where ··present"' is 

1950 by intcrnational convcntion. During thc 1955- 1963 Common Em. the detonation of 

nuelear and thermonuelear bombs created un artiliciul and dramatic increase in 14e in the 

atmosphere. As a result. dates after 1950 generally are not available using thc radiocarbon 

dating technique. Dates taken dircetly from the samples are considered raw or 

ullcal ibrated. as they do not account lor the variation of the levels of atmospheric 14C over 

the course of gcologic time. However. the raw dates can be eulibrated using the results of 

dcndroehronology und computer software sw:h us OxCal or Calib. to produce calibrated 
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years before present (cal yr BP). This calibration process uses dendrochronology to align 

raw rad iocarbon ages with known. constant solar ages obtained by counting tree rings 

(Taylor and Aitken. 1997), or by using other absolute dates to calibrate the raw results. 

This calibration method is further explained in Chapter 2. 

Previously dated material from cores MAR05-50P and MAR05-5IG has been 

published in the Flood et al. (2009) (Table I). These samples were sent \0 the lsoTrace 

Radiocarbon Laboratory. Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Facility at the University of 

Toronto in Ontario, Canada. They were processed in an accelerator mass spcetrometer 

using a conventional analytical I'C half-lile of 5,568 years. and the errors represent 

68.3% conlidence limits. The raw dates as well as the calibrated dates for these samples. 

and the new, previously unpublished dates, are further discussed in Chapter 3. 

1.6 . ./ Helmet/ Cores 

On the southwestern shelf of the 8 lack Sea. previous Memorial University of 

Newfoundland projects have provided some insight into the history of organic-matler 

deposition in Holoeenc muds. Using short cores slightly northwest of the MAR05·501' 

site on the Black Sea shelf(the closest at 41 °42'N. 28°43'E). Adetona (2005) found that in 

the shallow sediments. the signatures of the organic material arc consistent with the 

mixing of isotopically heavier marine matter (- -23%0) with lighter terrestrial matter (

- 27%0). with - 50% of the organic matter being of marine origin (e.g .. algal). In the 

deeper sediments. Ihe organic mailer was predominantly (- 80%) from terrestrial and/or 

lacustrine sourees. Cranshaw (2007) also found that the organic component of the deeper 
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Tub1c I: Uncul ibratL'<I radiocarbon dates ('4C yr 131') ror COTCS MARaS-51 G und MAROS

SOP. as published in Flood ct al.. 2009. 

MAROS-SIG 145 Myti[us 'allo rovincialis 3280 ±60 TO-13101 

MAROS-SOP 44 Myti[us 'allo rovincialis 2590 ± 90 TO-1309S 

MARaS-SOP 180 M tHus 'alio rovincia!is 3240 ± 50 TO-I 3096 

MAROS-SOP 279 Mytilus ·alio rovincialis 3250 ± 70 TO-I 3097 

MAROS-SOP 340 M ,titus .alio rovincia[is 4320 ± 60 TO-I 3098 

MAROS·SOP 435 Myti[us .a[lo Tovincia[is 5330 ± 70 TO-I 3099 

MAROS-SOP 670 Drcisscna pol mOT ha 9880 ± 110 TO-131oo 

MAROS-SOP 737 Drcisscnaspp.- pristine [0270 ± 90 TO-1291S 

MAROS-SOP 737 Bivalve I'm 'mcnts- worn 32190 ± 280 TO-12734 
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sediments was mostly terrestrial and/or lacustrine in origin (82-100%) on the 

southwestern Black Sea Shelf. using a core located at 41 °09.987 ' N. 31 °07.686'E. 

The proposed research will uugment this dutllbllse with new work closer to the 

130sphorus exit into the Black Sea, and will synthesize these new results with past data to 

extract general conclusions regarding deposition of organic matter in this unique 

environment. 

1.6 . .1_1 MAR02-.J5I'lIl/d MAR02-.J5T 

Piston core MAR02-45 P and its co-located trigger-weight core MAR02-45T were 

collected front Ihe transgressive succession on the southwestern Black Sea shelf during 

Ihe 2002 RV Koc(I I'iri Reis research cruise. Both cores were raised from 69 III water 

depth at4 1°41.170 'N, 28°19.080'[, which is approxinltllcly 66 kill west-northwest of the 

MAR05-50P/MAR05-5IG core site. MAR02-45T is 180 em in length and MAR02-45P 

836 cm in length. It was determined using radiocarbon dates that there is approximately 

110 cm missing section from the top of the piston core (1- liscoll e\ al.. 2oo7b) 

Consequently, a composite eorc 01'946 cm totallenglh was created. which is conformable 

al the (tl level. is unconformable at the (t2 IcveL and spuns most of the I-Iolocene (up to 

10,350 cal yr 01'), This composite core is referred 10 as MAR02-45. ScdimentologieaL 

gl'OChcmicaL palynological and palaeontological analyses were completed on the core 

and published in Hiscoll el al. (2oo7b). Marrett et al. (2009) and Mertens et a1. (2012). 

These data will be llsed for correlation purposes in Chapter 5. 
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1.6 . .J.2 MAR05-/JPand MAIW5-0.JG 

During the 2005 RV Koca I'iri Rei~' resean:h cru ise. gravity core MAROS-04G 

and piston core MAR05-IJP were collected at 41°09.947'N. 31°07.7IS·E and 

41 °09,987'N. 31 °07.686'E, respectively at a water depth of 75 meters. These core sites 

arc located approximately 175 km cast-southeast of the MA ROS-SOP core site. cast of the 

mouth of the Strait of Bosphorus. Core MAR05-04G is 171 cm in length and core 

MAROS-13P is 813 cm in length. The lithological descriptions of each can be found in 

Cranshaw (2007). There is approximately 30 em of core-top loss in MAR05-IJP. As a 

result. a composite core was created with MAR05-04G. The composite core will be 

referred to as MAR05-1J and will be used in Chapter 5 lor correlation purposes with 

MAROS-SO. Ages at the base of the composite core extend to the late Holocene (11.236 

cal yr 01'). Geochemical data. some palynological results. as well as seism ic profiles for 

cores MAROS-04G and MAROS-13!' have been previously presented in Cranshaw (2007) 

and published in Mertens et a!. (2012), 

1.7 Carbon Isotopes lim] Tota l Organic Carbon (TOC) 

Carbon, atomic number 6. has two stable isotopes: 12C =; 98.89 percent abundance 

and IlC =; 1.11 percent abundancc. Carbon has one radioactive isotope. I ~C. which is 

oftcn used for dating material due to its prescnce in organic materiaL as well as its halt~ 

life of 5730 ;!: 40 years, Natural processing of carbon such as atmospheric eyding. 

mineraliz;ltion and photosynthesis all have their own distinct isotopic carbon (S IJC) 

signature. Generally. biogenic processes tend to result in an enrichment of the light 

isotope, 12e, whereas isotope exchange reactions between carbon dioxide and carbonate 
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minerab result in the cnrichmcnt of the heavier isotope. 13c. The carbon isotopic 

composition is expressed in delta notation: that is. the ratio of I3C 10 11e. By convention. 

this ratio is presented as in Equation I (Faurc. 1977): 

(2) 

where standard refers to the international rderence standard Vienna Pee Dec 

Belemnite (VPDB) 

r otal organic carbon (TOC) refers to the amount of carbon bound in an organic 

compound of biological origin. TOe is useful in delineating the sediment source. 

whether marinc or terrestrial. detcrmined using the /iuCmc and the equat ions of F01l1ugne 

and Calvert. 1992; elaborated in Section 2.5). It is also useful for detennining the local 

sedimentation mle (as mpid burial can enhance organic mailer preservation). as well it is 

an indicator of anoxia. drinking water qualit)' and petroleum source-rock quality (Waples. 

19&5). 

1.8 Sulphu r Isotopes and TOI:I I Su lphur (TS) 

Sulphur. atomic number 16. has four stable isotopes. with the following 

abundances: HS = 95.02%. 3JS '" 0.75%. J4S = 4.21% and J6S = 0.02%. With respect to 

isotopic abundances. ratios life determined usin!:\ the li!:\ht J2S isotope and the heavier HS. 

expressed in terms of oJ4S (Faure. 1977): 

(3) 
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where standard rclers to thc intcrnationlll rclerence standard Canyon Diablo 

troilite (FeS) mcteoritc. 

Variations in the isotopic ratio of su lphur can be due to several environmental 

factors. One such process is known as biogenic fractionation. which refers to the 

reduction of sulphate ions by anaerobic bacteria that live in buried marine or lake 

sediments. Through anaerobic respiration. bacteria rcmove the oxygen Irom sulphate 

ions (SO/) in organic matter and excrete hydrogen sulphide (I·llS). This product is 

enriched in the lighter 32S isotope. which can be used as an indicator of this process. The 

hydrogen sulphide produced in these reactions often goes on to react with iron found in 

the sediments to produce the mineral pyrite (FeSl). Total sulphur (TS) can also serve as a 

proxy for the amount of pyrite in marine sediments. which can be used as a rellection of 

the quantity ofsulphate reduction occurring in the scdiments (Faure. 1977). 

1.9 lhtionalc 

Since the amount of organic matter found in sediments is regulated by sea level. 

salinity. depositional environment. dissolved oxygen content. and the vigour of primary 

production relative to input trom terrestrial sources. the study of preserved organic matter 

in a marine core can yield valuable information regarding the local environmental 

conditions. Such information can then be used in wnjunction with other published data 

to interpret conditions during the Holocene reconncct1on of the Black Sea with the 

world·soecans. 
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1.10 Rese:lrchQucstions 

The specific scicntilic objcctives of this thcsis !Ire: 

to correlate the lithologies in cores MAROS-SOP/MAROS-SIG and 10 creme a final 

composite core MAROS-SO using the organic geochemical multiproxy data and 

radiocarbon ages in selected shell samples: 

to erect a chronostratigraphic framework for cores MAROS-SOP/MAROS-SIG. using 

several radiocarbon dates. calibrated to correct for the apparent reservoir oO'scts; 

to determine the source of the organic matter (i.e .. whether marinc or terrestrial) in the 

southwest Black Sea shelf sediments extracted in MA ROS-SOP/MAROS-SIG. using 

thc organic geochemical data in samplcs extracted !It 10 cm intervals; 

to construct a p!lJaeo-environmcnt!l1 and palaeoceanographic history of the core sites. 

and to compare thcse results with previous work; 

to comp!lre thc gcochemic!ll findings in cores MA ROS-SOI'/MAROS-S1G with othcr 

mUlti-proxy d!lta to identify any trends withi n the data set that can constrain specific 

environmental changes. Currently. students and colleagues of Aksu and Hiscott arc 

working on the micropalaeontology (ostracods) and palynology of the same cores 

These data wi ll be available for comparison purposes. which will help to develop a 

more holistic slOry of the watermass evolution and the history of reconnection for 

future research; 
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to correlate the geochemical data of the composite core MAROS-SO with two 

southwest Black Sea shclfcomposi te cores, MAROS-13 and MAR02-4S to identify 

regional trends; and 

to evaluate the data to see if there are contributions to be made to the validity of three 

existing hypotheses regarding the watermass reconncction history of thc Black Sea 

withlhecaslernMcdilcrrancanSca. 
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C hapter Two: Methodology a nd Analytical Proced ures 

2. 1 Coring 

The field ureu for this project is located in the southwestern Black Sea. During a 

2005 cruise (MAROS). several sediment cores v,cere collected from the southwestern shelf: 

using a Mooring Systems Inc. piston and gravity corer und thc rcseareh vessel RV KO(,(1 

Piri Reis of thc Institute of Marinc Sc icnces and Tcchnology, Dokuz Eyjul University. 

The cores were collected to recover various sedimentary features assoeiuted with a saline 

density current channel where Mediterranean water cascades, at derth. into the lower

salinity Black Sea (Figure 10). The piston cure MAROS-SOP (4 1°29.634' Nand 

29°04.44 5' E) and a near by gravity core MAROS-SIG (41°29.471' Nand 29°04.393' E) 

are selected (or a detailed organ ic geochemical and stable isutopie study. According to 

the CPS coordinates. there is aprroximalely 310 meters between these two corc sites. 

The gravity core MAR-SIC has a total length uf 157 em. while the piston core is 738 cm 

in length. The water depth at the core sites is 91 m (F lood et a1.. 2009); this places the 

core site above the permanent halocline/pyenocline, as well as the ehemoeline 

2.2 S:lmpl ing 

Eighty-nine wet sediment samples were taken from the centre of the working 

halves of the split cores at 10 cm intervals in both MAROS-SOP and MAROS-SIG. Each 

individual sample was rut in a clear rlastic rackage and labeHed accordingly. All 

samples were kept in a cold storage unit in the Department of Earth Sciences. at a 
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lemperalure of _6c C. The lime bctWl .. 'Cn sample colleclion and processing for Ihis Ihesis 

was approximalciy 48 months. 

2.3 Sample I'rcpa rlltion 

1.3.1 Processing (JfSedil/lelll~' 

Once the individunl depth inteTvnls were noted. the s<llnples were then processed 

to remove carbonate matcrial from the sedimcnt in order to eliminate the inorganic carbon 

component. Approximately I cm3 of wct sediment was placed in a 100 ml plastic 

measuring cup. Reagem-grade 38% hydrochloric acid was diluted using equal parts of 

acid and disti lled watcr. This rcsultcd in an approximately 19% hydrochloric acid 

solution which was added 10 the plastic mcasuring cups in 11 standnrd fume hood. 

Samples were len 10 react for 24 hours. with periodic stirri ng 10 thnt ensure Ihe IICI 

digcsted all carbonate matcrial 

The dissolution process was dctermined 10 be completc when there was no longer 

any bubbling or fizzing in the sam pic cup. Oncc completc. the acid solution was 

decanted from Ihe cups. Ihe Sllmp1cs were Iransfcrred to 50 ml plastic vials and rinscd 

with distilled water. The vials were then ccntrifuged to rapidly settle the sediments 10 the 

bottom. Thc water was then decanted from the vials lind replaced wilh distilled water. 

and the samples wcrc Ihen returned 10 the ccntrifuge. This process was repeated Ilm.'C 

limes in order 10 ensure the acid was fully removed from the sediments. 

Ncxt. the s..1mples were transferrcd to aluminium cups and placed in an oven scI at 

40QC 10 dry overnight. Thc dry carbonate-free sediments werc Ihen removed from thc 
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oven and ground by hand with a murtar and pestle. Finally , the samples were transferred 

to small glass vials and labelled fur geochemical analysis. 

2.3.2 Sediment lVeighin.R 

The dry sediments were then brought to the Stable Isotope Laboratol)' in the 

Department of Earth Sciences where each sample was weighed into 7x7 mm tin capsules. 

Approximately 15 mg of sample was weighed out for sulphur elemental and isotopic 

determination using a Met ler Toledo AT21 balance. Approximately 14 mg of sample was 

weighted into a second set of capsules lor carbon analysis. Approximately 0.2 mg of 

vanadi um pentoxide was added to the samples. which acts as a catalyst for oxidation. 

The tin cups were then folded ovcr and compressed into tiny balls and placed in a labe ll ed 

96-welled plastic Iray. Once the samples were weighed, sets of internal und sample 

calibration standards were ulso prepared in the same manner to be added to each run. rhe 

stundards used arc listed in Table 2. 

2.3.3 Gypsllm Cryswh 

Euhedral gypsum crystals were discovered in the >63-micron fract ions of cores 

MAROS-SO P and MAROS-SIG that were collected by fellow MSe candidate Lorna 

Williums. The fmctions werc collected us part of her thesis on ostracod biostratigraphy. 

The sed iment samples required for her project were collected at the same lime as the 

geochemistry sam ples used in this thesis, in December 200S. The gypsum crysta ls were 

not present in the freshly split cores when they were initially described (R.N. I [iscoll, 

personal communication), so it is concluded that thcy formed during the several months 
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Table 2: Known/accepted values for the reference materials used for instrument, element and isotope calibration. MUN-CO-2 

and IAEA-CH-6 are used for carbon isotope calibration and USGS-24 is a standard for carbon isotope and elemental analyses. 

Sulphanilamide and MUN Sulfanilamide are primers used for elemental calibration of carbon and sulphur. lAEA-S-2 (NZ-2) 

and lAEA-S-3 are used for sulphur isotope calibration, and B2150 (high organic sediment) is a standard for sulphur isotope and 

elemental analyses. IAEA-S-I (NZ-I) is used as a eheck standard for sulphur isotopes. while W95-32 PY is used as an internal 

primer fo r assessing the stability of the instrument. Carbon isotopic values are measured with respect to the international 

reference standard Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (V-POB), whi le the sulphur isotopic values are measured with respect to the 

Vienna Canyon Diablo Troilite (V-COT) international reference standard. 

IAEA-CH-6 1 42.11 10.45 :to.13 
USGS-24 1 100 16.05 :1:0.11 
MUN-CO-2 1 12.00 41.11 :1:0.09 
MUN Sulfanilamide 141.85 18.62 
Sulphanilamide 41.85 18.62 
IAEA-S-1 (NZ-I 12.94 0.30 (exact 
IAEA-S-2 (1\'Z-2) 12.94 +22 .67 :0.15 
IAEA-S-3 12.94 32.55 :1: 0.12 
B2150 0.92 :0.01 +5.19 :0.16 
W95-32PY +7.24 ± 0.66 
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alier core spl itt ing and before the samples were prepared for geochemical and 

pillaeontological analysis. Because gypsum is a sulphate mineraL the ellecis of crystal 

tormation on sediment analysis had to be considered, specifically to determine if gypsum 

crystallization involved isotopic fractionation and if 1·lel treatment of bulk samples 

dissolved some oflhe gypsum. According to laboratory experiments conducted by Li and 

Demopolous (2005), gypsum is stable in low concentrations of Hel at room tempemlure. 

The following process was completed by Williams to obtain the >63 micron fractions. 

Starti ng in December 2009, samples were tirst disaggregatcd in a J% solution of 

sodium hexametaphosphate (calgon) and left overnight Then. each sample was 

transferrcd to a glass beaker. where approximately IO--J5 IllI of a 30% solution of 

hydrogen peroxide was added. The beakers were then boiled for approximately 10 

minutes using a hot plate in order to assist with disaggregation. Samples were then 

cooled. wet sieved through a 63 ~tln screen and dried in an oven at approximately 30°C. 

The >63 fUll fractions were then weighed and placed in individually labelled sample vials. 

These samples arc referred to as Batch 1. Due to damage to the original ostracod 

scp'lrates while bei ng transportcd by air. this process was then repeated in August 2010 

by Williams using fresh sediment samples from the archive half of core that had been 

stored in the cold storage unit. This resulted in a second round 01" >63 ~un samples know 

as Batch 2. This batch was processed in the same lllanner as Datch I. howevcr the 

hydrogen peroxide bath and boi ling step was omitted as it was deemed unnceessary. 

For this thesis. the number of gypsum crystals in each sample of Batch 1 and 

Balch 2 was counted using a slcreogmphic binocular microscope. For samples with large 
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amounts of gypsum crystals, a micro-splitter was used to divide the sample evenly 

We ights. grain counts and gypsum abundance results for both Batch I and Batch 2 are 

presented in Chapter 3. The semi-quantitative scale fOf gypsum abundance (Table 3) was 

devised by the author, based rough ly on the conventional ACFO R abundance scale used 

in eco logical studies (i .e .. abundant. common. frequent. occasionaL rare) (e.g .. Allen et 

al.. 2006). Gypsum abundance results are presented in Chapter 4 

Table 3: Paramc1ers used to classify the abundance of gypsum grains in each sample 

interval. Abundance scale based on conventional ecological ACFOR scales (e.g. Allen et 

aI..2006). 

Abundant 500 + 
Com mon 20010499 
Frequent 50to 199 
Occasional 101049 
Rare I t09 
None 0 

Using sample intervals wilh high gypsum abundances, (i samples of crystals were 

collected from Batches I or 2. Each sample consisted of - 50 gypsum grains of various 

sizes. wi th enough mass to produce >4 mg of powdered gypsum. Of those, samples 430. 

460 and 470 were taken from intervals with a mean bu lk total sedimentary SHS val ue of 

- 35.72 ± 0.92Wx.. Meanwhi le, samples 490. 520 and 540 were taken from intervals with 

total sedimentary .s l4S values that ranged from - 16.4%0 to +2,6%0, Each sample was 

crushed using an agate mortar and peSIIe. then transferred to individually labelled vials 

and put in a desiccation chamber in the Stable Isotope Laboratory to prevent e)\eess water 

vapour absorption from the atmosphere. 
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Using the Metler Toledo Ani balance in the Stable Isotope Laboratory. 

approximately 2.4 mg or powdered gypsum was weighed out into 7x7 mm tin capsules 

and approximately 0.2 mg or the catalyst vanadium penlOxide was added. The 12 sample 

capsules. along with 3 duplicates. were compressed into tiny balls and stored in a 96-well 

plastic tray. The calibration standards. prepared in the same manner. arc listed in Table 2. 

For this run. only the standards containing elemental and isotopic sulphur wcre used. 

2.4 Analytica l Tcchnillu cs 

All samples and standards in this thesis were analyzed using high-precision 

continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrometers in the Stable Isotope Labol1ltory. 

I-ligh-precision with respect to mass spectrometry indicates tlmt results have a standard 

deviation or 4 to 6 significant figures. as defined by Brenna et al. (1997). Each sediment 

sample was analyzed ror the carbon and sulphur stnble isotopes (o lJe nnd /iHS) of the 

bulk organic malleT. as wcllns totnl organic carbon (TOC) and IOtal sulphur (TS) contents 

of the sedimcnts. 

2.-1.1 Prillciples ofholope-Ralio Mass Speclromelry 

A mass spectrometer is commonly used in chemical analyses to sermate and 

count chargcd atoms and molecules based on thcir mass/c harge ratio (mlz). Detection of 

mass and chargc is done clt.-ctronically whcn particles arc passcd through :m electro

magnetic field (Faure. 1977). In order 10 obtain the desired results. continuous-flow 
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isotope-ratio mass spectromctry rcqui res the use of both an elemental analyzer. as well a 

gas-sourcc isotope-ratio mass spectromctcr (I RMS). 

2.-1.2 [lemen/al Analyzer 

Elemcntal analyzers arc used to automatically prepare samples by converting the 

solid sample into a pure gas for analysis in the isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (Figure 

II). First. the prepared tin cnpsules containing either sample of sediment or st:mdard arc 

loaded in the automatic sampler carousel in the specified run order. One at a time. 

samples arc dropped into the heated reactor where they arc flash combusted with oxygen. 

Using a continuous flow of helium as a carrier gas. the products then travel through 

oxidation and reduction chambers for the removal of any excess oxygen. Next. the gases 

pass through a Mg(CI04h trap to remove water. Then. the gas passes through a 1.2-m 

Poropak QS 50/80 gas chromatograph at 70QC to separate the gas-phase products before 

sending the gaseous sample to the isotope-ratio mass spectrometer via the helium carrier 

gas (Uremm et 111.. 1997). In these experiments. the elemenl<ll analyzer used was the 

Carlo Erba NA 1500 Series II. located in the Stnble Isotope Laboratory at the Department 

of Earth Sciences. The unit was interfaced with the mass spectrometers using a Conllolll 

interfacc and was used to determine carbon and sulphur eicmental and isotopic 

abundances. 

2.-1.3 Comilwo/l.\·-Pfoll' Is%pe-Rmio MaJ.I· Speclroll1clry 

Once the pure gases arc prepared in the elemel1\al analyzer. they travc1 into the 

mass spectrometer. Continuous-flow analysis uses a constant flow of a carrier gas. 
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helium in this case. in order 10 bring the combusted sample 10 the mass spectrometer. 

Modem mass spectrometers are comprised of three essential components: an ion sourcc. a 

magnetic analyzer and an ion collector (Figure 12). All components arc evacuated to 

pressures of the order of I O..() to I O'~ mm Hg (Faure. 1977). 

The CO~ or SO:! gas molecules arc first introduced into the ion souree where they 

interact with a focused electron beam. This beam strips the electrons from gas molecules 

creating positive ions. which arc then propelled down a flight tube toward a negatively 

charged plate. Part of the ion beam passes through a slit in the plate and then enters the 

magnetic field of an electromagnet whose field is perpendicular to the direction of travd 

of the ion beam. This causes the ions to deflect in a circular path with radius proportional 

to thc individual mass of each ion~ heavier ions arc less deflected than the lighter ions. 

The separated ion beams continue 01110 the collector array that consists of three or more 

Faraday cup collectors. Thc collision of the ion with its specific cup is counted and 

converted into a digital output (Faure. (977). The result is the isotope count in parts per 

mil (%0) as well as the bulk element composition of the specific samplc. The calculated 

isotope ratios. IJC/1!C and l4S/l2S. arc compared to the international refen:ncc standards 

(as previously seen in Equations 2 and) in Chapter I) which determines the isotopic ratio 

in the sample. givcn in delta notation. 

1. -I. -I SlIlphlll" Samples 

Thc sulphur samples and standards were nm in July 2010 using the Finnigan 

MAT252 gas-source isotope-Talio mass spectrometer in the Stable Isotope Laboratory. 
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Each run includcd 20 samples, along with 34 calibration standards tor instrument and 

sample ca libration. 

2../.5 Carbo/l Samples 

The carbon samples and standards were run in September 2010 using the 

rhermoElectron DeltaVPlus gas-source isotope-ratio muss spectrometer in the Stable 

Isotope LaboratOl)'. Runs for the carbon samples included 30 samples, as wel l as 27 

calibration standards. 

Results for elemental and isotopic analyzes arc presented in Chapter 4. while raw 

data are presented in Appendices A. 

2../.6 UypsulI/ Samples 

Gypsum samples and standards were run in Dl.:cembcr 2011 using the MAT252 

gas-source isotope-ratio mass spectrometer in the Stable Isotope Laboratory. Sulphur 

clemental and isotopic composition was determined using IS samples including 3 

duplicates, as well as 29 calibration standards 

Results for elemental and isotopic analyzes are presented in Chapter 4, while raw 

data arc presented in Appendix B. 

2../. 7 Sea/minK tJectrr)}l Microscopy (.\'/~M) 

Whcn the post-care-splitting gypsum crystals were discovered in the >63 1.1111 

fract ions, thcy were originally of unknown composition. To confirm that the grains werc 

in fact gypsum, 15 grains were picked from the MAROS-SOP 490 cm depth interval in 
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June 2011. The grains were then placed on a mount and brought to the Angus Bruno 

Innovation Centre at Memorial University for analysis with the FEI Quanta 400 

environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Samples were coated in gold. 

which is an clectrically conductive material that prevents the build up of electrostatic 

charge on the surfacc of the sample during SEM analysis. Secondary electron and 

backscallered electron imagcs wcre taken. as well as a compositional analysis with energy 

discriminated X-rays (EDX). The Roentcc Quantax EDX system uses the Xflash SOD 

detector to bombard the gmin with elcctrons. The X-rays that are emitted by the grain are 

analysed for their energies. which arc then used to determinc the specilic elemental 

composition of the s.1mple. 

2.5 C~ lcuhltions 

2.5.1 TerYl::slriul ulld Marille Fratliom' 

Estimations of the amount of terrestrial and marine carbon that contributed to the 

tOlal organic carbon in each sample were made using the carbon isotopic abundance and 

known local end members for em:h sediment input in the Black Sea. The equation. 

modified from simple mixing equations in Calder and Parker (1968) and Fontugne and 

Calvert (1992) (Equation 4) uses the end-mcmber values SUClm = - 27%0 and SIlC", .. = 

-22960 to calculate the individual percent fractions' 
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f .... "'strid/ +F_w _I 

F.."w - 1 - f~"'.strial 

(4) 

(5) 

The terrestrial end-member (SIJC,elT) is taken from the olle of CJ plants found in 

temperate climate zones. akin \0 the Black Sea region (De ines. 1980; Meyers. 1994) 

(Figure 13). However. isotopic results from this thesis necessitate thallhc terrestrial end-

member be changed from - 27%0 10 - 28%0. in order 10 accommodate Ihe range seen in the 

data sct. It is imponant \0 note that isotopic values of lacustrine algae also fall within this 

range. and arc included in the terrestrial fraction (Meyers. 1994). The marine end-

member (/)11Cmar) was (;h05Cn based on known local marine values. where Fontugnc 

(1983) noted that marine plankton in the East Mediterranean and Black Sea have a oDe 

value of -22%0. Then. the marine fraclion of organic maller can be simply calculated 

from knowledge of the terrestrial fraction. This is based on the assumption (Equation 5) 

that all organic matter in a system is the sum of the terrestrial input and the marine input. 

2.5.2 Age Ca/ihralion 

As mentioned in Chapter I. raw 14C dates do not account for the natural 

tluctuations in the amount of atmospheric 14C over geological time, nor do they :Iceounl 

for the disparity between different contemporaneous carbon reservoirs (Le .. atmospheric. 

terrestrial. marine). For this reason. it is necessary to eonvcrt these sample ages 10 

calibrated years belare present (cal yr 81') in order interpret the dates with respect to 

actual solar years. There arc many software programs used for this calibration process. 
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but for this thesis the program used was OxCal 4. 1 maintained by Professor Christopher 

[h onk Ramsey, that is hosted by the University of Oxford 's Radiocarbon Accelerator 

Unit (Ramsey, 2012). 

The calibration process corrects for the tempora l variation of atmospheric 14C 

production, as well as the offsets produced by reservoi r effects. Modern carbon 

reservoirs (in this instance, the dissolved CO2 in marine water) have inherited ages older 

than zero beellusc of time delays in lIrrivlll of the carbon in the water column . and because 

of contam ination of the carbon reservoir by old. perhaps even "dead" carbon from 

terrestrial weathering of bedrock older than ~50.000 years. The laller is rdhred to as the 

"Hard Water Effect" (Soulet et aI. , 20 1I a). On average, the difference in 14C age between 

contcmporary tcrrestrial and marine orgllllisms is lIbout 400 radiocarbon ycars (Stu iver 

and Braziunas. 1993). In order to account for this apparent age difference, a reservoir 

correction !lwt is assoc iated with the specific marine reservoir in question must be applied 

(Jl igham,2012). 

The OxCal program processes chronological data in two distinct ways. The first 

is the calculation of probable age ranges for the specific dates th rough radiocarbon 

calibration. The second is the assessment of several related events that are linked cither 

though generic grouping or through stratigraphic relationships (Ramsey. 2(12). The 

fonner techn ique was used in this instance. 

rhere has been extensive research in recent year.; trying to determine the proper 

reservoir correction for the Black Sea through the late Quaternary. For this thesis. 

proposals by Siani et al. (2000), Kwiecien et al. (2008) and Soulet et al. (20 1Ia. 20 11 b) 
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were considered. The resulting reservoir corrections used for cores presentcd in this 

thesis are 415 14C yr lor ages younger than 7.150 HC yr BP and 280 I·C yr fur ages older 

than 8,400 14C yr BP. Thc rcservoir correction is on a lincar sliding scale betwccn 7.15 

14C ka and 8,4 14C ka. The basis for these chosen reservoir corrections arc further 

explained in Chapter 3: Chronology. These reservoir corrections were inserted into the 

OxCal 4.1 sofiware. along with the raw radiocarbon dates for the cores used in this thesis. 

All dates were calibrated using the Marinc09 calibration curve. which is currently the 

most recent collection of modelled ocean averages. based on Reimer et al.. 2009 

(Ramsey. 2012). The Marine09 curve has a built-in reservoir correction of 405 14C yr. In 

order 10 apply the southwestern Black Sea specific corrections of 4 IS 14C yr and 280 14C 

yr. 6R values of +10 I'IC yr and -125 14C yr were applied, respectively. Calibrated ages 

lor cores MAR05-50P and MAR05-5IG, as well as composite cores MAR02-45 and 

MAR05-13 arc prescnt in Chapter J. 

2.5.3 Age-Dcplh CVIII'crsivlI 

Once the calibrated ages were determined. an age model was constructed (Chapter 

J) and the geoehcmical data was converted from a depth domain to a time domain. This 

conversion was made using two programs: Agcr and Timer. The Agcr program is used to 

determine the sedimentation rate between each date given in the age model. It thcn uscs 

linear interpolation and/or extrapolation to allocate an age to each geochemical 

measurement throughout the core. This inlormation is then entcred into the Timer 

program. which places the geochemical data at equal time increments that arc defined by 
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the user (I 00 year increments in the case of this thesis). The results of this conversion to 

an age domain arc presented and discussed in Chapter 5. 

2.6 Li mitat ions to the Mcthodolog)' 

2.6.1 Mineral Dissolution Efficiency 

[n sediment samples. carbon is usually preserved in Iwo separate forms: organic 

and inorganic. Organic carbon refers 10 carbon bound in organic compounds. whereas 

inorganic carbon is usually found in minerals such as carbonates (e.g .. calcite. aragonite 

and dolomite). In order to analytically measure total organic carbon (TOC). the inorganic 

carbon within the sample must be removed. All samples were bathed in a hydrochloric 

acid solution to remove carbonate minerals. Howevcr, there are limitations to this 

procedure. as stated by Galy et al. (2007). When dissolving the inorganic material. the 

results arc constrained by both the emciency of the mineral dissolution, as well as a 

desire to preserve all organic carbon. In practice. the organic carbon that remains is 

actually the total insoluble carbon. The acid treatment likely attacks and dissolves some 

of the more labile organic components such as carbohydrates lound in pbntmaterials. It 

might also have dissolved a small amount of gypsum (Li and Dcmopou10us. 2005). As 

well. the carbonate minerals may not fully dissolve. which may result in lraec inorganic 

carbon included in the TOC determination. However. it should be noted that this method 

ofeqwlIing tOlal insoluble carbon wilh lotal organic carbon is common praclicc. 
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2. 6.2 Mass SpecTromeTry Error 

During the sulphur mass spectrometry runs. the Finnigan MI\ T252 gas-source 

isotope-ratio mass spectrometer hl1d just n:-entered commission after a lengthy 

maintenl1nee down time. As a result, there was an energy-source failure during the two of 

the eight sulphur runs. which prevented the inclusion of all of the end-of-run calibration 

standards (Appendix 1\). Without these standards. a second set of peak size check 

standards could not be included. which might have led to a slightly higher standard 

deviation than normal for the sulphur isotopic values of these two sulphur runs. 

However, the tot111 su lphur results from these runs would not be affected by these energy

source fai lures (A. Pye, personal communication). 

2.6.3 IJiOl/irbalion 

Uioturbation refers to the disturb..1nces due to organisms presenl in sediments. and 

is 11 common occurrence in marine environments. When organisms move within the 

sediment co lumn for feedi ng purposes. they cause a mixing or smearing of the origina l 

sedimentary layering. Beeause each layer thaI was deposited represents an instant of 

geologic time. this mixing results in a reduction oflhe time resolution. 

2.6 . .J Sampling IlIIervals 

rhcre arc certain limitations created by the sampling intervl1ls, both the intervals 

between sediment samples and irregular intervals between rad iocarbon-dated shells. For 

this project. sediment samples were taken at 10 em intervals. However, because the 

sedimentation rate 011 the Black Sea shelf has varied throughout the Holocene. the time 
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interval between each samplinglcvcl varies. Estimations of the sedimentation ratc can be 

made using the available ca librated radiocarbon ages; however accuracy of the 

interpolated ages thm can be assigncd to individual samples includes error caused by 

several (ilctors. Thc error dcpends on (a) the dcgree to which sedi mcntation rates 

fluctuated betwecn levels with radiocarbon dates (i.e., levels where a shell was extracted). 

(b) the stratigraphic proximity orthe particular sediment SluTlple to a dated level (the more 

distant. the greater the potcnt ial crror). (c) standard deviations associated with the 

radiocarbon dates and their calibrated equivalents. and (d) the degree to which the dawd 

shells are synchronous with their ~mpl ing depths (shells can be reworked upward. can be 

shined upward or downward by burrowers. or can live bclow the sediment-water 

interface. as is the case for in faunal molluscs). Somc of thcse uncertaintics cannot be 

quantified, so ages assigned 10 individual samples must be considered approximate. 

particularly iftherc is not a stratigraphical ly ncarby radiocarbon date. 
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Chapter Three: Chronology 

3.1 Radiocarbon Oates 

3. 1.1 Radiocarboll Resuft.\' 

Three new rad iocarbon dates were acquired during the course of the thesis 

research and consequently have not been previously published. Mylilu.I" }!,alloprol'illcia/is 

shells at depth intervals 200 cm and 310 em were collected in Junc 2011 by supcrvisor 

Dr. Ali Aksu and sent 10 the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory at the Universitc Laval in 

Quebec City. Quebec. Canada. Dr. Ali Aksu al so collected a foraminifera samplc in 

October 20 11 at 625 cm depth. consisting of - 500 indi vidual forams. This sample was 

sent to Beta Analytic Inc .. Miami. Florida, USA for dating. The resulting uncalibrated 

I.IC dates arc presented in Table 4. 

Table 4: Raw rad iocarbon dates in years before present (yr Bl') from core MAROS-SOP at 

depths 200 ern. 310 ern and 625 Clll. All samples were collected by Dr. Ali Aksu and have 

not been previously published. 

MOS-SOP 200 M ' ti lus alIa rovincialis 3590 ± IS UCIAMS-961 28 
MOS-SOP 310M tilus 'allo rovi ncialis 41 30 ±20 UCiAMS 96127 
MOS-SOP 625 Foraminifera 7570 ±40 3£TA30798I 

3.1.2 Reserl'oirCorreciiolls 

As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, radiocarbon dates from marine sample 

gencrally havc to be corrected for reservoir offsets. Currently. there is a large amount of 
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resean:h O(:curring in the Black Se'. area that is trying 10 detennine what the appropriate 

reservoir correction should be (Figure 14). Siani et al. (2000) proposed that an 

appropriate modern reservoir correction for the Black Sea area extcnding to the 

DardaneHes Strait should be 415 ± 90 14C yr. Kwiecien et al. (2008) concurred with this 

value. however suggested that it should apply to samples collected from the upper 0-400 

meters depth and for the uncalibrated ages of younger than 7.1 00 He yr BP. which 

corresponds to the disappearance of lacustrine specics of Ryan ct al.. 1997. The re~ults of 

Kwiecien et al. (2008), in agreement with Major et al. (2002) and Uahr et al. (2005). 

further suggested that dates older than 8.400 14e yr 131' (thc initial marine inflow as 

described in Major et al.. 2002) and younger than - 12.000 14e yr UP (i.e .. the beginning 

of the Younger Dryas stadial) should have a reservoir correction of 0 I"e yr for samples 

collected from walerdepth of less Ihan400 1TI. Soulet e1 al. (201Ia. b) disagreed with this 

suggestion and instead indiealed Ihal, due 10 hard water etTecls, the otfset for that timc 

interval is closer 10 280-350 14e yr lor sam ples colleetcd from less than 400 III wuter 

depth. Speciiically, SOlllet et al. (201Ib) suggested that a 280 14e yr Dr correction 

should be used for samples Ihal range in age from 13,800 I~e yr UP until the end of Ihe 

Younger Dryas event at - II ,500 14e yr 131'. At this point they propose a slighl increase 10 

300 14e yr until the initial sal ine inflow (- 8.400 14e yr BP). They then propose a linear 

increase to the modern value, frolll Ihi~ poinluntilthe disappearance of lacustrine species 

at 7,100 14e yr 131'. Based on theseeontrast ing studies (0 I ~e yr versu~ 280-350 14e yr). a 

rcscrvoireorreelioll of280 14e yr wa~ selected lor dales older than 7.500 14C yr 131'. as the 

variation in standard deviation of dates calibrated this way would be more likely 10 
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encompass the true age. Soulet et .11. (2011 b) assigned no error bars were to the reservoir 

ages in their study. Since the water depths of the three cores used in this thesis tall within 

the upper water column. only the 415 I~C yr and 280 14C yr corrections wcre applicd to 

the calibration process. Notably. Mertens et al. (2012) followed this same protocol. 

however used a reservoir value of]OO 14C yr for ages older than 8AOO 14C yr. For ages 

between 7.100 14C yr and 8.400 14C yr. a reservoir value was calculatl-d by linear 

interpolation between 280 14C yr and 415 14C yr. Given that the diO"crence between the 

reservoir value used in this thesis (i.e., 280 I~C yr) eomparcd to Mertens et al (2012: i.e .. 

]00 14C yr) is only 20 14C yr. the age output of these two calibrations are very similar. 

Also. considering the standard deviat ion of the measured radiocarbon dates. calibrated 

results from both procedures overlap within the margin. 

3.1.3 Ca/ibmled Radim:arbo!1 Dales/or MAR05-50!' and MAR05-5IG 

Using the aforementioned reservoir corrections of 280 14C yr for samples older 

than 7.100 HC yr and 415 14C yr for samples younger than 7.100 14C yr in the OxCal 4.1 

online program (hllps:/leI4.arch.ox.ac.ukio .... caI/OxCal.html), al! available radiocarbon 

dates from MAROS-SI G and MAR05-S0P were calibrated using the Marine09 calibration 

curve. The uncalibrated and cal ibrated ages are present in Table 5. as well as their 

respective standard deviations and median cal ibrated ages. The median age is presented 

to confirm that thc distribution of probable calibrated ages is not significantly skcwed. 
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Table 5: Calihrated radiocarbon dating results for cores MAR05-5IG and MARU5~50P, showing both uncalibrated years before 

present (yr HI') and calibrated years before present (cal yr BP). Raw 14C dates were originally presented by Flood el a!. (2009), 

excluding those newly wllected dates (italicized in this table) that are presented in Table 4. 

EInIIIIlIII._m_Og.1 ~IIIII 
Reservoir correction: 415 'f BI' 
MOS-5IG 145 3280 · 60 3105 ± 90 3105 TO-13101 
MOS-50P 44 2590 · 90 2250 ± 120 2250 TO-13095 
MOS-SOP 180 3240 - 50 3050 ± 80 3050 TO-13096 
MaS-SOP 200 3560 ± 15 3-1 70 ... -10 3-170 UClAAIS-96128 
MUS-SOP 279 3250 ± 70 3065 ± 100 3065 TO-13097 
AlaS-SOP 310 .;130 ±20 41 75 = -15 -11 75 UClAMS-9612 7 
MaS-SOP 340 4320 ± 60 4440 ± 90 4440 TO-13098 
MaS-SOP 435 5330 ± 70 5695 ± 80 5685 TO-13099 
ReserVOlTcorrectlOn.280 'rBP 
MaS-SOP 625 7570 - 40 816() ±60 8160 BETA-307981 
M05-50P 670 9880 ± 110 10935 ± 150 10950 TO-13100 
M05-50P 737 10270 ± 90 11500 ± 175 11490 TO-12915 
MOS-50P 737 32190 ±280 35390 :::450 35255 ro 12734 



J f..I Calibrated Dates/or MAR02--I5P1MAR02·-I5T & MAR05 - IJI'IMAR05-0-lG 

The calibration process mentioned above was repeated for radiocarbon dates 

reported lor cores MAR02·45l' and MAR02-45T (Hi scott et al.. 2007) and MAR05-13P 

and MAROS-04G (Cranshaw, 2007). All dates were eonvcrtcd using the Marine09 

calibration curve in the OxCal 4.1 program. and using consistcnt rescrvoir corrections. 

The calibrated dates arc prescntcd in Tables 6 and 7. 

3.2 Age i\'1odcl 

3. 2. f Corc- Top Loss 

Using the carbon and sulphur gL'Oehemical results (Figure 15. Chapter 4). it was 

determined tlmt thcre was approximately 50 em of core-top loss during the collection of 

core MAROS-SOP (also seen lithologically in Figure 8. Chaptcr 1). Corc-top loss is 

common in marine piston coring: if the frecfall wi re is set too long. the topmost sediments 

aTe bypassed by the corer because the piston remains at the tip of the core barrel until the 

freefall wire is pulled tight. In order to compensate for this core-top loss in the age model 

and presentation of the results. the geochemical data collected from the uppermost 50 em 

of gravity COTe MAR05-SIG were spliced onto thc top of core MAROS-50P. creating a 

composite core that is referred to as MAR05-50. This causes the depths of samples wken 

from MAROS-50l' to increase by 50 em so that they are assigned a correct sub-scabed 

depth. resulting ina new total core length of787cm. 
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Table 6: Calibrated dates for cores MAR02-45P and MAR02-45T. Raw dates were first published by Hi scott et al. (2007). 

excluding the date at depth 174 cm (italicized) - it h~s not been previously published. 

Reservoir correction: 415 vr BP 
M02-45T 92 730 ±50 365 ±50 365 TO-11433 
M02-45T 145 770 ±50 395 ±55 395 TO-11434 
M02-45P 33 730 ±40 365 ±45 365 TO-11435 
M02-45P 158 2400 ±60 2025 ±80 2020 TO-l 1006 
M02-.J5P 174 5115 ±20 5.J80 ±-I5 5480 UC1AMS-85907 
M02-45P 220 5190 ±50 5535 ±55 5540 TO 11436 
M02-45P l02 5900 ±60 6310 ±65 6310 TO 11437 
Reservoir correction: 280 VI' BP 
M02-45P 406 7560 ±60 8145 ±75 8145 TO-I 1438 
M02-45P 495 8380 ±70 9140 ±95 9140 TO-11142 
M02-45P 569 8570 ±70 9355 ±80 9365 TO-I 1439 
M02-45P 639 8620 ±70 9405 ±75 9415 TO-I 1440 
M02-45P 754 8840 ±70 9655 ±105 9640 TO-11441 
M02-45P 810 9370 no 10350 ±80 10350 TO-I 1007 
M02-45P 822 9340 ±70 10325 ±80 10320 TO-I 1442 
M02-45P 835 9070 ±70 9985 ±115 9995 TO-11443 



Table 7: Calibraled dales from core MAROS-13P and MAR05-04G. Raw I~C ages wcre originally presented by Cranshaw, 2007. 

Rcservoir corrcction: 415 yr BP 
MOS-04G 17 540 ±50 155 ±70 160 TO-13196 
MOS-04P Il7 2600 ±60 22SS ±80 2260 TO-13197 
MOS-13P 16 1380 ±50 915 ±60 915 TO-13198 
M05-13P 87 2230 ±60 1820 ±75 1820 TO-12906 
M05-13P 253 3940 ±60 3920 ±90 3915 TO-12907 
M05-13P 384 4170 ±60 4235 ±90 4235 TO-12908 
M05-13P 441 4770 ±70 5035 ±110 5025 TO-12909 
M05-13P 504 5960 ±80 6375 ±85 6370 TO-12910 
M05-13P 620 6370 ±90 6835 ±115 6835 TO-12911 
MOS-13P 647 7020 ± 100 7505 ±90 7505 TO- 12912 
Reservoir corrcction: 280 yr BP 
M05-13P 696 8740 ±70 9540 ±80 9525 TO-12834 
M05- 13P 1 784 19870 1 ±90 1 10935 1±135 110950 1 TO-12913 
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3.2.2Collsideratiolls 

rhere were two samples taken from 737 ern depth in core MAR05·50 1' that 

returned very different ages Crable I & Table 5). The first sam ple contai ned a pristine-

look ing f)rdssena sp. shel l, with patina clearly visible under the microscope. The second 

sample was a collection of bivalve fragments that were visibly worn and pitted by 

dissolution. The worn sample revealed an age of 35,390 cal yr BP, while the pristine 

sample gave an age of 11,500 cal yr 81' ( rable 5). Consequently, it was decided that the 

worn shells must have been reworked . rhus, the oldest sample age is not included in the 

age model. 

Another consideration was the J,06S cal yr BP age from a Myliflls 

Raf/oprovincialis shell recovered from 279 em depth in core MAROS-SOP (Table I & 

Table 5). Interestingly. this sample was only 15 calibrated years older than another 

Myliflls ga/foprul'illcialis sample from 180 em depth in the same core (Table 5). Two 

additional Mylillis gaf/oprovinciafis samples were sent fo r dating to determine whether or 

not the age from 279 em depth was reliable. These samples were from 200 and 310 em 

depth in the core, which bmckcted the suspect age. The ages obtained from the new 

samples were 3,470 and 4.175 cal yr BP respectively. which were also inconsistent with 

the age obtained from the 279 em depth Crable 5), On the basis of these new dates, 

sample 279 em was excluded from the age model. 

When constructing the age modeL there were three samples relatively close in age 

and depth: 3,050 cal yr UP from 180 em depth ami 3,470 cal yr BP from 200 em depth in 

piston core MAR05-50P, and 3.105 cal yr RP from gravity core MAR05-51G (Table 5). 
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In a linear age model there cannot be a rever~1 in scd imentation mte (that is. an older age 

at a depth above that of a younger age) without evidence of a hiatus. As a result. one of 

the three ages could not be inc luded in the age model. Givcn that there is of1en some 

compression associated with the collection of gmvi ty cores (Skinner and McCaw. 2003) 

and that only the top 50 em of the gravity core wcre considered for thc construction ofthc 

composite core, the date from MAROS-5IG (3.105 cal yr BP) was omitted from the age 

model. 

313 Resulting Age Model 

Once the dates were chosen for the age model. the age of the hiatus at the 0 1 

unconformity could be estimated using linear extrapolation downward from above thc 

unconfo rmity, and upward from beneath the unconformity, During visual descript ion. il 

was noted that a facies change occurs at 645 COl deplh (695 cm deplh in the composite 

core). Using the ratio of age difterence to depth dil1erence of Ihe two dales above Ihe 

boundary. the expectcd age of the upper limit of the hiatus could he calculated. An 

idcntical calculation was then used for the cxpeeted age of sediment just below the 

boundary (plotted at 696 em depth in the composite core). which resulted in the ages 

8.420 and 10.735 cal yr UP fo r scd iments just above and just below the unconform ity. 

respectively. Repeated calculations using all combinations of maximum and minimum 

ages (mean + one standard deviation, mean - one standard deviation) for the control 

points above and below 0 1 al lowed error estimates of ± 65 yT and ± 215 yT to be assigned 

to thcse ages. rcspectively. Each calculation assumes a constant sedimcntation ratc. 
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which might not have been true through the intervals considered. As a result, the UI 

hiatus is at best only approximately estimated to have lasted for 2,3 15 ± 280 solar years 

Additionally, there was some linear interpolation used to calcu late the age at the 

!Op of the piston core. It was assumed that the top o f the composite core (0 cm depth) 

represents present day, having an age of 0 cal yr UP. Due to the previously mentioned 

restrictions in radiocarbon dating methods, "present day" ' here is actual ly 1950 CE, 55 

solar years before the core retrieval da te. Using the previous technique. an apparent age 

for 50 em composite depth was calculated using the two cont rol points below thi s level in 

the piston eorc. It should be noted that as a result of this calculation, the geochemistry 

versus age data for the top or the core (Figure 19. Chapter 5) is moclified and interpolated 

as well. The final age mode l for composite core MAROS·50P is presented in Table 8. 

J.2 . .J Age Models/or corn' MAR02·.J5 and MAR05·1J 

The age moclels lor composi te cores MAR02·4S and MAROS·I) were constructed 

in the same manner using Ii ncr interpolat ion and cxtrapolation for both the tops of the 

piston cores as well as upper and lowcr boundaries of the local unconfomlities, either Uz 

or UI. rinal izcd age models for each core are presented in Tables 9 and 10. 

3.2.5 ConwI"sion o/Geochemical Data 

Using the fin ali zed age model. the geochemical data were entcred into the Ager 

and Timcr programs. The data were converted into a time domain lor each of the three 

composite cores, accounting for the known changes in sedimentation rate Th is 
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information is presented in Chapter 5. and it used for correlational purposes between the 

three composite cores: MA R05-50. MAR02-45 and MAR05-13. 

Table 8: Calibrated ages used for eonstnLeting the age model used for site MAR05-50 in 

this thesis. Depth is listed as composite depth to account for 50 cm core-top loss in 

MAR05-50P. Ages at 50. 695 and 696 cm were calculated using linear interpolation and 

extrapo lation to assign ages to both the top of the piston core. as well as sediment just 

above and just below the UI unconfonnity. 

0 0 
50 1200 
94 2250 
230 3050 
250 3470 
360 4175 
390 4440 
485 5695 
675 816<) 
695 8420 
696 10735 
720 10935 
787 11500 
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Table 9: Age model for composite core MAR02-45 (110 em eore top loss). Ages at 110. 

270.271 and 950 em were calculated by linear extrapolation to determine the ages at both 

the top and bottom of the piston core. as well as the ages of the upper and lower 

boundaries of the 0.2 unconformity. 

0 0 
110 280 
143 365 
145 395 
268 2025 
270 2050 
271 5465 
284 5480 
330 5535 
412 6310 
516 8145 
605 9140 
679 9355 
749 9405 
864 9655 
920 10350 
950 10720 
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Table 10: Age model uscd for compositc corc MAR05-13 (30 em core top loss). Ages at 

0, 30, 689, 690 and 833 em aTC lincarly cxtrapolated values for thc ages at thc top and 

bottom of the piston core. as well as the agcs ofsedimcntjust above and just below thc"1 

unconformity. 

0 0 
17 155 
30 495 
46 9 15 
117 1820 
\37 2255 
283 3920 
414 4235 
471 5035 
534 6375 
650 6835 
677 7505 
689 7805 
690 8970 
726 9540 
814 10935 
833 11235 
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Chapler Four: Resul ls 

4.0 Results 

The results rrom the analytical geochemist')'. as well as laboratory work to assess 

the implication or the gypsum that formed after core splitting are presented in detail in 

this chapter. Raw data rrom the sediment and gypsum isotope-ratio mass spectrometer 

TUns. as well as scanning eleclron microscope images arc includcd in Appendices A. 13 

ande respectively. 

4. 1 C:lrhon Resu lts 

~.1.1 To/al Organic CarbOI/ (fOC) Results 

The tolal organic carbon (TO(') values in cores MA ROS-SOP and MAROS·SIG 

range rrom a minimum of 0.82% to a maximum of 1.85% (Figure 15). From the base of 

the piston core until 490 em depth. TOe varies within the range 01'0.82% to 1.32%. with 

a mean value or 1.06%. AI 480 cm. there is a sudden increase to 1.43%. marking a zone 

ofrclatively high TOe (range 1.38% to 1.85%, mean '" 1.63%) that persists until 350 em. 

At 340 cm. thc TOC shifts downwards again. oscillating between 1.03% and 1.65%. with 

a mean value of 1.42%. TIlis zone extends to the top of thc piston core. and it also 

describes the entirety or the gmvity core MAROS-5JG. The TOe data show an 

oscillating pattern throughout both cores. but notably the lower region shows a gre:lter 

variance in its fluctuation than the two zones above. 
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Kidd et .11. (1978) define a sapropel as "a discrete layer. ~reater than I cm in 

thickness, set in open marine pelagic sediments and containing greater than 2.0% or~anic 

carbon by wei~hC They go on to describe saprupefic layers as similar, but Ihey "difTer 

in that Ithey] contain between O.S% and 2.0% or~anic carbon" While sapropels arc 

common throughout the Marmam Sea gateway region (c.g.. Aksu CI al.. 199%: Cagat:.y 

ct a1.. 2002: Aksu ct aI., 2002c: Mudic ct al. 2002b: Adetona. 200S; among many others). 

cores MAR05-S0P/MAR05-SIG do not contain any sapropels. Howevcr. by definition. 

the entire succession can be considered s..1propelie mud . 

././.2 (PC 1.l"OlOpe R(IIios 

The sUe isotope results mnge from a minimum of - 27.88%0 to a ma:-:imum of 

- 24.81%0. and show two scparate general zoncs (Figure IS). From Ihe base of the piston 

core until 490 cm depth. the sDe values osci llate within the range of - 27.88%0 10 

-26.51 %0 (mean == - 27.05%0). At the 480 cm level. there is a sudden. positive increase in 

the sDe isotopes from - 26.87%.. to - 25.92%0. indicating a rdative enrichmcnt in Ihc 

heavier carbon isotope ue. From this point. the values continuc to become uC-enriched 

the next 40 cm, where they then begin to tluelllate within Ihe range of -26.50%.. 10 

- 24.81%0 (mean == - 25.75%0) to Ihe top of the piston core. All SUC values in gravity core 

MAROS-5IG fall within this relative 13C-enriched rangc seen in the top of the piston core. 

excluding onc point at 40 cm that is noticeably depleted (- 26.88%0). Thc IJC-depletcd 

zonc at the base oflhe core (- - 27.0S%o) is close 10 the terrestrial cnd member suggested 

by Deines (1980) (- 27%0) and this thesis (- 28%..), while the values from the 1JC_enrichcd 
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top zone (- -25.75%0) indicate a greater proportion of the lJIack Sea mnrine end mcmber 

(- 22%0 according to Fontugne. 1983). 

4.2 Sulphur Res ults 

-1.2.1 To/al Sulphur (IS) Rem/IS 

The total elemental sulphur (TS) in the sediments of cores MAROS-SOI' and 

MAROS-SIG ranges between 0.08% and 1.46% (rigurc IS). While the values lluctuate 

grc~lIly throughout the cores. thcre arc some very general trends. At the base of eore 

MAROS-SOP. the total sulphur is low from 730 cm until 600 cm depth. ranging from 

0.10% to 0.84%. Although there is a localized. two-snmplc peak from 70()-(j90 cm, the 

avcrage for this interval is gencrally low. at 0.40%. From 590 cm to 320 cm. the TS 

valucs increase slightly and stay stefldy in their lluctuations between 0.53% and 1.12% 

(mean = 0.74%). However. at around JIO em depth. the TS results begin 10 oscillate 

within a much wider range (0.22% 10 1.46%. with a mean of 0.78%) until about 80 em in 

the top section of the piston core. The values begin to settle down at this point. with the 

remaining top of the piston core and entire gravity core staying within the range of 0.08% 

to 0.64% (mean = 0.39%). As well. therc is a gradual upward dccreasing trend in the 

elemental sulphur results throughout this top section . 

./.2.2 i/~S h%pic Ra/ioJ 

The ()HS isotopic ratios within cores MAROS-SOP and MAROS-SIG show clear 

zones throughout thc Holoccne interval. with a wide isotopic range between - 39.02%0 

ami +30.52%0 (Figure IS). The bottom seclion of the pislOn core shows a general upward 
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enrichment of the light 32S isotope. beginning at 730 cm (+ 17.68%0) and increasing to 

- 27.83%0 at 640 em. This interval coincides roughly with the (II hiatus (645 cm). At this 

point. the isotope values shift dramatically to a 14S_enriehed zone from 630 em to 490 em. 

that ranges between - 17.58%0 and +2.63%0 (mean "" - 6.75%0). The isotopes then. once 

again. shift suddenly to becomc enriched in the lighter isotope J2S. This interval. 480 cm 

to 320 cm. has very little variance in isotopic values. ranging from - 38.21 %0 10 - 30.7 1%0 

with a mean of - 34.80%0. At 310 cm. 514S begins 10 rise again in a local HS-enrichment 

zone extending upward to 180 cm. Values arc dispersed from - 24.14%0 to +30.52%0. 

with a mean of - 2.33%0. From 170 cm in the piston core to the top of the gravity core. 

the isotopes become enriched in the lighter J2S isotope once agai n. lluctuating within a 

much smaller range (- 39.02%0 10 - 16.60%0. mean "" - 28.739(0). 

4.3 Toe f l'S Ratio 

The ratio between elemental (organic) carbon and elemental sulphur is useful as it 

is used as a palaeo-cnvironmental proxy for salinity changes in a basin (Berner and 

Raiswell. 1983: Bcrner. 1984). As stall "<I in Berner and Raiswell (1984). sediments with a 

lower TOerrS mtio (less than - 2) arc indi(;alive of marine environments. while 

sediments with higher TOef l'S ratios (greater than - 5) likely indicate a low·salinity 10 

freshwater environment. The relationship between organic carbon and sulphur in 

sediments is linear. As a result. graphical analysis can be completed to reveal more about 

the local environment at the lime of organic matter deposition (Leventhal. 1983). 

The mlio of org:mic carbon to sulphur is simply the TOe value divided by the TS 

value at each individual depth. The TOef l'S mtio llu(; luates throughout both wrcs. 
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ranging from 0.98 to 9.10 (Figure 16). At the base of core MAR05-50P.the TOCrrS 

ratio Il uctuates below the UI hiatus from a minimum of 1. 29 to a maximum o f 9.1 0. 

Above the hiatus. the ratio remains reasonahly stable. oscillating between 0.98 and 3.86. 

excluding one outlier at 220 cm that reaches 5.82 . The mean ratio for this zone is 2.21. 

r he gravity core MAROS-S IG shows a general upward increasing trend. ranging from 

2. 19 at the base to 7.00 toward the top of the core. 

4.4 TSrrOC R:ltio 

The ratio of sulphur to organic carbon is calculated by dividing the total sul phur 

by the total organic carbon, and it too yields valuable information about the depositional 

environment. as well as the presence of microbial sulphate reduction in the water column 

(Leventhal. 1983). Overall. the TSrroc ratio in MAROS-50P and MAR05-510 ranges 

from a minimum value of 0.05210 a maximulll value of 1.02 (Figure 16). Despite thl.: 

smaller range in comparison to TOOTS, the values of TSrroc appear to lluetuate more 

aggressively with no spec ific pattern. J lowever, the TSrrOC ratio genera lly increases 

from a low point at the base of the pi ston core (0. 11 at 720 cm dcpth) to a maximum 01 

1.02 at 210 cm depth. From that point upwards. the ratio generally decreases throughout 

Ihl.: resl oflhe pislon core to the lOp of the gravity corc where it reaches a low 01" 0.052 at 

40cl11. 
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4.5 S{'dim{'llt Sour{'{'s 

Sediment source fractions were calculated using the bile isotope dala and 

eq uations 4 and S Ihat were presented previously in Chapter 2. 

-1.5.1 Tares/rial Froc/ion 

rhe calculated terrest rial fraction of organic mattcr found in sediments is 

indicative of the amount of organic matter that likely came from thc rcgional lerrain. 

based on isotopic patterns of the local vegetation. This fraction also includes any 

lacustrine organic matter. given Iha! the isotopic range of lacustrine algae falls within that 

of C.l land plants. Throughout cores MAROS-SOP and MAROS-SIG. the terrestrial 

frac tion ranges from 47% to 98% (Figure 16). The most abundant terrestrial zone occurs 

at Ihe base of the piston core. From 730 em to 490 em, the organic matter source ranges 

between 7S-98% terrestrial, avcraging about 84%. From 480 em to 440 ern, there is a 

steep decline in terrestrial sources, declining to 48%. For the rest of Ihc piston core, the 

terrestrial fradion fluctuales within Ihe range of 47% to 7S% (mean = 63%). Thc gravity 

core shows a slight upward enrichment in terrestrial matcrial, but possesses the same 

mean value of63%. 

-1.5.2 Marine Frac/ion 

The marine fraction describes the percent of the organic maHer that yields sim ilar 

,sIJC isotopic signatures to local marine organic sources (such as regional phytoplankton 

blooms). Given that logically there arc only two sources for organic mailer (from either 

the land or the sea), the marine Ii-action results are a mirror image of the terrestrial 
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fraction (Figure \6). As a result, thc transitions from marinc depleted zones to marine 

enrichment oceur at the same levels. AI the base of the piston core. the marine fraction 

ranges from 2- 25% (mean == 16%). Values increase from 13% to 52% at 440 em. The 

trend thcn stahilizes between 25% and 53% to the top of thc piston core (mean == 38%). 

The gravity core shows a slight trend toward depletion at the top. but still contains. on 

average, 38% marine fraction. 

4.6 GYPSUIII Rcsulls 

-1.6.1 Crystal Abulldollce 

Since gypsum crystals were not observed when cores were spl it and described. the 

gypsum must have formed during storage in the repository. Gypsum crystals were 

countl-d in the >63 micron fractions from two dry sediment batches collected al different 

times, 48 months and 56 months aller core splitting. Ovcrall. Batch I has a lower 

abundance of crystals than Batch 2 (Figure 17). Exclud ing one outlier in MAR05-5 1G 

(130 em). the gravity core and top 340 cm of the piston core have no gypsum crystals. 

The interval between 340 cm and 560 cm shows occasional (10--49 grains per mg) to 

abundant (500+ grains per mg) gypsum crystals. Below this point, there arc no gypsum 

crystals to the bottom of tile core, excluding one local occurrence at the 630 cm depth. 

Batch 2 shows no gypsum crystals in the gravity core, as well as Ihe top 120 ern of 

the piston core. From 130 em 10 340 ern, there arc interva ls of rare (1-9 grains per 111g) to 

abundant (500+ grains per mg) gypsum crystals spaced between intervals cOlllaining no 

gypsum. At 410 em, after 60 em of zero gypsum, the abundance jumps to common (200~ 
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Gypsum Abundance 
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Abundance Scale: I 
5 == Abundant (500 + grains per mg) 2 == Occa sional (10 ~o 49 grains per mg) 
4 = Common (200 t0499 grains per mgJ 1 == Rare (1 to 9 grains per mg) 

_3_=_F_"q~"_'n_'_(5_0 ,_o_19_9~g'_' i_n,~p_"_m~gl _ _ O = None (O gr::c'i:::n''"p:::''CCm:''gl'---_ _ ~ 

Figure 17: Gypsum abundance counts. >63-lllicron samples in Batch I \\ere collected in 

December 200!). while samples in Batch 2 wcrc collcctcd in August 2010. Ages are in 

calibrated years bdi)Te present (cal yr BPJ Samples ehoscn lur isotopic analysis in 

gypsum arc denoted by black symhnls 
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499 grains per Illg). then to abundant. The abundancc stays high to the base of the core, 

excluding 3 samples at the base. The counts arc presented in Appendix B. 

-1.6.2 Scanning Ele(:mln Microscope ('<;'"EM) Results 

Five scanning electron microscope images were taken of gypsum crystals from 

Batch 2. 490 cm. to contion that the post-splitting crystals arc. in fact. gypsum. Images 

arc presented in Appendix C. Crystals were euhedral (Plates 1.2 und 3) with twinning in 

some instances (Plate 2). as observed under low magniticulion. A compositional analysis 

was prclormcd using cnergy discriminated X-Rays (EOX) on the crystals and thcir 

various inclusions. The spectrum associated with an iron inclusion (Plate 4) shows peaks 

of oxygen. sulphur and calcium in addilion to iron. as well as smaller peaks of 

magnesium. aluminium and si licon (Figure 29). Thi s confirms that the crystal is a 

calcium sulphate. or gypsum: CaSO~ .2H10. Other inclusions were found throughout the 

crysta!. bUI were predominately iron. magncsiumund aluminium in composition (Plate 5). 

In order to assess whcther gypsum crystals growing in core MAROS-SOI' 

compromised the sedimcnt sulphur isotope results. crystals were collcl:ted lor 

geochemical analysis from six sample intervals where they ure abundant Results show 

that the gypsum sulphur generally mirrors the isotope ratios of the sediment sulphur 

(Figure I R; Table 11). The isotopes from the gypsum samples arc. on average. 6%0 to 8%0 

heavier than those of the corresponding sediments. indicating a relativc enrichment in the 

heavy 34S isotope. Duplicate s..1mp1cs were run to compare different crystals from the 
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same batch/interval and the results show that the dilTcrenee is only belween 0.08%0 and 

0.3%0, whidl is well within the stllndard deviations of the isotopic values (Table II). 

Table 11: Geochemistry results Irom sulphur isotope runs for sediment, Batch I gypsum. 

Batch 2 gypsum, as well as duplicate gypsum runs. All depths given arc in centimetres 

and all results are in per mille (%0). 

430 -35.14 - 29.72 -28.98 -28.67 Batch 2 
460 35 .25 27.27 26.87 
470 36.78 29.32 27.06 29.40 Batch 1 
490 15.25 9.93 12.47 
520 16.44 4.48 7.00 
540 +2.63 +1.85 +1.07 +1.19 Oatch2 

./.6 . ./ Lffecr ofG)'(J.~um nn S·u/phur Geochemistry 

Readers are reminded that bulk samples used to determine sediment oJ4S were 1101 

sieved, so retained any gypsum that might have formed in the sediment between splitting 

of the cores and the time of laboratory work. Gypsum is very insoluble in l-lCl (Li and 

Demopoulos, 2005) so it would have remained in solid form with only very minor loss 

during the removal of ellrbonlltes, lind would have been ground to p{)\vder with the rest or 

the sediment before isotopic analysis. Even wholesale gypsum dissolution during l-ICI 

treatment would have minimlllly llfTceted thc bulk oJ4S mlios (Figure 18), so it is 

conduded th llt minor dissolution would in no way compromise the variations ascribed to 

geological processes (Figure 15). 



Chapter Five: Inlerprctlltion 

5.0 Age Do main 

The conversion of data from a depth domain into a time domain assists in the 

interpretation of geochemical data on local, regional and worldwide scales. Once 

converted to calibrated years before present, it is much less complicated to compare 

events in a specific core with data from other sites. l'his al lows a more ~ecure 

interpretation o f the palaeo-environmental conditions at the time of deposition using all 

available data. Cores MAR05-50, MAR05-J3 and MAR02-45 were converted using the 

age models mentioned in Chapter 3. and results fro m all three sites arc integrated into the 

interpretation (F igure 19). 

Because the data arc described in time domain, the stratigraph ic te rm 

"unconformity" is replaced hy the time term "hiatus" The Glossary of Geology (1980) 

describes hiatus as "'a lapse in lime , such as the lime imerml nOI represented by rocks al 

aI/ ul/conformilY: Ille lime value of al/ episode of l1ol1-def!0.~iliol1 or o/l1ol1-deposiliO/l alld 

erosion logelher". From Ihis point onward, the terms u, U l and Ul unconformities will be 

referred 10 as the u, U I and U2 hiatuse~. 

5. 1 Lithologic:ll Co rrelat ion 

Multi-proxy data dcrived fro m composite eore~ MAR02-45 and MAR05-13 have 

been previously puhlished (Cran~haw, 2007; IIi seolt et a1.. 2007b) and are available fo r 

correlation with the composite core MAR05-50 presented in this thesis. Lithological and 
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geochcmical comparisons between the three cores in conjunction with conclusions from 

the previous studies will assist in 11 more holistic understanding of thc regional palaeo

environmcnt ovcr the course of the Holocenc. 

Lithological correlation in the age domain shows key similarities in cores 

MAR05-50. MAR05-15 and MAR02-45. and provides a snapshot of the rcgional 

lithology of thc southwestern Dlack Sca shel f. All cores can be dividcd into the S<lme 

three separate regional units - Unit A. Unit 13 and Unit C - which h:lvc been previously 

identified and described in Cranshaw (2007). Hiscott et :11. (2007b) and Flood et a1. 

(2009) and correlated with regional se ismic stratigraphy idcnt ilied in Aksu ct al. (2002b) 

(Figure 20). 

Regional Unit C exists at the b..1se of the three cores and is thc oldest of the three 

units (Figure 20). This regional unit corresponds to lithological Un it 3 of core MAR05-

50P. discussed in Chapter 1 (Figure 8). It extends from the u unconformity to the al 

levcl. Although u was not recovered in cores MAR05-50. MAR05· 15 :lIld MAR02-45. 

corc MA R05-0J terminates in and consequentially reeovercd scd iment from the level of 

this unconformity. as discussed in Rcynolds (20 12). Core MA R05-OJ was taken --481 III 

from the MAR02-45 eorc site and was preeisciy correlatcd with MAR02-45 as part of an 

honours disscrtution projcct (Reynolds. 2012). The lowest radiocarbon age above the a 

hiatus at the MAR05-03 site. and by cxtension at the MAR02·45 si te. is from 1014 elll 

below prcsent day seabed and is 11.880 cal yr I3P (Figurc 20). Based on Huntec DTS 

boomer profi les. thc a unconform ity at site MAR05-50 is estimated to be - 9 III 
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Figure 20: Lithological correlation between corcs MA ROS·50. MAR02·4S and :'vIAR05-13 . Core MA ROS-03 fro m Reynolds 

(2012) has been superimposed al the base of core MAR02·45 ( light gray) to show the location of the u uncon form ity in that area. 
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below the seabed (A.E. Aksu, pers, comlll" 2012). Using a linear extrapolation of the 

oldest two dates from the MAROS-SO age model (Figure 19). the age of sediment 

immediately above the a unconformi ty at this site is approximately 12.400 cal yr 13P. 

The same technique could not be used on core MAROS- 13 as recent work suggests 

that the lower section of thc core had lx.'Cn compresscd during coring (Bradley et al.. in 

press). These authors indicated that "Ihe beSI filcies IIIlIlche.I' bel\\'eell ("ore MAR05·13 

alld Ihe cros.~illg seislllic pro)ile suggesl Ih(l/ Ihe core i.I' ("olllpres.\w/, so Ihm il.\' bllsal 

sedilllelll (833 cm cure deplh: ,wlI1d alld grarel) comes/rulll a slIb-sui/loor depOlo/- II III 

(ba~'ed 011 15001/1 .1"/ a('ollsti(' velocity). This leI/gIlt (Iijference i~' probably II cO/llbimllion 

(if frill' compressio/l becallse 0/ illade(lliafe piSIOIl ~'lIclioll and IJUssible ~jJ(llly b)1}(/ssil1g 

(Wifhow/1I1l recovery) o/parficllltir il/ferrals lowan/lhe lop o/Ihe core", Using the II m 

depth for the a unconfomlity and constant average sedimentation rates from the MAROS-

13 age model (e.g .. Figure 19), the age of the scdiments directly above the u 

unconlormity is extrapolated to be - 13,000 cal yr BP. Although slightly older, this 

extralXJlated age is in good agreement with the age estimated at core sites MAROS-SO and 

MAR02-45 (Figure 20), However, this age must be viewed as a conservo:ttive estimate: 11 

slightly higher sedimentation rate would result a younger age for the sediments 

immediately above the hiatus. 

In all three cores, Unit C is largely bioturbated muds with frequent line sand and 

silt laminae, as well as shelly horizons. Core MAR02-45 is noted 10 have sOllie 

Chondrites trace fossils within the lower part of this unit. At the basc of cores MAROS

SO. MAROS-IJ and MAROS-OJ, there is a grain size peak that includes coarse sand and 



some gravel. This coarser lithology is similar to sediments found along the thalweg of the 

sal inc channel where it has cut down to the (l level (Flood et .11" 2009). According to 

Hiseott et al. (2007b). the fine sand and silt interbeds arc event deposits, probably storm 

deposits. While the top of Unit C appears to be lost because of erosion at the 01 

unconformity in cores MAR05-50 and MAR05-D, a confonnable surfacc is present <It 

525 depth in piston core MAR02-45 P (l-lis(;o1I et <II.. 2007b), which dates the upper 

boundary of Unit C to - 8,200 clli yr BP in MAR02-45. 

Regional Unit B is bounded by the (11 and (12 surfaces, and is characterized by 

bioturbated muds with fre(luent shelly horizons of various mollusean lillma (Hiscott et al.. 

2007b) (Figure 20). This unit correlates with the "crinkly" seismic subunit IC of Aksu c\ 

.11. (2002b), which consists of acoustically discontinuous and distoned rellections lying 

atopofthc (1lunconfomlity. making the unit easy to identify. In core MAR02-45, the top 

of Unit B is cut by the (12 unconformity so thaI Ihe youngest sedi ment below the 

unconformity has an age of 5,465 eal yr 131>; however, this um;onformity is not present at 

core sites MAR05-50 and MAR05-D. Using the crossing scismic prolilc. Cranshaw 

(2007) identified (12 as a conform<lble surface at 455 em depth in core MAR05-DP, 

giving thc boundary an age of -4,800 cal yr BP. The same boundary in MAR05-50 is 4.1 

m below the seabed (Figure 7, Chapter I) (A.E. Aksu, pers. comm" 2012) in sediment 

with an age of -4,700 cal yr BP. Given the abundance of benthic macro-fauna in Unit B, 

it can be inferred that the contemporary benthic environment was well oxygenated 

(lliscol\ et al.. 2007b). Sincc the (12 Icvcl is not a lithological boundary in corc MAR05-
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SOP, regional Unit B only encompasses the lower portion of lithological Unit 2 in that 

core (Figure 8, Chapter I). 

Regional Unit A. the youngest of the three units, extends from the U~ 

unconlormity/conformable surface to the sediment-water intcrracc so has an age of 

- 5,200- 5,400 cal yr Bf> to present (Figure 20). Sediments equivalent to the basal point of 

Unit A arc missing in core MAR02-45 due to the presence of the Ul unconformity and its 

associated protracted hiatus. In core MAR05-50, regional Unit A encompasses the top 

portion of lithological Unit 2 and the entirety of lithological Unit I, both of which arc 

colour-mouled bioturbated muds hosting some isolated shells (Figure 8, Chapter I). In 

cores MAR05·13 and MAR02·45, Unit A is identical muds; however, both cores show 

Fe-monosulphide staining toward the core top. Hiseott ct al. (200?b) hypothesized that 

thc decrease of shell abundance might indicate a reduction of benthic oxygen levels 

The U uneonfonnity tanned during the Last Glacial Maximum, when the Ulack 

Sea kvel stood - 100 III below present-day level (Hiscott et al., 200?b). At that time, the 

entire shelf was exposed to subaerial processes including erosion. During the subsequent 

post-glacial sca-level rise. the landward movement of the shoreline associatcd with 

transgression allowed ncar-shore and shallow shelf processes to further rework and erode 

the sediments across the shelf. modifying the original unconformity . Therclore, the u 

unconformity is a composite unconformity developed by subaerial erosion and 

subsequent ravinement (as defined by Swift 1968). 
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5.2 Environment:l linterlirctation of thc Gcochcm ica ll)ahl 

Given the wide array ofpotcnlial deposilionlll conditions and/or environlTlents Ihal 

could be associated wilh a particular variable (such as TOC. 814S. ele), a basic framework 

is needed for the environmental interpretation of each geochemical variable. This basic 

framework must provide the full range of conditions/environments for each variable. but 

also must provide all average value that is most probable for a given environment. such as 

marine, lacustrine. terrestrial. etc. Below. a suceim:t summary of the literature is used 10 

create this basic framework. and is summarized in Table 12. located at the end of this 

section. 

5.2.1 To/a/ Organic Carbon 

The environmental interpretation of the total organic carbon percentage data is 

slraight !orward: the sed imentm)' total organic carbon abundance is a function of the 

balance between input and consumption. Input can be ill .l'illl primary productivity within 

the basin as weI! as lerrestrial supply to the basin via !luvial and aeolian processes. 

Consumption can be associated with scavenging by biological organisms within the water 

column when the organic and inorganic particulate matter sinks toward the bottom, as 

well as scavenging on and in the surface sediments. Removal of organic carbon from the 

environment can also be associated with oxidation in the wlIter column or sediments. The 

total organic carbon conlent or most marine sed iments ranges from <0.1 % to - 0.3% by 

weighl (e.g., llolser el aI., 1988). These sedimentary organic carbon values represent the 

balance between the primary and secondary production in the ocean. the consumption by 

predation and oxidation, and the mte of sedimentation which in turn determines the rate 
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of burial of the organic carbon. When the amount of total organic carbon notably 

increases from these background values it reilects changes in thi s balance by either an 

increase in the biological product ivity, an increase in the prescrvation of organic carbon 

on the seafloor, or a combination of the two processes. When the total organic carbon 

values rem:h 0.5% to 2.0%, these sediments arc classified as sapropclic muds (Kidd ct al.. 

1978). When sedimentary organic carbon values are >2.0%, these sediments are called 

sapropels. or black shales once lithified. Sapropels develop beneath anoxic bottom water 

conditions as well as in fully oxygenated bottom water beneath upwelling zoncs with very 

high primary productivity (e.g .. Hagen. 20(1). Regardless. any marine sed iment that 

contains >-D.3% total organic carbon is potentially anomalous and might reflect a change 

in the palaeo-environment. 

5. 2. 2 Slab/e l.\"olOpic COlllposilioll o/ To/(l/ Orxallic Carho/l 

The environmental imerpretation of the stable isotopic composition of carbon is 

complicated. The eurbon isotopic s ignatures of marine (a ile - - 22%0) and terrestrial 

«(5lle - -28%0) organic carbon can be related to numerous biological and physical and 

chcmical environmental processes. Environmental and metabolic effects control 

fractionation of the isotopes of organic carbon during photosynthesis. Maximum 

fractionation is achieved whcn pll and water temperature aTe low. the dissolved C02 

concentrations are hi gh and the growth rate of the phytoplankton is moderate (Degens. 

1969). Plankton that live in lower temperature m:ean waters produce isotopically 

depleted organic carbon ( 1)e values (Fontugne and [)uplessy. 1978: Sackett. 1986). Most 

marine phytoplankton exhibit (5IlC values ranging from - 8%0 to - 24%0 (Meyers. 1994). 
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One step up the food chain, the SUC composition of marine microfauna (mostly 

zooplankton) ranges from -7%0 and - 19%0. Thus, it is generally accepted that relativcly 

heavy SUC values ranging between - 20 and - 25%0 (with an average of - 22%0, 

Chapter 2) are marine in origin. 

In land plants, the metabolic effect becomes important in three photosynthetic 

pathways (rt)' and Sherr, 1984): (a) the Calv in or C] pathway where COl is taken and 

incorporated from the atmosphere by carboxyfation of ribulose diphosphate (RUDP): (b) 

the Hach Slack or C4 pathway where CO2 is first fixed by carboxylation of 

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) - this is followed by transportation of the carboxylation 

product to the outer layer of the photosynthetic cell where it is deearlxlxylated and 

refi.xated by ribulose diphosphate: and (e) Crassulaeean Acid Metabolism (CAM) 

pathway whieh can utilise either RUDp or PEP carboxylase fo r COl fixation. The 

selected earboxylase is dependem on the environment. A quick review of the land plants 

reveals that C] plants have lighter oUC composition (- 23%0 to - 31%0), whereas c.! plants 

have sl ightly heavier oUC composition (- 9%0 to - 17%0; Meyers, 1994). Similarly, the 

lacustrine primary and secondary productivity ranges from - 25%0 to - 30%0. [n this 

thesis, the end member for terrestrial organic carbon is taken \0 be - 28%0 (sec Chapter 2) 

as the regional environment and palaeo-environment supported both CJ piants and 

lacustrine algae. 

Based on these parameters, the allC of the total organic carbon is expected to 

fluctuate between a terrestrial end member of -28%0 and a marine end member of -22%0 

A systematic shift from relatively enriched to depleted ouC values would signal a 
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progressive increase in the proportion ofterrestrial!1acustrine organic carbon, whereas the 

oppositc would signal a progressive im:rease in the proport ion of marinc organic carbon. 

The sharpness of a transition in the downcore /iDC values is representative of the 

geological time involved in the creation of the sh ift from one predominant source to the 

other. 

5.2.3 TOlal Sedimentary Sulphllr 

Sedimentary su lphur is generally very low in marine sediments, ranging from 

<0. 1% to ~0.2% (e.g., I-Iolser et aI., 1988). High total sedimcntary sulphur is onen 

associatcd with sapropels/sapropelic muds as well as blm:k sha les, where there is a strong 

positivc correlation between the IOtal organic earbon and total sedimentary sulphur. If the 

predominant total sulphur mincral is a sulphide (such as pyrite), a total sulphur content 

ranging between 1.0% and 1.2% is generally considered to reneet euxinie or sulphidic 

botlom water condition (e.g .. Masuzawa et aI., 1992). In the case of this thesis however, 

given the presence of extensive miero- and maero-l~luna and moderate bioturbation, it is 

unlikely that the sediments aTe ful1y-cuxinic. Therefore, these areas arc interpreted with 

caution. and the benthic environment is suggested to have small conccntrations of 

dissolved oxygen and thercfore is likely dysaerobic (Raiswell and Bcrner, 1986). 

An inercase in total sulphur values in scd iments of marginal seas implies the input 

of dissolved sulphate (e.g. , seawater sulphate associated with a full marine connection) 

and active su lphatc reduction if lTlost of the sedimentary sulphur is present as su lphide 

minerals, such as pyrite. Conversely. a decrease in total sulphur in marine sediments 

would suggest either a decrease in the supply of sulphate or a decrease in the importance 
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of b.1cterial sulphate reduction. For example. if there is a decrease in the sulphate and/or 

bacterial reduction. then this would decrease the amount of l·bS available to react with 

ctllions (e.g .. FeH/FeH ) to produce su lph ide minerals (c. g .. pyrite). 

Downward difTusion and sulphur fixation by bacteria living in sediments that 

accumulated centuries earl ier arc important processes that eomplicatc the interpretation of 

the sulphur elcmental and isotopic data in marine sediments (Jorgensen and Kasten. 

2(06). In such cases. quoting Jorgensen and Kasten (2006). · ... 1111: age oflhe parlimlar 

aUlhigenic mineral (Iocs 1101 corrcspond to Ihe age of Ihe sedimelll /ayer, in which il i~' 

forlll('(l. bill is milch yOllnger. COlllller·in/llilil"c (U illl/ay seem, ill Ihe case of dml'I1\I'(lr{1 

lIIovinK .wlpilidiUlfiol1 frol1ls Ihe aKC of Ihe mineral prccipila/" becollles YOllnger wi/h 

illcreasinK sedimem deplh From ,IIcse considerlllioll.\", i/ becolllcs obviolls Ihm lit.' Ix}sl

{I<'positiollal a/terllliollS of mineral phases generated in this way complicale (1/1(1 l:I"ell 

prel'el1l imerpre/atioll of the geochemical ellvironlllen/ dllrinK IIJe tillle of original 

SC(JiIllI!/11 (/cpOSilioll ... ·· Despite this om inous statement. the elemental and isotopic 

sulphur data in this thesis arc carefully interpreted. but with caution. Any uncertainty in 

the interpretation is clearly highlighted. 

In the following discussion. high total sedimentary sulphur valucs arc interpreted 

to rcprcscnt a strong association with sapropel and Silpropclie sediments. thus with high 

total organic carbon values. High total scdimentary sulphur values can also rcprcsent thc 

presence of pyrite in the sediment. 
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5.2.-1 Stable Isutopic Cumpositio/l a/Sedimentary Sulphllr 

The oJ~S values of sulphide minerals in sedimentary rocks show wide variat ions. 

ranging from - -45%0 to - +42%0 (Brownlow. 1979). Much of these variations arc due to 

bacterial reduction of the sulphate ion (SO/') to hydrogen sulphide (l·bS). In nature, the 

extent of bacterial fractionation may be quite variable, depending on the rate and 

continuity of the relevant biogeochemical reactions. the availability of organic mattcr and 

oceanographic environmental conditions. Negative 034S values in sediments signify 

bacterial fractionation. The presence of reduced sulphur in marine sed iments is a key 

indicator of microbial sulphate reduction. In cases where the stable isotopic ratio is 

detennined in total sedimentary sulphur. mther than the sulphur-bearing host mineml 

phase. then the oHS values reflect the relative contributions of sulphur from pore water or 

adsorbed sulphate. sulphide and organic matter (Brownlow. 1979). 

Providing all other conditions are met (e.g., readily available organic matter), 

fractionation due to bacterial sulphate reduction is dependent on whether the benthic 

conditions represent an open or closed system (e.g., Goldhabcr and Kaplan. 1980: Thode. 

(991). Open systems provide a renewable source of seawater sulplmte. which allows the 

bacteria to preferentially fractionate. absorbi ng the lighter 32S isotope and preserving it in 

the sediment record. However, in cases of closed systems (i.e .. poor renewal of marine 

wnters). only a limited amount of seawater sulphate is available. Here. the bacteria 

reduce all of the accessible sulphate. therefore the final isotopic ratio is equal to that of 

the original seawater sulphate (Thode. 1991). Sunicient burial and pore·water diffusion 

can also create elosed system conditions. In this case. sulphate-reduc ing bacteria usc up 



both the light 32S and heavy 14S isotopes. and even use sulphate provided by udjaeent 

sedimentary layers viu diffusion. This results in the closed system effect. producing 

isotopic signatures akin to the local seawater sulphate. Often. this process is associated 

with areas huving higher rates of sedimentation (Goldhaber and Kaplan, 1980). 

The /i14S composition of seuwuter sulphute ranges from + 17%0 to +22 %0 (Pay tan 

et al.. 1998). Thus. when the /iHS value of the sedimentary sulphur in a core mnges 

between these values. the dalll will be interpreted to represent scllwlIter sulphate. The 

scawater sulphate value is important in the interpretation of the downcore /iHS data 

lx.'Causc when the 014S values become depleted, the simplest interprctation is that HS was 

preferentially extracted from the scawater sulphate pool by sulphate-reducing bacteria 

Thus. an upward transition from strongly positive to strongly negative 014S values in a 

core should represent an incoming supply of seawater which would have provided the 

ideal conditions for bacterial sulphatc reduction leading to a shift in the sulphur isotopic 

values to progressively more negative values. Vinogradov et a1. (1962; as referenced in 

l-Ioiscr et aI., 1988) found that the isotopic fractionation by bacterial sulphate reduction 

ranges between approximately - 34%0 to approximately - 19%0 in the Black Sea. 

An abrupt transition in the /iHS values in a core. elosely corresponding to 

similarly abrupt changes in other multi.proxy data over a few centimetres thickness (or 

few tens of years in age) cannot be fully reconciled with the migration of a zone of 

diffusion. and therefore must renl'Ct a ncar-real-time change in the palaeo-environment. 

For example. II dramatic shill in the 014S values in core MA R05-50 that is recorded from 

7.500 to 6.300 cal yr I3P correlates exactly with a dramatic fa unal turnover frolll Caspian 
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to Mediterranean ostracod species: this cxample is fully discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. 

Bceause the ostracod assemblage of the sediments is independent of molecular dilTusion. 

this shift in the OHS values can only be interpreted as representing real-time changes in 

the palaeo-environment. Less abrupt isotopic changes may represent a diagenetic 

overprint that post-dates the sediments at that stratigraphic level. 

5.2.5 R(IIios of7VCrrS (lnd Tsnoc 

The values of TOerrS and TSrrOC arc caleulated by a straightforward division 

of one elemental weighl percent by the other. but provide important information about the 

ratio of carbon to sulphur prescnt in the sediments. These ratios can yield details about 

the palaeo-environmental deposition conditions. 

The ratio of total organic carbon content to total sulphur content crOer rS) is used 

to dclcrmine depositional salinity conditions. Berner (1984) and Raiswell and Berner 

(1986) defined a ratio of 2.8 :I: 0.8 to be the normal-marine value for Quaternary 

sediments deposited under an oxic water column. Values ranging from 3 to 6 arc 

considcred to indicate sedimcnts of brackish scttings. while TOerrS values > 10 imply 

freshwater conditions (Uerner and Raiswell. 1983). Leventhal (1983) and Berner (1989) 

proPOSI..'"{] that sediment with TOerrS ratios less than the oxic marine value of 2.8 h:I\'e 

been deposited under anoxic conditions. The premise for this interpretation is based on 

the fact that in anoxic conditions, there is a higher degrl..'C of sulphate reduction. which 

consumes the organic material (and therdore. reduces the TOe amount) and produces 

higher TS (e.g .. pyrite) amounts. So mathematically, the larger the value ofTS in relation 

to TOe, the smaller the ratio wi ll be. 
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Given that the TsrrOe ratio is the inverse of TOens, interpretations arc 

essentially the inverse of those outlined above. As noted in Rullkotter (2006), sediments 

with high TSrrOC ratios indicate anoxic depositional environments because the 

consumption of the readily available organic matter by bacteria produces excess 1-12S, 

which leads 10 increased pyrite precipitation and thus a higher TS weight percenl. Given 

the TOCrrS benchmark of 2.8 for the oxic/anoxic transition. the resulting inverse 

benchmark is simply 0.357. Any ,'alues higher than this potentially indicate an anoxic 

water column at the time of deposition. In practise. intervals hosting anoxic sediments 

are better interpreted using TSrrOC rat ios while variations within oxic sediments can be 

assessed in more dctail using Tocrrs ratios. TOef rs ratios are especially useful 

because they can be used to differentiate between freshwater, brackish and oxic marine 

sediments. 

In the context of this thesis, however, the reader is reminded that each orthe three 

compositc corcs show moderate bioturhation, as well as abundant miero- and macro-

Jauna throughout. These organisms and ichnofabrics require the presencc of some degree 

of dissolved oxygen within the benthic environment in order 10 sustain life. with the 

exception of the Chom/ri/cs trace fossil, as it is known indicator of seafloor dysoxia lVith 

anoxic sediments and porc waters (e.g .. l3romley and Ekdale. I 984). As a result, carbon 

to sulphur ratios that plot within the anoxic sediment ranges crOCf rs < 2.0 and TSrrC > 

0.5) arc likely not indicators of fully anoxic conditions. These situat ions will be dearly 

noted and interpreted as low dissolved oxygen environments or dysoxia. 
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S.J In te rpretation uf Geuehcmistry frum MA ROS-SO 

Carbon and su lphur elemental and isotopic geochemistry, as well as carbon 10 

sulphur ratios. thc sediment soun:e fractions and the composite core lithology were 

converted to the time domain (Figure 21) using the MAR05-50 age model (Table 8). 

Within the framework of regional Units A. Band C. tile geochemical data cnn be 

interpreted as follows. 

5.3.1 Unite 

Regional Un it C extcnds from the base of the corc (- 11.500 cal yr BP) to the (11 

unconformity (hiatus cxtrnpolatcd to start nt - 10,735 cnl yr 131'). The orgnnic carbon is 

isotopically light (~27%O). which indicates tllat thc sourcc is predominately (>80%) 

terrestrial or lacustrine. At - I 1.200 cal yr BP, there is a slight increase in the quantity of 

TS and an associatcd positive shin to high ;)l~S values >+ 10%0. This could indicate a 

temporary increase in microbial sulphate rcduction and pyrite production. Since there is 

an associated shin in the I)HS to isotopicully heuvier values, this would indicate that 

benthic conditions rcscmblcd n elosed system. Presumably the microbes were not able 10 

preferentially fractionate the sul phur isotopes due to the limited quantities of seawnter 

sulphate avai lable (Thode. 1991). Excluding a peak of 8.1 at the base of the core, 

rocrrs ratios in Unit C arc approximately 2.3 , which according to Leventhal (1983) and 

13emer (1989) potentially indicatc deposition under anoxic conditions. Given that the 

ratio is not consistently <3, it cannot be conclusively stated that the bollom waters on this 

part of the Black Sen she lf wcrc delicient in oxygen during the entirety of Unit C. 
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Instead. the TOenS values in the range - 3- 6 mightindieate normal br:tekish waters 

Crable 12: Berner and Raiswel l. 19(3). However. sincc the TS valucs decreasc toward 

thc al hiatus. this indicates a decrease in su lphide minerals in the sediment and. in turn. a 

decrease in the activity or sulphate reducing microbes. Excluding a short-duration peak 

(i nvolving two samples and averaging - 0.77%). the TS valucs ror Unit e average 

- 0.31 %. which is on ly slightly higher than the TS content of nom}ul marine sediments 

«0.1% to 0.2%: I-Iolser et aI., 1988). Coupled with the borderline oxic/anoxic 

predictions from the TOCnS and TSnOC ratios, the available data are compatible with 

the proposal of predominately brackish benthic conditions with reduced oxygen levels 

(but not anoxic) for this time interval (e.g. as proposed by Mudie et aI., 2007: M:nret et 

al , 2009: Mertens el al.. 2012). 

Overall, the geochemical findings indicate that the depositional environment of 

Unit C was likely brackish in salinity, with low to moderale rates of microbial sulphate 

reduction indicated by the low amount of total su lphur. Therc is evidence lor poor 

bottom water oxygenation during this interval (i.e .. dysox ia), based on the TOCnS ratio. 

Organic carbon Ihat was deposited during this time is HS-depleted, which indicates that 

its source was either from terrestrial input (e.g., fluvial. aeolian) or from primary 

production in the upper water column hy lacustrine species of algae (Meyers, 1994). 

5.3.2 UnilB 

Regional Unit 13 begins at thc rcsumption of sedimentation after the (11 hialUs at 

- 8.420 cal yr HI' and extends to the a 2 conformable surface at -4,700 cal yT HI' (FiguTC 

21). I'his unit shows a general trend of increasing marine organic matter deposition 
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(beginning at < 10% marine fraction before 8,000 cal yr BI'. increasing 10 >40% by 6,000 

cal yr 131'). Throughout this unit. oHS becomes more negative and TS values increase. 

Thi~ pattcrn is indicative of microbial sulphate rcduction (e.g .. l3erner. 1984). From 

- 8,149 cal yr UP to -6.400 cal yr 13 1', the oJ~S values range from -0%0 to - 17%0 but at 

6,300 cal yr 131' there is a sudden shift to more negative (less than -30%0) values. This is 

in association with a slight increase in the amount of TS found in the sed iment ~. Thc 

sudden isotopic shift could indicate the prcscm;c of a constant supply of seawater sulphate 

(that is, an open system such as a pcrmancnt, sustained connection with the 

Mcd iterranean that today is associated with a two-way hydrologica l llow systcm). This 

would allow the colonies of microbes to flourish. preferentially incorporating the light J2S 

isotope during respiration and resulting in increased accumulation of sedimentary 

sulphur. TSrroc ratios for Unit B arc greater than 0.357 (excluding one value of 0.283 

at 8, I 00 cal yr 131'), indicating that the benthic conditions might havc been anoxic at the 

time of deposition (Ru!lk6Iter, 2006), although persistent bioturbation suggests otherwise 

(seebclow). 

Overall. the geochemistry of Unit U indicates a transition in the depositional 

environment from brackish to lllorc marine salinities. The organic carbon isotopic 

signature becomes increasingly marine, which could mean that there is (I) a decrease in 

terrestrial sourcing and an increase of marinc algae primary productivity, (2) a transition 

from lacustrine-type algae to marine-type algae productivity. or (3) potentially both. The 

increase in sulphate reduction and sulphidc fonnation suggests that oxygen levels in the 

benthic environmcnt and ncar-SllTfllee scdiments became lower with time. This is 
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believed to he a direct result ofdeveloprnent. by - 6.300 (;al yr Bil. of a su~tained two-way 

flow system between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean Sea. throu~h the 130sphorus 

Stra it and other connecting water bodies. allowing the microbial community 10 thri ve. 

5.3.3 Vllil A 

Regional Un it A rangcs from - 4.700 cal yr I3P to the sediment watcr interface 

(roughly present day) (Figure 21). Thc organic carbon eontcnt in this unit is relatively 

stable at - 1.25% TOe and the organic matter fractions arc - 70% terrestrial and - 30% 

marine. on average. The TOer rS ratio remains - 2.1 . indicating marine s:l linities and 

oxygen-delieiellt deposit ional environments. until - 2,500 cal yr UP. From this point 

onward. therc is a general upward increase in Tocrrs causcd by upward declining TS 

(Figure 21). This is likely not due to actual changes in the basinal water chemi stry. hut 

instead is attributed to incomplete early diagenesis. The fixation of sulphur hy sulphate-

reducing baetcria is interpreted to not be complete above this corc depth (- 150 cm). so 

the sulphur destined for prceipitation and burial may st ill be in the pore wHler and not 

bound in relatively insoluble sulphide minemls. As a result. this would decrease the 

amount of TS. and consequently increase the TOerrS ratio. By the same principlc. the 

general upward decreasing trend in the TS is not believed to be indicative of a decr.::ase in 

the availability of sulphur. 

The sulphur isotopes are mostly negative throughout Unit A. ind icating 

bacterially-dri ven isotopic fractionation. However. at-4.200 cal yr UI'.there is a sudden 

shih to positive. isotopically heavy values that lasts until - 3.400 c,ll yr BP, Above and 

below this interval, TS weight percentages are of - 1.0% or higher. According to 
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Masuzawa et al. (1992), TS values in this order indicate euxinic or sulphidic benthic 

conditions. Associated OJ4S values vary between 0%0 - +29.7%0. There are t\\'o potential 

scenarios that could produce these resu lts. Ei ther, ( 1) this pattern could ind icate a period 

of time whcn the inflow of Mediterranean waters had weakened. reduc ing thc availability 

of sulphate for only - 600 yr Br . As a result of this briefly closed system, the microbial 

fauna could not support their preferential fractionation of the light .l2S isotope 

Consequently. the sedimentary OJ4S values are closer to those of seawater sulphate (e.g .. 

Thode, 1991). Interestingly. the timing of this weakened exchange correlates within the 

(12 hiatus in core MAR02-45 (Figure 19). Or. (2) the closed system effect could be due to 

burial and diffusion or sulphate frum adjncent sedimentary layers (Goldhaber and Kaplan, 

1980). During this time frame. thc scdimentatiun rate in core MAR05-50 is slightly 

elevated in relation to the surrounding time intervals (Figure 19). It is imporlllnt to note 

that (a) this environmental change is only present in the sulphur dllln, as the cnrbon and 

ostracod (Section 5.4) data show no discernable sh ilis and (b) the time of this minor event 

may not be correct ly portrayed in Figure 21. Due to the issues of d itTusion during 

diagenesis and sulphur fixation, neither an exact time nor duration can be detcrmined 

accurately. In order 10 decide which one of the two scenarios descritx.'t.I above is most 

probable, an understanding of the thickness of the two-way flow compared 10 the present

day thickness of the laycrs is ncedcd. The height or the sea-lcvel. the excess water budgct 

in the Black Sea hasin (i.e., riverine input + prec ipitatiun - evaporation), and the strength 

uf the Mediterranean inflow arc the predominant factors controlling the thicknesses of the 

individual layers of the two-way flow. It is very difficult to predict the past river inllux 
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and the precipitation versus evaporation in the Black Sea, There are contlicting views 

about the prevailing climate of the landmass surrounding the maek Sea: Ryan et al. 

(1997a,b, 2003) and Major et a1. (2002) suggested that the Black Sea remained 

evaporative between 10,000 and 3,000 I~C yr BP (- I 1.150 and 2,755 cal yr BP). whereas 

Hiscott et a1. (2007a.b), Mudie et al. (2007) and Mertells et a1. (2012) suggested that the 

Black Sea rcgion during the interval from 11,000 to 3.000 14C yr BP (~ 12.630 to 2.733 

cal yr BP was vcry pluvial and not evaporative. Thus, the balance between evaporation 

and precipitation cannot be unequivocally deciphered within the scope of this thesis. Sea

level is a parameter that can be better evaluated. Fairbanks (1989) suggested that globa l 

sea-level nearly reached its present height around 4,000 I~C yr HI' (- 3,995 cal yr BP) and 

that it has not changed since. However, a sea-level curve published by Chepalyga (2002) 

for the Black Sea suggests that there have been -5~ 15 m fluctuations in the sea level 

since -6,000 I~C yr BP (- 6.400 cal yr BP). A notable drop of - 15111 in the sea level is 

proposed to havc occurred at - 4.500 14C yr BP (-4.700 cal yT BP; Chepalyga. 2002). 

This proposal was later criticized by Giosan et al. (2006) who argued that the level of the 

Black Sea has remained stable in this time frame based on work in the Danube delta, only 

to oscillate between -2 m and + 1.5 III of its present day level. Although thc results of this 

thesis would generally support the putative sea-level drop (Chepalyga, 2002) as it 

coincides with the prominent enrichment in oj~s of - 30-40%0 at -4.200 cal yr Bl' (Figure 

21), additional data arc needed to unequivocally determine which of the above two 

potentialsccnarios iseorrcct. 
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Regional Unit A as a whole has geoehemical signatures of a marine depositional 

environment, akin to the upper part of regional Unit n. Benthie conditions were oxygen 

poor. potentially anoxic at times. and su lphate-reducing bacteria were present. 

concentrating the lighter 32S isotope in early-diagenetic su lphide minerals. From -4.000-

3.400 cal yr BP, the sulphur gcoehcmist'), suggests a sl ight change in benthic conditions, 

possibly due to a tem porary reduction in the avai lability of seawater su lphate as a result 

of a change in the volume of incoming Mediterranean bottom watcrs or duc to an im;rease 

in the rate of burial. As well. the modern zone of early diagenesis appcars to aned 

sed iments younger than -2500 cal yr 131', with apparently incompletc prec ipitation 01 

sulphide minerals so that TS values are lower than anticipated. 

5.4 MAROS-SO Micropalaeontology Correhltion 

Fel low MSc student Lorna Williams conducted a palaeoecological study using 

ostracods found within cores MAROS-SO I' and MAROS -S IG as prox ies (Will iams, 2012) 

Her results can be compared with the geochemical data (Figure 22). Ostracods arc micro-

crustaceans, ranging from 0.3-30 mm in length. that livc at the sediment-water interface, 

whosc fossils can be found from the Cambrian through to present day (Athcrsuch ct aL 

1989). They are sensitive to variations in water chemist,)" and many mack Sea ostracods 

have well known salinity tolerances or preferences. Although therc arc 43 difTerent 

spec ies of ostracods in cores MAROS-50P and MAR05-SIG. they can be div ided into two 

main assemblages: Ponto-Caspian (hrack ish) and Meditcrrancan (marine) (Wi lliams, 

2012). lhe species at the basc of composite core MAR05-50 are almost entirely brackish. 

whi lc those at the top of the core are almost entirely marine (Figure 22). Thcre is a 
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notiee~ble transition~1 zone from - 7.500 cal yr BI' 10 - 6.300 cal yr Bp where the brackish 

species arc replaced by marine species. This occurs within the zone of ri sin~ marine 

or~anic maner input ident ified in th is thesis. The o l~S isotopes oseillate within the range 

of 0%0 to-20%o during this transitional zone until 6.]00 cal yr BP. when there is a sudden 

negative shift to values less than - 30%0. This shift is associated with the establ ishment of 

a sustaincd two-way flow system and benthic bacterial sulphate reduction. and occurs at 

the exact same time as the end of the ostracod assemblage transitional zone (Figure 22). 

Below this transitional zonc. the marine fraction is < 15%. however by thc time thc 

Mediterranean species takc over. the marine fraction of the TOC increases to over 40%. 

rhis indicates that the benthic conditions at the core site were governed by low salinity 

(- 5%0) until about 7500 cal yr BP. Then. high salinity Mediterranean water must have 

entered the area, bringing with it the marine ostracod assemblage. Those species 

flourished and eventually dominated the seafloor, completely rcpbcing the brackish 

assemblage by - 6,300 cal yr Ell'. 

5.5 Gcochemiclllln lc rprctalions of cores MAR02-4S lind MA ROS·13 

5.5.1 COfe MAR01-.J5 GeochemislfY 

l-liseoH et al (2007b) publ ished carbon and sulphur clememal and stable isotopic 

geochemistry (Figure 23) from composite core MAR02-45 in the depth domain. but for 

correlation purposes. the data have been converted to the time domain using the a~e 

model presented in Chapter 3 (Figure 19). Conclusions drawn by I liseott et .. I. (2007b), 

recast into the time domain, are presented below. 
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At the base of Un it C. beginning at - 10.700 cal yr BP, TOe sources were 

predominately terrestrial and/or lacustrine (- 90%), total sulphur was under 0.5% and oJ48 

showed positive isotopic ratios ranging Ii'om 0 - +10%0. Howevcr. beginning at - 9,400 

cal yr L3P. there was a marked increase in total sulphur to > 1% that coincided with a rapid 

increase in oJ48 which peaked at -+30'%0 by 8.800 cal yr 131'. This shift caused the 

isotopic signature of the sedimentary sulphur to be slightly higher than that of modern 

seawater sulphate (+ 17- 22%0, Pay tan el al.. 1998). At this point. there was a dramatic 

decrease in TS and oj~s until the UI conformable surface 1.11 - 8.200 cal yr 8P. Hiscott et 

al. (2007b) attr ibute the OHS positi ve shiH to a "'first pulse" o f Med iterranean water into 

the area rather than a permanent eonJlection. If the connection wcre complete. the 

incoming scawater would have provided ideal conditions for bactcrial sulphate reduction 

leading to 11 negative shift in the sulphur isotopic valucs \0 - 30'%0 to - 40%0. Instead. 

Hiscott et ai. (2007b) attributed the rise to -+30%0 to be the result of Ihe eompletc 

conversion of the newly introduced sulphate from the Mediterranean waters to sulphides 

by sulphate-reducing bacteria, but with no replenishment of sulphate so that the fina l pool 

of sulphur in the sedimcntary sulphides preserved thc isotopic signature of seawatcr 

sulphate. This was therefore a closed system. The supply of seawater su lphate is 

retlecled in the associated T8 peak. as well as an abundance of tine pyrite particles in the 

palynology samples of the associated intervals (Mudie et al.. 2007). 

l"hroughout Unit 13 (- 8,200--5.465 cal yr I3P). the i)J4S signature becomes lower. 

averaging around - 20%0, and total sul phur ranges between 1-2% until the U 2 

unconformity. I-liscotl ct al. (2007b) attribute this \0 a rise in sulphate concentfationjust 
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before the deposition of Unit B that allowed sulphate-reducing microbes to grow and 

tlourish just below the sedimcnt- wrl!er interface. A continuous sulphate supply is 

indicative of a pennanent. two-way connection with the Mediterranean Sea. 

Unit A begins after the (12 hiatus (-2,050 cal yr 131') and extends to the sediment

water interface, which is considered 10 be roughly present day. Hiscott et a1. (2007b) 

have hypothesized that the fl2 hiatus represents a break in sedimentation on the inncr and 

middle shelf due to surface currents strong enough to prevent deposition. TOC and SIJC 

stabilize (-1.0% and - - 25.7%0 respectively) while TS gradually decreases toward 0%, 

representing the same early diagenetic signature as at site MAROS-SO where sulphate 

reduction and fixation of sulphur in the sediment has not proceeded to completion. The 

authors note that the TS values din:ctly above the (12 hiatus arc lower than the values in 

the sediments below the hiatus, however the sulphur isotopes arc still J~S-depletcd 

(--20%0) which indicates bacterial fractionation of sulphur associated with poorly 

oxygenated benthic conditions. 

5.5.2 Cure MAR05-1J Geuchemislry 

The carbon and su lphur geochemistry of MAROS-13 was run in 2007 as part of 

the Cranshaw (2007) undergraduate dissertation projcct (Figure 24). As part of that 

project. the geochemistry was compared in the depth domain to the results from core 

MAR02-45. The main conclusions of Cranshaw (2007) are converted find summarized 

here in the time domain using the age model presemed in Chapter 3 Crable 10: Figure 

19). 
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5.5.2. I MAR05-13 Sulphur Is%pes 

The methodology used lor delennining the sulphur isotopic values in cores 

MAROS-13 P and MAROS-040 was slight ly difTerentthan the method described in this 

thesis (Chapter 2, Seuioll 2.4.4). Instead, one run was performed on the Finnegan 

MA 1'252 isotope-ratio mass spectrometer whereby elemental and isotopic abundanccs 

were detcrmined for !.xlth carbon and sulphur simultaneously. The amount of carbon in 

these southwestern Black Sea sediments is much greater than the amount of sulphur and. 

as a result, it is very difficult to obtain reliablc data for both clements at thc samc time. 

Since the ion counts from the isotope-ratio mass spectrometer arc expressed as electric 

potential. the digital output results in peaks (measured in mV) that can be converted into 

elemental and isotopic abundances. However, the smaller the peak size. the higher the 

margin of error. For the MAROS-13 samples. there was a wide variety of sulphur peak 

sizes dispersed randomly throughout the runs. and several samples had to be re-run since 

the sulphur peak sizes were far too small to quantify. In order to correct tor this. isotope 

size correction standards (e.g .. IA EA-S-2 (NZ-2) and IAEA-S-3. Table 2) were included 

at the beginning of the run. Since then. industry standards have changed to include two 

sets of size correction standards: one set at the beginning and one set (including varying 

standard sizes) at the end of the run. which has increased the accuracy of the data 

calibration (A. Pye, pers. comm., 20 12). Peak size only affects the su lphur isotopic data. 

and as a result. the margin of error lor the MAROS-13 results in Cranshaw (2007) is much 

greater than that of MAROS-50. Conscquently. it was decided Ihat the OJ·IS dala for 
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MAR05-13 would not be included in comparisons with cores MAR02-45 and MAR05-

50 

5.5.2.2 MAR05-/J Geochemical ReslIll.v 

Unit C at the basc of thc core ranges in age from - 11.236 cal yr BP to - 8.970 cal 

yr il P at the (11 unconformity (Figure 24), This unit has low TOC and TS values. as well 

as low SUC signatures that arc enriched in the light isotope I~C . Thc organic carbon 

sources arc predominately terrestrial (- 82- 100%). indicating high tluvial input and/or 

lacustrine algal production rela tivc to marine sourccs (i.e., primary marine a lgal 

production in the upper water column). Cranshaw (2007) proposcd that thesc 

geochemical signatures indicate liule waternmss exchange with thc Medi1crranc:m Sca. 

suggesting tha! the Black Sca was a closed basin during thi s timc period. Toward the top 

of Unit C, beginning at -9,800 cal yr BP. there is a gradual increase in TS as well as SUe. 

Bccause these changes coincide with a negative shift in i')HS (not included in this study), 

Cranshaw (2007) proposed that there was increased bactcria l reduction of sul phatc to 

sulphidc. indicating the potential onset of watermllSs communication with the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

Unit 13 extends from the (11 unconformity to the llllevel, spanning 7,805 ca l yr BP 

to - 4,800 cal yr UP (Figure 24). TOC and TS values exceed those in Unit C and the oUC 

signaturcs indicatc cnrichmcnt in the heavy isotope I3C rclat ivc to Uni t e. Organic 

carbon is increasingly marine in origin. ranging from 30-70% marine. Given that the 

total sulphur in the sed imcnt is consistcntly high. (- 1%) Cranshaw (2007) interpreted a 
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consistent conncction with the Mediterranclln SCll lind 1I stratified watcr column, 

providing idell benthic conditions for bacterial sulphlllc rcduction 

Uni t A begins at - 4,800 cal yr OP and extends to the present day at the sedirncnt

watcr interfllcc (Figure 24). TOe and ,suC dccrcasc rclativc to Unit 0, but show 

relativcly consistent vlllues (- [% and - 25960 respectively). Organic carbon is 30-40% 

marine. The total sulphur amounts in Unit A oscillllte, but arc sl ightly lower than in Unit 

B. Cranshaw (2007) noted that these geochcmical signatures arc consistent with 

continued Mediterranean connection and the initiation of basin-wide low-oxygen botlOm-

water condition in the Black Sea. Because the TS values always remain below 1.0%, the 

bottom walers were probably not anoxic, but they must have been dysoxic (el , Masuzawa 

et aI., 1992). 

5.6 Geochemical correlations between MAROS-SO, M AIUl2·4S li nd MAROS- IJ 

Correlat ions between cores MA RaS-50, MAR02-4S and MA ROS,13 prov ide a 

complete geochemical rccord for thc southwestern Olaek Sea shelf for the ent ire 

Holocene Epoch. The hilltus in sedimentation present at the Ctl unconformity in cores 

MAROS , SO and MAROS-13 is absent in MA R02·4S, lind vice I'e/"S(/ lor the Ct2 

unconformity, resulting in dll!a from at least one site lor each time step throughout the 

Holocene. 

The MAROS-SO core sire is found within a hydrodynamically complex region - 30 

km north-northwest ofthc Strait of Bosphorus. Here the Mcditcrranean watcrmass iullow 

is spreading northward within a s.1linc channel as a disti nct bouom watermass. and 
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significant volumes arc spi lling over the banks or that channel as the saline water crosses 

the shelf (R.N. I-l iscoll, pcrs. comm., 2012). The Dluek Sea surface waters arc being 

advected eastward in the Rim Currcnt system. rhe amount of organic matter preserved in 

the surface sediments through time is thus a function of the strengths of the surface and 

boUom currents, the temporal changes in the contribution of organic matter from 

tetTestrialund murine sources, as well as the consumption of organic matter hy 111icro- and 

meio-benthos and by sulphate reduction. Thcrcforc, the broad and generalized statements 

about environmental change described below must be view within this context. 

The core sites at MAR02-45 - 85 km west-northwest of the Uosphorus Strait and 

nt MAR05-13 - 165 km cast-southeast of the Bosphorus entmnee represent opcn shclf 

settings in the southwestern Blnck Sea. J lere, hydrodynamic conditions arc controlled by 

temporal changes in the position and strength of the Rim Current and the anticyclonic 

Bosphorus and Saknrya eddies, tempoml changes in the dcpth of the chell1ocline. the 

spatial and temporal changes in the contribution of organic matter from terrestrial (lnd 

marine sources, ns well as the oxidation and consumpt ion of organic mnlter. 

5.6. j Carbo/1 Results 

The elemenltll carbon and carbon isotopic data (Figure 25) and by assoc imion, the 

balance between marine and terrestrini/lacustrine organic-matter sources (Figure 26) for 

cores MAROS-50, MAR02-45 and MAR05-13 exhibit good correlations with one another 

Both the lOe and the ,sue values follow the same general trend. beginning with low 

Toe and low /ilJe of the organic matter at the base of all three corcs and then showing 

notable increases in the amount of TOe and concomitant enrichments in SUC values. 
liS 
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Figun: 25: Carbon elemental and isotopic values lor cores MAR05 -50 (rcu). Mi\R02-45 

(blm:) and MAROS-13 (green) with rcspcl:\ to tinw. The timing of the initial salin~' intlow 

(lSI: from Major el aL. 2002j. the beginning ora strong. sustained two-way Il ow (TWF: 

from Hiscott ct al.. 2007b) and til\: disappeanlilce of lacllstrine spec ies (DI.S: from Ryan 

el Oll.. 19(7) have Ocen added for intcrpn.:tatiol1 purposes. 
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Figure 26: Organic carbon sediment source fractions for cores MAROS-50 (red). MAR02-

45 (blue) and MAR05-1 3 (green) pr("sentcd with rcspc(;110 lime. Grey lines denote the 

initial sa line in!low (lSI: from Mluor d a1.. 2002). the beginning or a Sirong. sustained 

two-way !low (TWF: from 1-liscoll cl a1.. 2007b) and the dis,appearance of lacustrine 

spcci('s (DLS: from Ryan c\ a1.. 19(7). 
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Furthermore, the source of thc organic matter similarly shows a noticcable. but 

progressive shift in both cores MAR02·4S and MAROS-13 from predominantly a 

tcrrestrial and/or lacustrine source immediately prior to the lirst, possibly temporary, 

inllux of saline Mediterranean watcr at 9.160 cal yr 8P (Major et aL 2002) to a clearly 

marinc soun;c by - 6,000 cal yr DP (Figurc 26). The timc of first influx is not captured in 

MAROS-SO duc to the prescncc ofthc III hiatus. Thcse trends are clearly associated with 

the initial reconnection of the Black Sea with the Mediterrancan Sea. 

Despite these broad similarities in trends. there are minor, albeit noticeable 

dilTerences between the TOe and /iue values of core MAR05-S0 compared to cores 

MAR02-45 and MAR05-13 (Figure 2S). Fore.xample. the TOe values are slightly higher 

and the Qile values arc lower at the base of core MAROS-50. These small differences can 

be intcrpreted as a slightly higher mtc of organic matter influx as well as more terrestrial 

organic matter input to the site of core MAR05-S0 close to the cxit of the Bosphorus 

Strait compared with the background sedimentation characteristic of opcn shelf con: sites 

to the west (i.e .. MAR02-4S) and cast (i.e .. MAROS-13) of the Dosphorus Strait. 

Another small difference is the onset of increasi ng TOe and coincident 

enrichment in slle values. In MAR02-4S and MAROS·13 thesc changes Q(;cur ;u;ross the 

intcrval bracketed by thc TWF (- 8,085 cal yr DP) and DLS (- 7570 cal yr BP: Figure 2S). 

In these two cores the increasing TOe and cnriehment in 1)lJe values continue up-core to 

-6.200 cal yr BP in core MAR02-4S and - 5.400 cal yr BP in core MAROS-13. However. 

the correlative onset of increasing Toe and enrichment in the slle valucs in core 

MAROS-SOdoes not occur until - 6.300 cal yr UP. These small differences arc interpretcd 
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to result from an initially lower rate of organic matter influx to the MA ROS-SO core sileo 

The liming of the increase in TOe and broadly synchronous enrichment in the olJe 

valucs in core MAROS-SO at - 6.300 cal yr UP correspond exactly with the establishment 

ofa fully marine ostracod assemblage in the same core (Figure 22; Williams. 2012). 

In core MAROS-13 the interval marked by relatively high TOe percentages as 

well as heavy oDe values occur between - 7.570 cal yr UP and -4.900 cal yr 131' (Figure 

25). In core MAR02-4S. a similar interval occurs betwcen - 7.570 cal yr UP and the onsct 

of the Ul hiatus at - 5.465 cal yr 13P. These intervals in these two cores represent a 

prominent increase in the marine primary productivity across the southwestern l31ack Sea 

(Figures 25. 26; Cranshaw. 2007; I-liscoll et al.. 2007b). In core MAROS-13. dramatic 

transitions from higher 10 lower TOe values and from higher to lower olJe values occur 

al-4.900 cal yr UP. This transition is not observed in core MAR02-4S because of thc Ul 

hiatus. The correlative transitions in core MAR05·50 arc notably subdued. and arc 

recorded 500 year later at -4,400 cal yr OJ> (Figures 25. 26). The notably lower TOC 

percentage throughout the - 6.300 cal yr BP to -4.400 cal yr UP interval and the - 500 

year lag in core MAROS-SO collectively suggest thai strong s..1line inflow from the 

13osphoflls Strait continued for an additional 500 yeltfs. and during thai period 

counteracted rcgional tendencies. Thc ncar synchronous incrcases in the olJe values 

from - 7.500 cal yr UP to -4,400 cal yr 13P in all three cores suggest that marine primary 

productivity was notably increased in the southwestern l31aek Sea during this time. 

Despite this increase in marine primary produetivilY (as indicated by the heavier oDe 

values). TOe values remain rdatively low in cores MAROS-SO and MAR02·45 (Figures 
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2S.26). This difference between the TOe content or core MAROS-13 and the other two 

cores can be interpreted as (i) highcr marine productivity at site MAIWS-13 than that at 

sites MAROS-50 and MAR02-4S or (i i) a notable increase in the amounts of organic 

matter preservation at site MAROS-13 eomparcd to the other two sites. The flle t that all 

threc cores show high marine primary productivity. as indicated by the sUe values, 

suggests that the greater TOe values in core MAROS-13 llIay best be interpreted as an 

improvcment of the preservation state of organic carbon on the seafloor a! this core site. 

The gcochcmical data presented in this thesis (particularly cores MAROS-13 and 

MAROS-50) show that the marine environment stabilized after -4.400 cal yr HI' and a 

steady biogeochemical system became established in the southwestcOl Black Sea. Core 

MAR02-4S is mute about this interval because of the Ul hiatus. The ncar constant TOe 

and slle values in all three cores strongly suggest that the physical and chcmical 

oceanographic makeup of the Black Sea shelves became established at -4.400 cal yr UP. 

with litt lc subsequcnt deviation from thcsc conditions. This is to say that changes in 

climate. oceanography and benthic cond itions. incl uding organic matter preservation 

versus degradation mtes. were less sevcre after -4.400 cal yr DI'. Icading to no drastic 

changes in thc data. 

5.6.2 ,')'u{pllllr Re.\"II/I.I· 

Despite the interpretation dilliculties associatcd with sulphate diffu sion and 

sulphide fixation. the data for clemental su lphur and its isotope S"!S from cores MAROS-

so, MAR02-4S and MAR-13 show remarkably good gcneml correlation (Figurc 27). In 

all three cores. the TS values follow simi lar trends, starting with low values close 10 (or 
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marginally higher in the case of MAROS-50) the values found in normal oxygenated 

marinel1acustrine sediments «0.1% to 0.2%: ]']olser et al.. 1988) and increasin~ so as to 

approach Icvels characteristic of euxinic bottom waters (> 1.0% to 1.2%: Masuz:lwa ct al.. 

1992) aftcr the initiation of sustained two-way flow a\ - 8.085 cal yr BP (Hiscott ct al.. 

2007b). At - 1.500 cal yr UP, the TS values in all three cores decrease to <0.2%. 

indicatin~ that sulphur fixation is not complete in the ncar-surface sediments because of 

ongoin~ early diagenesis. 

During the interval from - 11,500 cal yr UP to - 9.160 cal yr UP (i.e. onsct of lSI; 

Figure 27) all three cores show very low TS. suggesting an oxy~enated environment. The 

.sHS values hover around 0%0. suggesting that this was probably a dosed system. 

preventing preferential isotopic fractionation. This interprelation is in keeping with the 

previously published work which suggested that the bottom waters in the Black Sea were 

isolated (e.g., Hi scott et al.. 2oo7a.b). During this time. vigorous outflow of Black Sea 

watcrs into the Marmara Sea (Hiscott ct al.. 2002. 2007a.b) would have prevented the 

penetration of Mediterranean waters into the Black Sea basin. 

The interval from the lS[ (i.e .. - 9.160 cal yr UP) to the TWF (- 8.085 cal yr BP) is 

only fully represented in core MAR02-45. [n core MAROS-13 the record from - 8.970 cal 

yr UP to - 7.805 cal yr UP is missing (i.e .. 1I1 hiatus). whereas in core MAROS-50 the 

sedimcntary rccord from - 10.735 cal yr BP to - 80420 cui yr UP is simi larly missing. In 

core MAR02-45, both the TS and oJ~S values show a marked positivc shift at - 8.085 cal 

yr UP (Figure 27). Hi scott et al. (2007b) interpreted this shift to be the result of u "first 

pulse" of sulphate-rich Mediterranean bottomwatcr into the i3l aek Sea. whcre sul phate 
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Figure 27: Elemental and isotopic sulphur dala tor cores MAROS-50 (red). MAR02-45 

(blue) and MAROS-13 (green) presented in age domain. Sulphur isotopic data for core 

MAR05-13 are not included for reasons explained in section 5.5.2. l. Th(" slIpcrimlX)sed 

grey lines denote the initial s3 1inc intlow (lS I: from Major c l a1.. 2002). Ihe Ix'ginning of 

sustained two-way !low (TWF: from lliscolt <.'\ al.. 2007b) and the disappear:met: of 

lacustrine species (DLS: from Ryan <:I :d .. 1997) 
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reduction occurred. but bacterial fractionation could not occur due to the existence of a 

closed biogeochem ical system. In core MA R05-50 the sedimentary record starts at 

- 8.420 cal yr 8P and continucs up-core without interruption to the prescnt-day 

depositional surface. In the upper portion of the lSI - TWF interval the geochemical 

proxies show lower amounts of sulphide production. as indicated by the TS and less 

bacterial isotopic fractionation as indicated by the oJ~S values hovering around 0%0 until 

the initiation of the sustained two-way flow (TWL Figurc 27). During the (II hiatus. the 

currcnts at the core site were probably strong cnough to prcvcnt dcposition (I lisco\( l:I al.. 

2007b). The sedimentary environment at the core site soon after the 0 1 hiatus was 

probably not conducivc for the immediate cstablishment of a healthy benthic commun ity. 

accounting for the obscrved gl'Ochemical signaturcs. 

During thc period from thc initiation of sustained two way now (i.e .. TW F) at 

- 8.085 cal yr DP to - 5.000 cal yr DP the TS and the 03~S values show increasing rates of 

preferential isotopic fractiona tion associated with sulphate reduction in an open system as 

indicated by a negative shiH to J4S-depleted values and the related sulphide prccipitation 

as indicatcd by thc markcd increase in the weight percentage of TS (Figure 27). This 

interval is also distinct in the TOe and olle data. since organic matter hL-comes 

increasingly marinc from - 8,085 cal yr 8P 10 - 5.000 cal yr DP (Figures 25. 26). The 

progressivc increase in thc contribution of marine organic carbon lollows a good 

correlation with the depletion of OJ4S values. suggesting that the efficicncy of sulphate 

reduction paralleled an enrichment in aile valucs (eomparc Figurcs 25 and 27), It is 

noteworthy that at - 6.300 cal yr 81' the sulphur isotopic values reached their most 
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depleted values (- -30 to -35%0). indicating an open geochemical system for sulphate 

reduction (Figure 27) coincident with the temlinmion of the ostracod faunal turnover zone 

from Ponto-Caspian to Mediterranean assemblages (Figure 22: Williams. 201 2). 

In core MAR02-45 the zone of increasingly active sulphate reduction only extends 

from - 8.085 cal yr BP to - 5,465 cal yr BP (Figure 27). T5 values in core MAR02-45 

remain consistently higher that those in cores MAR05-13 and MAR05-50. In iact the TS 

values are invariably> 1.0% and as high as - 2.0%. These high 1"S values suggest that the 

MAR02-45 core site must have been situated very close to the chcmocline so that the 

conditions were ncar euxinic (Raiswell and Berner. 1985). However, the presence of a 

continuous and diverse ostracod fauna from core MAR02-4S through this interval (Evans. 

2004; Hiscott at aI., 2007b) prec ludes the rise of the chernoc1ine to the core site, and 

strongly suggests that the core site must have been situated beneath oxygenated or 

dysoxie bottom waters. 

The broad shape of the TS eurve for core MAROS-SO matches reasonably well 

with that of core MAR02-4S. In core MA IWS ·13 , the interval from - 8.085 cal yr 131' 10 

- 5,000 cal yr UP (Figure 27) shows two zones whcrc the TS valucs exceed 1.0%. Thcse 

intervals arc interpreted simi lar to the correlative interva l in core MAR02-4S. E.xeept fur 

a very short interval at - 5500 cal yr Br, the TS values in core MAROS·50 docs not reach 

> 1.0% leveL suggesting that the core site was probably oxic/dysoxic during this entire 

intervaL r he presence of an abundant and diverse ostracod fauna throughout core 

MAROS-SO strongly suggests that bollom waters at the core site were oxic {Williams. 
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20 12). possibly explaining Ihe generally lower TS values in core MAR05·50 than in the 

other two cores. 

5.6.3 ReslIllsfrom Carbon 10 SlIlphllr and Sulphur 10 Carbon Ro/ios 

At the basc of the cores MAR05-50. MAR02·45 and MAR05·13. the general 

trend of the TOCrrS ratios shows thai sedi ments were deposited in oxic marine 

environments with TOens > 2.8. This interpretation confirms the earlier assessment of 

T5 and the oHS data which suggested that thi s interval was probably oxic to dysoxic. 

Although thi s interval from - 11 ,000 cal yr BP to - 9.160 cal yr BP at the MAR02·45 core 

site remained oxic. data from core MAR05·13 show that the environment at this site 

gradually transitioned toward lower oxygen levcls at or around 9.600 cal yr BP. prior 10 

the lSI boumla!)· at - 9.160 cal yr BP (Figure 28). Core MAR05-50 docs not contribute 

any information for cond itions at this time due to the III hiatus which spans from - 10.735 

cal yr BP 10 - 8.420 cal yr 81' (Figure 28). Ignoring time gaps at hiatuses. ncar constant 

Tsrroc ratios that arc greater than 0.357 begin in all three cores at the lSI bounda!)' and 

continue until - 2,000 cal yr BP with only occasional, small oscillations toward o.\ic 

marine values. Aller - 2.000 cal yr 131'. the data provide the false suggestion of an up-

core "freshening"" of sal inities because of incomplete sulphur fixation in the zone o f early 

diagcnesis - because the TS denominator of thc TOCfI'S ra tio is artilieially low closc 10 

the sed iment-water intcrface. graphs show high or ""fresh" TOCrrS va lues (Figure 28) 

The principal concern with the aoove general interpretation of the caroon to 

sulphur ratio data is that it suggests that the cores recovered sediments that were 

deposited in very poorly oxygenated to anoxic conditions. For the data collected from the 
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figure 28: Ratios of TOCr rS and TSHOe for COTes MAROS-50 (rl.'d). MAR02-45 (bluc) 

and MAROS-13 (green) presented in age domain. The grey lines denote the initial S:llinc 

inllow (lSI: from Major ('I a1.. 2002). the beginning of sustained two-way !low (TWF: 

from Hiscott ct al.. 2007b) and the disappearance of lacustrine species (DLS: from Ryan 

..:t al .. 19(7). The purple shaded zones indica!c the standard deviation of Ill(' oxic 10 

anoxic transition for nOTmalm;Jrinc sediments (Berner. 1 98(j: Rullkiil1cr. 2006) 
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southwestern Black Sea shelf, it is clear that this statement cannot be true. Firstly. the 

palaL'OCeangraphie data ~uggcst that the ehemocline in this rcgion ha~ never ri~cn to lhc 

rcl(lti vely slmllow depths o f the threc cores (collected in present watcrs depths of S 91 III 

below sea-level), rather that it had been much lower. progressively rising to the present 

d(lY level (Deuser et a1.. 1974; Glenn and Arthur, 1(84). Secondly, all three cores show 

moderate burrow mouling and both MAR02-45 and MAR05-50 possess abundant and 

diverse ostracod fauna fo r the entire Holocene intcrval (Evans. 2004. Williams. 2012. 

rc~pcetivcly) . The presence of these lacustrine and marine fauna prec ludes the ex i ~ tem;e 

of euxinie or anoxic bottom waters on the southwestern Ulaek Sea shell: and implies that. 

at the vcry least. the benthic environment was dysaerobic ( i.e .. 0.1-1.0 mLlL dissolved 

oxygen content; Raiswell and Berncr. 1985, 1986). It may be that the thrcsholds 

proposed in the literature Crable 12) arc too restrictive when applicd to thc samples from 

the Black Sea shelves. 

As mentioncd in section 5.2.5. a better ex pl anation lor the ratio data o r thc three 

core~ is thaI. given the prc~umed positions or the core sites (lbovc the chcmocline 

throughout the Holocene. the benth ic conditions might have osci lbted between 

predom inantly oxic and dysox ic. r his is supported by the l~le t that most of thc rat io data 

hovers around the normal oxic marine/lacustrine value of Quatcrnary scdiments (2.8 ± O.S 

as defined by 13erner. 1986). Taki ng the lowcst value consistent with the standard 

deviation, that is TOOTS '" 2.0, marc data points become consistent with oxic cond itions. 
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Chapter Six: Discuss ion 

rhe results of geochemical analyses in 89 sedi ment sam ples e:-;tracted from a long 

piston corc (MA ROS-50P) and its nearby gravi ty core (MAROS-S I G) recovered from the 

southwestern Black Sea shelf provide a detai led palaeo-oceanographic and palaeo

environmental reconstruction of the region for the last ca. 11.500 years. The comparison 

of the geochemical data from these cores with two other cores collected west-northwest 

and cast of the e:-;it of the Stra it of Bosphorus into the Black Sea allow a regional and 

hol istic evolut ion o f the southwestern 131aek Sea to be deduccd. The following discussion 

is presented under thc following four hcadings bascd on chronologica l agc: (i) the last 

glacial ma." imum - interglacial transit ion, (i i) the period o f basi n isolat ion. (i ii) initial 

saline inflow and evolution of the two way now exchange and (iv) thc Latc 1l010eene to 

Present. 

6. 1 Last Clucial Maximum - Illtergiadul Trunsition (- 20,000 - - 12,630 l'al yr BI' ) 

Major et al. (2002) and Ryan et al. (2003) indicated that the Black Sea level stood 

at ~ 140 m during the last glacial ma:-;imum . some - 20.000 cal yr BP. During this ti me 

they proposcd that thc l3lack Sea was a fresh watcr lake disconnected from the Mannara 

Sea. The timing of the early post-glacial rewnneetion of the Black Sea with the Marmara 

Sea is in dispute. The proponents of the Oscillaling Sea-Lew{ HypO/hesis suggested that 

between - 17,000 and - 11 ,000 14C yr BP (- 19.735 and - 12/i30 cal yr HI') the warming 

of the cl imate associated with the glacial-interglacial transition caused waters hom the 

Caspian Sea to enter the Black Sea (referred to. by the authors. as the Late Neoeuxinian 
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lakc) via the Manych Spillway, which connected the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea 

(Yanko-Hombach et aI., 2004; Kerey et aI., 2004; Yanko-J-/ombach, 2007). This event 

apparently raised the level of the Black Sca [0 ~20 m. but also produced a small outflow 

into thc Marmara Sea. On the other hand, the proponents of the Flood H)1)()/liesis 

suggested that at - 16,000 to 14,700 14C yr BI' (- 18,760 to - 17,380 cal yr BI') the level 

of the Black Sea rose to the breach depth of the Strait of Bosphorus, perm itting outflow 

into the Marmara Sea (Ryan et aI., 2003). Hiscoll et al. (2002, 2007a) mapped a lower 

delta (i.c., their 62, also see Chapter I) across the northeastern Marmara Sea shelf 

immediately south of the mouth of the Strait of Bosphorus. They speculated that 62 

might have developed during this period of strong Black Sea outflow associated with this 

early reconnect ion betwl'Cn the Black Sea and the Marmara Sea. So the dispute between 

the Oscillalillg Sea-Lew:l Hypolliesis and the Flood H}pOlliesis is in the timing and 

duration of the initial post-glacial reconnect ion of the Black Sea with the Marmara Sea: 

the Oscillatillg Sea-Lel'el Hypothe~'is suggests that this connection occurred - 975 cal 

years earl ier than suggested by the Flood Hypothesis. and that the connection was not 

severed until the Younger Dryas cool interval some - 11,000 14C yr BI' (- 12,630 cal yr 

131'). In contrast, the Flood H)1)()lhe.\·is suggests that the connection was a short-duration 

event and that the Black Sea experienced an evaporative drawdowll starting at - 14,700 

14C yr BP (- 17,380 cal yr BI'), when the level of the Black Sca dropped to ~ 1 20 III 

below present level (Major et aL 2002; Ryan et al. 2003; I!iscou et al.. 2007a,b). There 

is no disagreement between the Olliflow HypoliTesis Il and the Flood Hypol11l!.I"is in the 

timing and duration of this early reconnect ion because Hiscoll et al. (2007a) had no data 
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pertaining to this time period. and therefore accepted the scenario advanced by Ryan ct al. 

(2003). The core data presented in this thesis do not address these controversies. becausc 

the cores do not penetrate into sediments of older than - 11 .500 cal yr UP. 

6.2 )'eriod of bllsin isolation (- 11 .,300 - - 9,160 cal yr HI') 

The data presented in Chapter 4 and interpreted in Chapter 5 show that from 

- 11.500 cal yr BP until - 9.160 cal yr BP the southwestern Black Sea shelfwas a brackish 

environment with oxic bottom waters. albeit with depleted levels of dissolved oxygen 

relative to normal marine conditions. The organic matter preserved in the sed iments 

during this time was of predominantly lacustrine and/or terrestrial origin. The stable 

isotopic data clearly show that the interval from - 11.500 cal yr BP to - 9.160 cal yr BI' 

represented a closed system which prevented preferential isotopic fractionation during 

bacterial sulphatc rcduction. and also prevented abundant sulphide mineral formation. 

Hi:;cott et al. (2002, 2007a) suggested that during this interval, specifically between 

- 10,000 and - 9,000 14C yr UP (- 11,150 to - 9,660 cal yr UP) a prominent delta was 

developi ng in the northeastern Mannara Sea (i.e .. .6.1. sec Chaptcr I). Thcy evaluated the 

sediment-diseharge budgets of all the rivulets around the southern exit of Ihe Strait of 

Bosphorus, and decided thai the discharges of these small streams were not suOicient to 

account for the sediments contained within this dclta. They also noted that the seismic-

stratigraphic architecture of the delta shows vertical aggradation during the period of 

seaward progradation. suggesting that the delta was bui lding into a rising sea-level. 

Uased on these characteristics. they attributed the development of this dclta to vigorous 

outnow from Ihe Black Sea across the Strait of Bosphorus. The eorc dala from MA R05-
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50. MAR02-45 and MAR05-13 do not allow consideration of the level of the Black Sea 

during this intervaL and cannot directly support or refute the existence of the vigorous 

out now from the Black Sea during this time intervaL However. the data do indicate that 

there is no geochem ical and isotopic evidence fo r innow of Mediterranean water into the 

Illaek Sea during this time. This conclusion is further supporled by a recenl MSc Ihesis 

(Williams. 2012) which shows Ihallhi s interval is solely represented by a very distinctive 

Ponto-Caspian brack ish ostracod assemblage, The closed oxic bottom-water system in 

the Black Sea. the Ponto-Caspian ostracod assemblage and vigorous outllow of Black Sea 

walers into Ihe Marmara Sea arc nOI unrelated observations. The interpretation of a 

closed geochemical system with oxic bottom wlIters is in keeping with previously 

published work which suggested that the bottom walers in the Illaek Sea were isolated 

(e.g .. Hiscott et aL 2007a.b). It is entirely possible that vigorous outOow of Black Sea 

waters into the Marmara Sea (Hiscott et al.. 2002, 2007a.b) prevented any sigllilicant 

inOow of Mediterranean walers into the Illaek Sea basin during this timc. thus creating an 

closed geochemical system. Furthermore. because there was no inllow of Mediterranean 

watcr into the Black Sea. the shc1fwaters were brackish. thus the Ponto-Caspian ostracod 

assemblagellourished 

According 10 the Flood H}1)Qlilcsis. the Black Sell should have experienced a 

sustained eVlIporative drawdown from - 10.000 to - 8.400 14C yr 131' (- 11.150 to 9. 160 cal 

yr 131'). when the Black Sea level is proposed 10 have dropped to - 95 m below its present 

levcl (Major. 2002; Ryan et a!. 2003). These authors further argued that the level of the 

Mamlara Sea rose belore that in the Black Sea. breaking a hypothetical sediment dam 
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across the Bosphorus Strai t (Ryan et aI., 1997a.b) at 9,160 cal yr BI'. eat~lstrophieally 

inundating the I3lack Sea, creating the "Great Flood", The fact that the geochemical data 

in cores MAR02-45 and MAR05-13 confirm fu lly subaqueous deposition and continuous 

sedimentation at these core sites shows that the Blaek Sea level was never as low as - 95 

m as suggested by the proponents of the Flood Hypolhesis (e.g .. Major. 2002; Ryan e\ al. 

2003). 

6.3 Initial slilin c inflow lind two way flow cx(.'ha ngl~ (-9,160 - --4,400 (.'111 yr Ill') 

The geochemical data from core MAR02-45 shows that Mediterranean waters 

penetrated into the Black Sea starting at - 9.160 cal yr Br . This interval is within the al 

hiatus in cores MAROS-50 and MAROS-\3. This age (i.e .. 9.160 cal yr 131') exactly 

matches the age proposed by others for catastrophic tlooding (Major, 2002; Ryan et al. 

2003). However. the proponents of the GI/if/ow H)po/ilesis used the data from core 

MAR02-4S to counter the arguments of a catastrophic flooding event (Hiscott et aI., 

2007b). These authors interpreted the notable enrichment in the 034S values and the co-

occurring increase in the TS amounts as a first pulse of Mediterranean water intlow into 

the I3laek Sea. They argued that the inflow of Mediterranean water was brief and shan 

lived, but that ... it II'(lS enough 10 shift the 87Sr/6Sr ralio 10 opell lIIarilll: I'(I/lles. bill/wi 

I:lloll}!.h {() lI1ail1l(lill (III iSOTOpic offset be/weell a heavy resl:rl'oir of sea wala sulp/wle 

({lid (I /i}!.hl re.l·en'oil" ill the sulphide lIIillera/s illlhe sedimellls.. Hiscoll et al. (2007b) 

used micropaleontological and geochemical data to suggest that the inllow of the 

Mediterrancan walers into the Black Sea during the "first pulsc" was nOI a catastrophic 

event, and was not caused by the breach of a sediment dam, but was simply ca\lsed by the 
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weakening of the out(1o\V to the point that some Mediterram:an waler (;ould penetrate as a 

tongu(; of bottom water. This interpretat ion is supported hy palyno logical studies in the 

8 laek Sea (e.g. , Mudie et aI., 2007) which suggest tha t the initial firs t pul se ofinwming 

sulphate was reduced and entirely preserved as abundant <S~m particles of pyrite. They 

showed that at ~9,OOO I~C yr ill' (-9,660 cal yr il P) the landmass around the southern 

Black Sea included a vegetation dominated by Querclls caris, Tilia, FaKII.\', ('a.\·lel1l.'(I, 

Vlmll)' as well as shade terns, aquatics and swamp plants. This nora indicates a pataeo-

climate with warm winters and year-around precipitation. diredly contradicting the 

proposal by M~tior et a!. (2002) and Ryan et a!. (2003) of a dry climate needed to drive an 

evaporati ve drawdown o f the Black Sea. 

Whether the 9.160 cal yr 81' event is associated with catastrophic !looding or 

simply with the weakening of lllaek Sea out!low remains conjectural: the primary data 

presenled in this thesis for core MAROS-5 0 do not cover this time interval. These data 

do. however, provide insight into the oceanograph ic history after 8,420 cal yr ill'. several 

hundred years before the init iat ion of sustained two-way !low at 8.085 cal yr 8 1' (as 

proposed by Hiscott. 2007b). 

The elemental carbon and carbon isotopic data show concomitant increases in 

(iDe values from - 7.500 cal yr 81' to - 4,400 cal yr Bl' in all three cores, suggesti ng that 

marine primary productivi ty increased in the southwestern Black Sea during this time, In 

core MAKOS· SO, the sedimentary record re-started after the " I hiatus at - 8,420 cal yr BP 

and continued up-core without interruption to the present-day depositional surface. 

Between - S,420 cal yr BI' and - 7.570 cal yr 131' the data discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 
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show lower amounts of sulphide production. and low rates of sulphate reduction. But. 

this condition rapidly changed by - 7.000 cal yr 131' as the environment progressively 

transitioncd into a fully open marine environment with oxic/dysoxic bollom conditions 

and very active bacterially mediated sulphate reduction in the ncar-surface sediments. 

The period from - 7.000 cal yr I3P to - 5.000cal yr 13 1' shows that the southwestern 

Black Sea shelf became an open marine environment with organic maHer supplicd from 

predominantly marine sources. The data furthe r indicates that the progressive incrcasc in 

the contribution of the marine organic carbon correlated with depleted oJ~S values. 

suggesting thai sulphate reduction accelerated along with the enrichment in the i)IJC 

values. Parallel studies of ostracods shows that at - 6.300 cal yr Ill' the establishment of 

an open system with an esscntially unlimited supply of sulphate coincided with the 

tennination of thc ostracod faunal turnovcr from Ponto-Cllspian 10 Mediterranean 

assemblages (Williams. 2012). The interpretations lor this time period are in good 

agreement with the Ollljloll' Hyp()/hesis (e.g .. I-l iscott el a1.. 2007b). the Flood J-Iypothe.ri,r 

(e.g .. Major, 2002; Ryan et a1. 2003) as well as the Oscillmillg Sell Lrld llypOlhc.\·is 

(Kerry et al.. 2004; Yanko-Hombach et al.. 2004; Yanko- l-1omb(lch. 2007). The only 

possible exception is that the Oscillating S('a L('I'd HYI)()lhesis suggests that the 

watermass communication between the Black Sca and the Marmara Sca may have 

occurred via a waterway to the east of the modern Bosphorus Strait. called the Sakarya 

!3osphorus. The data from this thesis cannot add any new insight to this claim. 
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6.4 L:lIe Uoloeene to Present (-4,400 - present day) 

rhe geochemical data presented in this thesis (particularly cores MAR05- 13 and 

MAR05-50) show that the marine environment stabilized after - 4.400 cal yr UP and an 

open biogeochemical system was well established in the southwestern mack Sea by this 

time. During this time the sea level reached the present day elevation, a llowing full-scale 

watermass eommunielltion across the Strait of Uosphorus. The consistent geochemical 

and stable isotopic signatures of the sedimentary data in all three cores across the 

southwestern Olaek Sea shelf strongly suggest that a full and open-marine 

biogeochemical environment had reached equilibrium by -4,400 cal yr BP. 

This study clearly provides a glimpse into the evolution of the World·s IMgest 

anoxic and euxinic basin, and illustrates how seemingly small oceanographic events had 

profound impacts on the biogeochemical conditions that prevailed in this basin. The 

preservation of organic matter in ancient semi-isolated basins, such as the North Sca and 

the Jeanne d'Arc Basin must have had sintilar evolutionary histories, controlled by 

palaeo-environmental and paJaeo-oecanogmphie constraints. Thus. it is true that the 

Black Sea fomls an analogue for these ancient deposits, and wi ll continue to provide 

much nccdcd insight into various fundamental problems in Ihe fields of geology and 

environmental science. 



Chllpter Seven: Conclusion 

7.1 Summar), 

The main scientific objective oftnis thcsis was to acquire and intcrprctthc carbon 

and sulphur gcochcmical data and to use these as proxies to develop a local palaeo

cnvironmcntal history. as well as to add to the existing regional history of the 

southwestern Black Sca shelf. The intcrpretation of the lithological and geochcmica! data 

in cores MAROS·SOp and MAR-SIG and the correlation with regional composite cores 

MAR02-4S and MAROS-!3 reveals the following salient conclusions 

A 787 em-long compositc core MAROS-SO was constructed using a 737 

cm long-piston corc (MAROS-SOP) and the upper 50 em portion ofa 157 cm long

gravity eorc. collected from the southwestern Black Sea shelf on the eastern levee of 

a prominent saline density-current channel. Radiocarbon dates were collected using 

a variety of carbonatc lossils. which wcre then calibrated to correct for the apparent 

reservoir offsets and to conform with tree-ring chronology. An agc model using nine 

radiocarbon dates was constructed 10 use for interpretation and correlation purposes. 

resulting in a model that spanned from - 11.500 cal yr 13 1' to present day. The sume 

procedure was used by the author to create age models for the previously published 

composite cores MA R02-4S (- 10.720 cal yr UP 10 prcscnt) and MAROS-I] (- 11 .236 

cal yr UP toprcscnt). 

Euhedral gypsum crystals were discovered within the >63-micron fractions 

of cores MAROS-SOP and MAROS·SIG. and had been noted to be 'growing" on the 
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exteriors of the wet sedimen! eores post-collection in the cold storage unit. Given 

that gypsum is a sulphate mineral. the precipitation of gypsum crystals could have 

had a detrimental effl'Ct on the sulphur isotope values presented in this thesis. 

especially if the crystallization involved isotopic fractionation or if the 1-ICltreatment 

dissolved some of the gypsum during sample processing. The abundance of gypsum 

crystals was counted in each sample interval. and 15 crystals were selected for 

compositional analysis with a scanning electron microscope which confirmed that 

they were in filct gypsum. Literature review provided insight on the solubility of 

gypsum in Hel, which revealed that with the applied treatments, no dissolution of 

gypsum should have occurred. Stable isotope mass spectrometry results from six 

difference samples revealed that there was no issue with isotopic fractionation of the 

sediment samples associated with gypsum precipitation. Thus, it was concluded that 

the presence of post-collection gypsum has no effect on the integrity of the sulphur 

geochemistry presented in studies such as this. 

The reservoir age models used in this thesis were based on calibrated 

mdioearbon dates collected from fossil materiaL Due to various reservoir effects, the 

carbon bound in the dated material required calibration in order to interpret the 

in!ormation with respect to solar years, as well as with dates from other regions and 

environments. The reservoir correction lor the Dlack Sea area is under debate and 

awaits final resolution based on ongoing studies. A thorough literature review 

suggests that correction values of 280 HC yr for dates younger than 7500 14C yr Il l' 

and 415 HC yr lor dates older than 7500 14C yr BI' arc most appropriate. These 
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values were used in the Oxcal 4.1 program, whieh calibrated thc samples using the 

Marine09 calibration curve and the selected reservoir correction value. 

Lithological correlations betwecn corcs MAROS-SO. MAR02-4S and 

MAROS- \3 show good rcgional continuity of facies across thc southwestcrn Black 

Sca shelf. Thrce rcgional units (Units A, Band C) arc prcsent in all cores. which lie 

directly abovc the shelf-crossing transgressivc u unconformity. Thc local (II 

unconformity (located above the u unconformity) is found within cores MAROS-SO 

and MAROS- 13 , while core MAR02-4S intersects the shal lower U 2 unconform ity that 

is absent at the other two core sites. Given that thc (II and (I! unconformities are 

located at difTerent sub-seabed depths, their associated hiatuses in sed imentation also 

occur at difTercnttimes. The lithological correlations provide a complete and holistic 

vicw for the intcrval from - I I ,500 cal yr 131' to present day in the southwestern Blnck 

Sea shelf during the Holocene. 

Geochemical results from regioml Unit C in MAR SO-50 (- 11,500 to 

- 10,635 cal yr BP) show predominately terrestrialllaeustrine orgnnic matter sourecs 

(>80%) and a low amount of sulphide mineral production. Intcrpretat ion of this unit 

suggests that the core sitc was a elosed benthic system. as indicated by the lnck of 

prclcrential isotopic fractionation associnted with smnll TS percentages. Carbon to 

sulphur ratios lie within the oxic!nnoxic boundary region, excluding one TOef rS 

peak of 8.1, which possibly ind icntes benthic waters transi tional between bmckish 

and fresh. As a result, this unit is interpreted to have formed in a poorly oxygenated. 

elosed system. supporting the bmckish benthic lilunal nnd 110ml nssemblages 
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suggested by otber researchers in this area for this time period (e.g., Mudie ct al.. 

2007; Marret et aI., 2009; Mertenset al., 2012: Will iams, 2012). 

The results from regional Unit B in MAR05-50 (- 8,420 to -4.700 cal yr 

I3P) show a transitional cnvironment with upwardly increasing marinc organic mattcr 

input (up to >40% by 6.000 yr 131') and incrcasing ratcs of sulphatc reduction as 

indicated by increasing TS (approaching - 1.0%). Thc benthic environment was 

likely an open marine system by - 6.300 cal yr BI', indicated by the presence of 

preferential isotopic fractionation by sulphate reducing microbes (oJ~S values from 

- 30%0 to -35%0). The TsrrOe ratios lie above the oxic/anoxic boundary crsnoe 

>0.357). which typically indicatcs anoxic conditions. 1·lowever. this geochemical 

signal is only taken to imply low dissolved oxygen contents, as the presence of 

moderate bioturbation. as well as benthic launa (i.e .. ostracods) require somc 

amounts of dissolved oxygen to sustain life. 

The carbon elemental and isotopic geochemistry from regional Unit A 

(-4.700 cal yr (3» 10 the sedimcnt-watcr interface) indicatcs a shin to an equi librium 

ecosystem similar to that of the modem day. TOe is stable at - 1.25% wilh - 70% of 

the organic material originating from terrestrial sources while the other - 30% is 

derived from marine sources. The earbon to sulphur ratios arc low (TOenS - 2.1), 

but within the standard deviation of publishcd valucs for normal oxil.: marine 

sedimcnts. The benthic conditions initially mimicked those observed in Unit B with 

respect 10 sulphate redul.:tion: however. there was an anomalous peak of positive 034S 

isotopes at - 4.200 cal yr 13 1' lasting some 600 years, associated with an increase in 
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the TS amounts (- 1.0% and above). This short-lived change in the rate and isotopic 

signatures of su lphate reduction was probably associated with a brief drop in the 

Ulack Sea level to -~ IS m at -4.500 cal yr BP which resulted in a temporary 

red uction in the availability of seawater su lphate. At - 3.400 cal yr BP. this situation 

had resolved. and the benthic environment returned to an open·system equilibrium. 

All threc cores (MAROS-SO. MAR02-4S and MAROS-13) show a notable 

upward decline in sulphur values in the uppermost - ISO cm. This is attr ibuted \0 the 

incomplete precipitation of sulphide minerals in the zone of early diagenesis. 

Sulphate reduction processes have not gone to completion. therefore all the JX}\cntial 

sulphur has not yet been fixed in the sediments. Thus. no palaeo-environmental 

information could be taken from the sulphur geochemistry of these uppermost 

sediments. 

Correlation of the geochem ical results with the ostracod data also collected 

in MAROS-SOP and MAROS-SIG as part of a recent master's thesis (sec Wil liams. 

2012) fUrlher defi ne the regional Unit B transitional zone. "J11e ostracods dearly 

show a prominent transition from a solely brackish assemblage to a solely Illarine 

asscmblage from - 7.500 to - 6.300 cal yr Bl' rhe end of this transition is 

synchronous with the shiH in the sulphur isotopes to open-systcm sulphatc reduction 

patterns. This confirms the interpretation ofa full and renewable (from the viewpoi nt 

of sulphate) open-marine benthic environment during the deposition o i"lhis unit. 

Correlat ions between core MAROS·SO. and ncarby cores MAR02-4S and 

MA ROS-13 provides the opportunity 10 create a continuous geochemical history of 
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the southwestern Alack Sea shelf. Trends in the carbon, sul phur and ratio data shows 

good correlation, with only minor variations attributed to local core si te variahility. 

For example, there is a local delay of the onset of increasing TOe and enrichment in 

marine i)De values in core MAROS-SO in relation to core MAR02-4S , which is 

allributed to an initially lower rate of organic mailer inllux to the core site MAROS-

50. All three cores agree with the basic regional successions of: (i) Unit C indicating 

brackish conditions, followed by (ii) the transitional Unit 13 marking the onset of 

persistent saline intlow from the Mediterranean Sea and (ii i) Unit A showing the 

estahlishment of an open-marine benthic system at equilibrium with current 

environmental parameters. 

The results and imerpretations presented in this thesis cannot contribute to 

the reconnectiol1 debate until aller - 11 ,500 cal yr BI'. The data presented in the 

thesis suppon (or cannot refute) the major points of both the VIII/low IIYf!OIhesis Il 

and the Oscillaling Sea-Level Hypolhesis. The data confirm the view that the benthic 

conditions were isolated and brackish from - 11,300 cal yr BI' unt il - l),160 cal yr 81'. 

howcver cannot disprove the 0111/1011' Hypolhesi~' " suggestion that there was 

substantial outllow through the Strait of Dosphorus during this time illlcrva1. 

I [owever. the data do not support some of the components of the Flood l1ypolhesis, 

wh ich has suggested that the interval from - 11.300 cal yr 131' until - 9,160 cal yr BP 

was marked by regression with the sea levcl si tuated at an elevation of - 95 m. 

Given that cores MAR02-45, MAROS- 13 and MAROS-SO are currently located in 

shal10wer water depths of69 m, 75 m and 91 Ill, respectively, and that the cores show 
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constant sedimentation during this time interval, a sea level of - 95 m is not feasib le. 

Specific data from core MAR05-50 cannot refutc the presence of a catastrophic 

flooding event at 9.160 cal yr BP. as the core contains a hiatus in sedimentation 

through this period. After this time interval. the data arc in good agreement with all 

three conflicting hypotheses. 

7.2 Recom mendations for Future \Vork 

Thc following recommendations are made with the intem of augmenting the 

eurrent body of geological research in the southwestern Black Sea region. and specifically 

would complemcnt the results and interpretations of the data prescnted in this thesis. 

Ideally. a second longer core at the MAR05-50P core site would be useful 

to augment the results found in this thesis. This core would need to e:>:tend only - 2 m 

deeper in order to penetrate through the (l unconfonnity. Results from this core would 

ultimately give a time constraint 10 the unconformity at the MAR05-50 location, as well 

as yield information about the evolution of the channel and the benthic conditions 

surrounding the development of the (l unconformity. Radiocarbon dates from this 

adjacent core could be used to further identify the age of the (11 unconlornlity. and add 10 

the existing age model for this site. 

2. It would be beneficial to re-run the sulphur geochemistry lor MAR05-1J!' 

and MAR05-04G given the issues with the sulphur isotope results from the usc of an 

oldcr mass spectrometer methodology. These new results could be used to assess the 

margin of error of the older mcthodology. and thus give perspective on the reliability and 
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reproducibility of these experiments. As well. the new data could be used to correlate 

with results from cores MARaS-SO and MAR02-4S, in hopes of further constraining the 

palaeo-environmental conditions. in particular the 014S isotope enrichment in MARaS-SO 

during the accumulation of regional Unit A. 

3. A second long piston core at site MAROS-13P would be useful for 

resolving the speculations concerning compression in the lower portion of the existing 

core. presented in Bradley et a1. (in press). The current core is 8.13 III in length. but 

seismic profiles across the core site suggest that the second core would need to be - 11m 

in length in order to transect the level of thc a unconformity. This sccond core would be 

useful to constrain thc age of this shelf crossing transgressional unconfollnity in this 

region of the southwestern Black Sea shelf. 

4. [t would be interesting to (orrelate the geochemical results from (orcs 

MAROS-SOP and MAROS-Sl G with other multi-proxy data found at this core site. such as 

palynology and Sf-isotope geochemist!)· of cakareous fauna found within thc sediments. 

This information would provide further invaluable information about th( palaeo

environment (e.g .. elimate and salinities) at this location. further expanding and 

reinfor(ing the palaeo-environmental history oflhe rq~ion. 
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Appendi x A 

Cli rbon li nd Sulphur Sediment Geoc hemistry 



DeltaVPlus-Carlo Erba: Carbon Isotope Analysis Memorial Un ivers ity 
Run Date: Thursday, September 09,2010 CREAIT Netwo rk - TERRA Fac il ity 
Client· A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar 
Isotope: 013C 

Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Oelta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.310 999 55.48 45.38 5.72 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.310 746 -30.72 -30.60 0.12 42,59 45.38 5.72 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.310 909 -30.41 -30.60 0.12 51.50 45.38 5.72 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0329 761 -30.73 -30.60 0.12 40.79 45.38 5.72 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.311 761 -30.67 -30.60 0.12 43.16 45.38 5.72 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0,312 755 -30.59 -30 .60 0.12 42.80 45.38 5.72 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.320 748 -30.51 -30.60 0.12 41.36 45.38 5.72 
Blank capsule 0.000 11 
Blank capsule 0.000 14 
Blank capsule 0.000 12 
MUN-CO-2 0.952 664 -40.49 -40.11 0.47 12.38 12.46 0.20 
MUN-CO-2 0.958 660 -40 .52 -40.11 0.47 12.24 12.46 0.20 
IAEA-CH-6 0.310 810 -11.01 -10.45 0.74 46.22 45.47 0.63 
lAEA-CH-6 0.315 816 -11.08 -10.45 0.74 45.82 45.47 0.63 
Sulfanilamide 0.253 603 -29.37 -29.52 0.11 42.17 41.57 0.77 
Sulfanilamide 0.818 1972 -29.52 -29.52 0.11 42.16 41 .57 0.77 
MOS-50P - 0 cm 14.025 1095 -26.26 -26.26 1.38 1.38 
MOS-50P - 10 cm 14.031 1138 -26.25 -26.25 1.43 1.43 
M05-50P - 20 em 14.049 1102 -25.90 -25.90 1.38 1.38 



Mean StdDev of 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Ana lysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
M05-50P - 30 em 14.038 967 -26.32 -26.32 1.21 1.21 
M05-50P - 40 em 14.045 976 -25.85 -25 .85 1.22 1.22 
USGS-24 0.130 702 -16.55 ·16.38 0.14 96.51 94.77 3.27 
M05-50P - 50 em 14.001 1031 -26.07 -26.07 1.30 1.30 
M05-50P - 60 em 14.106 1180 -26.16 -26.16 1.47 1.47 
M05-50P - 70 em 14.020 861 -26.07 -26.07 1.08 1.08 
M05-50P - 80 em 14.043 961 -25.65 -25.65 1.21 1.21 
M05-50P - 90 em 14.045 1135 -25.64 -25.64 1.42 1.42 
MUN-CO-2 0.951 657 -39 .81 -40.11 0.47 12.34 12.46 0.20 
IAEA-CH-6 0.316 795 -9.61 -10.45 0.74 44.98 45.47 0.63 
Sulfanilamide 0.616 1453 -29.44 -29.52 0.11 41.79 41.57 0.77 
Sulfanilamide 0.083 192 -29.70 -29.52 0.11 40.10 41.57 0.77 
M05-50P - 100 em 14.077 1053 -25.47 -25.47 1.32 1.32 
M05·50P • 110 em 14.051 1048 -25.90 -25.90 1.32 1.32 
M05-50P - 120 em 14.106 1134 -25.34 -25.34 1.43 1.43 
M05-50P - 130 em 14.183 1320 -26.49 -26.49 1.65 1.65 
M05·50p· 140 em 14.118 1109 -25.76 -25.76 1.39 1.39 
USGS-24 0.130 703 -16.29 -16.38 0.14 96.80 94.77 3.27 
M05-50P - 150 em 14.074 1253 ·25.90 ·25.90 1.58 1.58 
M05-50P - 160 em 14.053 1281 -26 .50 -26 .50 1.61 1.61 
M05·50P - 170 em 14.056 1120 -25.60 -25.60 1.41 1.41 
M05-50P - 180 em 14.107 1066 -25 .25 -25.25 1.34 1.34 
M05-50P - 190 em 14.088 1252 -25.24 -25 .24 1.57 1.57 
MUN-CO-2 0.950 673 -39.44 -40.11 0.47 12.69 12.46 0.20 

-



Mean SldDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
IAEA-CH-6 0.312 778 -9.69 -10.4S 0.74 44.68 4S.47 0.63 
Sulfanilamide 0.406 940 -29.S2 -29.S2 0.11 41.48 41.S7 0.77 
MOS-SOP - 200 em 14.033 1181 -26.06 -26.06 1.49 1.49 
MOS-SOP - 210 em 14.030 1137 -26.09 -26 .09 1.43 1.43 
MOS-SOP - 220 em 14.080 1010 -2S.S7 -2S.S7 1.28 1.28 
MOS-SOP - 230 em 14.030 112S -24.81 -24.81 1.42 1.42 
MOS-SOP - 240 em 14.108 1122 -2S.97 -2S.97 1.41 1.41 
USGS-24 0.136 688 -16.32 -16.38 0. 14 91.00 94 .77 3.27 
MOS-SOP - 2S0 em 14.029 128S -26.18 -26.18 1.62 1.62 
MOS-SOP - 260 em 14.024 1179 -26.21 -26.21 1.49 1.49 
MOS-SOP - 270 em 14.136 100S -25.39 -25.39 1.26 1.26 
MOS-SOP - 280 em 14.044 1118 -2S.S7 -2S.S7 1.41 1.41 
MOS-SOP - 290 em 14.027 1164 -2S.73 -2S.73 1.48 1.48 
MUN-CO-2 0.948 668 -40.29 -40.11 0.47 12.63 12.46 0.20 
IAEA-CH-6 0.310 786 -10.86 -10.4S 0.74 4S.62 4S.47 0.63 
Sulfanilamide 1.019 2412 -29.56 -29.S2 0.11 41.72 41 .S7 0.77 

;: 



DeltaVPlus-Carlo Erba: Carbon Isotope Analysis Memorial University 
Run Date: Friday, September 10, 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Fac il ity 
Client: A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar 
Isotope: I513C 

Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.317 755 -28.63 -28.60 0.04 42.78 42.27 1.63 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.312 728 -28.56 -28.60 0.04 43.24 42.27 1.63 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.323 782 -28.62 -28.60 0.04 43.20 42.27 1.63 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.319 711 -28.57 ·28.60 0.04 39.85 42.27 1.63 
Blank capsule 0.000 12 
Blank capsule 0.000 11 
MUN-CO-2 0.950 652 -40.08 -40.11 0.10 12.30 12.45 0.22 
MUN-CO-2 0.955 683 -40.18 -40.11 0.10 12.79 12.45 0.22 
lAEA-CH-6 0.313 761 -10.43 -10.45 0.09 43.32 42.50 0.85 
IAEA-CH-6 0.310 743 -10.51 -10.45 0.09 42.77 42.50 0.85 
Sulfanilamide 0.252 587 -29.04 -29.07 0.09 41.73 41.16 1.86 
Sulfanilamide 0.810 1889 -29.02 -29.07 0.09 41 .29 41 .16 1.86 
M05-50P - 300 em 14.009 1151 -25.37 -25.37 1.45 1.45 
M05-50P - 310 em 14.076 1092 -25.90 -25.90 1.37 1.37 
M05-50P - 320 em 14.069 1136 -25.45 -25.45 1.43 1.43 
M05-50P - 330 em 14.025 1018 -25 .87 -25.87 1.28 1.28 
M05-50P - 340 em 14.050 1016 -25.60 -25.60 1.28 1.28 
USGS-24 0.134 678 -15.98 -15.99 0.11 90.89 91.33 2.65 
M05-50P - 350 em 14.025 1448 -26.46 -26.46 1.82 1.82 



Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample JO Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MaS-SOP - 360 em 14.091 1293 -25.77 -25.77 1.62 1.62 
MaS-SOP - 370 em 14.056 1231 -25.66 -25.66 1.54 1.54 
M05-50P - 380 em 14.102 1352 -25.64 -25.64 1.69 1.69 
M05-50P - 390 em 14.012 1342 -25.54 -25.54 1.68 1.68 
MUN-CO-2 0.950 668 -39 .99 -40.11 0.10 12.54 12.45 0.22 
IAEA-CH-6 0.310 747 -10.34 -10.45 0.09 42.85 42.50 0.85 
Sulfanilamide 0.610 1463 -29.24 -29.07 0.09 42.48 41.16 1.86 
Sulfanilamide 0.082 174 -29 .09 -29 .07 0.09 37.45 41.16 1.86 
M05-50P • 400 em 14.038 1479 -25.96 -25.96 1.85 1.85 
M05-50P - 410 em 14.040 1236 ·25.35 -25.35 1.55 1.55 
M05·50P • 420 em 14.022 1245 -25.09 -25.09 1.56 1.56 
M05-50P - 430 em 14.134 1385 -24.94 ·24.94 1.72 1.72 
M05-50P • 440 em 14.030 1386 -24 .90 -24.90 1.73 1.73 
USGS-24 0.129 679 -16.11 -15.99 0.11 94.17 91.33 2.65 
M05-50P - 450 em 14.005 1316 -25 .25 -25 .25 1.65 1.65 
M05-50P - 460 em 14.013 1263 -25 .34 -25.34 1.59 1.59 
MOS·SOP • 470 em 14.043 1101 -25.98 -25.98 1.38 1.38 
MOS-SOP - 480 em 14.011 1135 -25.92 -25.92 1.43 1.43 
M05-50P - 490 em 14.025 879 -26.87 -26.87 1.10 1.10 
MUN-CO-2 0.961 661 -40 .24 -40 .11 0.10 12.27 12.45 0.22 
IAEA·CH·6 0.318 735 -10.56 -10.45 0.09 41.07 42.50 0.85 
Sulfanilamide 0.399 944 -29.02 -29.07 0.09 42.02 41 .16 1.86 
M05-50P - 500 em 14.108 895 -26.68 -26.68 1.12 1.12 
MOS-SOP - 510 em 14.098 842 -26.64 -26.64 1.05 1.05 

:0: 



Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
M05-50P - 520 em 14.119 831 -26.51 -26.51 1.04 1.04 
MOS-SOP - 530 em 14.098 939 -26.61 -26.61 1.17 1.17 
MOS-SOP - 540 em 14.035 802 -26 .71 -26.71 1.01 1.01 
USGS-24 0.131 650 -15.88 -15.99 0.11 88.92 91 .33 2.65 
M05-50P - 550 em 14.124 919 -26.54 -26 .54 1.15 1.15 
MOS-SOP - 560 em 14.114 827 -26.91 -26 .91 1.03 1.03 
M05-50P - 570 em 14.008 864 -27 .34 -27.34 1.08 1.08 
M05-50P - 580 em 14.010 1035 -27.17 -27.17 1.30 1.30 
MaS-SOP - 590 em 14.014 832 -26.97 -26.97 1.05 1.05 
MUN·CO-2 0.952 656 -40.06 -40.11 0.10 12.36 12.45 0.22 
IAEA-CH-6 0.314 748 -10.41 -10.45 0.09 42.47 42.50 0.85 
Sulfanilamide 1.036 2468 -28.99 -29.07 0.09 41 .97 41.16 1.86 

~ 



DeltaVPlus-Carlo Erba: Carbon Isotope Analysis Memorial Univers ity 
Run Date: Monday, September 13, 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Facil ity 
Client: A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar 
Isotope: i513C 

Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of AI! All applicable of All %CofAII 
Sample ID Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.319 745 -28.83 -28.70 0.09 42.50 42.69 1.91 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.313 793 -28.69 -28.70 0.09 45.43 42.69 1.91 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.312 719 -28.65 -28.70 0.09 41 .63 42.69 1.91 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.312 720 -28.61 -28 .70 0.09 41.18 42.69 1.91 
Blank capsule 0.000 12 
Blank capsule 0.000 11 
MUN-CO-2 0.947 650 -40.23 -40.11 0.24 12.32 12.67 0.35 
MUN-CO-2 0.950 654 -40.31 -40.11 0.24 12.32 12.67 0.35 
IAEA-CH-6 0.318 829 -10.58 -10.45 0.20 46.65 44.37 1.32 
IAEA-CH-6 0.331 819 -10.66 -10.45 0.20 44.28 44.37 1.32 
Sulfanilamide 0.265 618 -29.03 -29.13 0.11 42.06 41 .71 0.75 
Sulfan ilamide 0.810 1919 -29.05 -29.13 0.11 41.62 41.71 0.75 
M05-50P - 600 em 14.094 676 -27.04 -27.04 0.86 0.86 
M05-50P - 610 em 14.087 784 -27 .13 -27.13 0.99 0.99 
M05-50P - 620 em 14.099 1046 -27.88 -27 .88 1.32 1.32 
M05-50P - 630 em 14.077 650 -27.17 -27.17 0.82 0.82 
M05-50P - 640 em 14.020 839 -27.75 -27.75 1.07 1.07 
M05-50P - 660 em 14.053 682 -26.85 -26.92 0.1 1 0.87 0.87 
USGS-24 0.140 737 -15.97 -15.99 0.02 95.08 94.03 4.12 

~ 



Mean StdOevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
M05-50P - 650 em 14.013 868 -27.02 -27.02 1.11 1.11 
SOP-DUP - 660 em 14.006 694 -27.00 -26.92 0.11 0.89 0.89 
M05-50P - 670 em 14.010 657 -26.70 -26 .70 0.84 0.84 
M05-50P - 680 em 14.056 870 -27 .50 -27 .50 1.11 1. 11 
M05-50P - 690 em 14.037 802 -27.46 -27.46 1.03 1.03 
50P-DUP - 430 em 14.018 1546 -25.68 -25.68 1.96 1.96 
MUN-CO-2 0.966 661 -39.72 -40.11 0.24 12.75 12.67 0.35 
IAEA-CH-6 0.326 763 -10.21 -10.45 0.20 43.65 44.37 1.32 
Sulfanilamide 0.606 1398 -29.06 -29.13 0.11 41.58 41.71 0.75 
Sulfanilamide 0.096 224 -29.34 -29.13 0.11 40.39 41 .71 0.75 
M05-51G - 10 em 14.012 1049 -25.84 -25.84 1.34 1.34 
M05-51G - 20 em 14.005 1042 -26 .04 -26.04 1.33 1.33 
M05-51G - 30 em 14.067 1045 -25.83 -25.83 1.33 1.33 
M05-51G - 40 em 14.061 1204 -26.66 -26 .66 1.54 1.54 
M05-51G - 50 em 14.013 1088 -25.97 -25.97 1.39 1.39 
SOP-DUP - 180 em 14.091 1056 -25.48 -25.48 1.34 1.34 
USGS-24 0.136 669 -16.00 -15.99 0.02 89.49 94 .03 4.12 
M05-51G - 60 em 14.080 1022 -25.66 -25.66 1.31 1.31 
M05-51G - 70 em 14.090 1015 -26.13 -26 .13 1.30 1.30 
M05-51G - 80 em 14.073 1036 -25.89 -25.89 1.32 1.32 
M05-51 G - 90 em 14.003 1235 -25 .51 -25.51 1.58 1.58 
M05-51G - 100 em 14.007 1027 -25 .62 -25.62 1.32 1.32 
M05-51G - 120 em 14.013 1095 -25.15 -25 .38 0.32 1.41 1.41 
MUN-CO-2 0.955 666 -40.06 -40.11 0.24 13.12 12.67 0.35 

x 



Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of %C for Mean %C StdDevof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All All applicable of All %CofAIl 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
IAEA-CH-6 0.333 790 -10.28 -10.45 0.20 43.91 44.37 1.32 
Sulfanilamide 0.405 944 -29.16 -29.13 0.11 42.66 41.71 0.75 
M05-51G - 110 em 14.052 801 -25.55 -25.55 1.03 1.03 
51G-DUP - 120 em 14.114 1151 -25.61 -25.38 0.32 1.46 1.46 
MOS-S1G -130 em 14.063 1090 -25.32 -25.32 1.40 1.40 
M05-S1G - 140 em 14.041 888 -25.40 -25.40 1.14 1.14 
M05-51G-1S0em 14.035 1094 -25.50 -25.50 1.40 1.40 
SOP-DUP - 0 em 14.083 1096 -25.96 -25.96 1.40 1.40 
USGS-24 0.149 799 -16.01 -15.99 0.02 97.53 94.03 4.12 
M05-50P - 700 em 14.052 939 -27.25 -27.25 1.21 1.21 
M05-S0P - 710 em 14.157 1007 -27.56 -27.56 1.28 1.28 
M05-50P - 720 em 14.042 705 -26.85 -26.85 0.91 0.91 
MOS-SOP - 730 em 14.067 659 -27.00 -27.00 0.85 0.85 
MUN-CO-2 0.963 679 -40.24 -40.11 0.24 12.82 12.67 0.35 
IAEA-CH-6 0.317 755 -10.52 -10.45 0.20 43.35 44.37 1.32 
Sulfanilamide 1.061 2464 -29.10 -29.13 0.11 41.95 41.71 0.75 



MAT252 Carlo Erba: Sulfur Isotope Analys is Memorial University 
Run Date: July 21, 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Facility 
Client: A. Linegar Stab le Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar, A. Pye 
Isotope: O~S 

Mean Stdoev Stdoev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%S of 

Analysis Amount Ampli tude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0833 3060 1.34 2.02 0.39 17.60 18.41 0.47 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.817 3087 2.17 2.02 0.39 18.68 18.41 0.47 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.824 3223 2.03 2.02 0.39 18.92 18.41 0.47 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.806 2943 2.36 2.02 0.39 18.16 18.41 0.47 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.804 3037 2.17 2.02 0.39 18.45 18.41 0.47 
Sulfanilamide 0.827 3203 2.24 2.24 18.63 18.41 0.47 
High org sed 82150 1.525 164 5.28 5.53 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.03 
IAEA-S-3 0.850 2167 -32.45 -32.55 0.09 13.77 14.27 0.59 
IAEA-S-3 0.849 2431 -32.64 -32.55 0.09 14.93 14.27 0.59 
lAEA-S-2 0.861 2239 22.47 22.67 0.23 13.84 13.69 0.20 
lAEA-S-2 0.855 2045 22.82 22.67 0.23 13.40 13.69 020 
MARaS-SOP - a cm 15.209 868 -32.86 -32.86 0.36 0.36 
MARaS-SOP - 10 em 15.149 1049 -32.28 -32 .28 0.42 0.42 
MARaS-SOP - 20 em 15.022 1498 -31 .95 -31.95 0.56 0.56 
MAROS-SOP - 30 em 15.670 758 -27.80 -27 .80 0.31 0.31 
MAROS-SOP - 40 em 15.109 1311 -28.16 -28.16 0.50 0.50 
High org sed 82150 8.128 1274 4.28 5.53 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.03 
High org sed 82150 0.701 66 6.79 5.53 0.92 0.97 0.92 0.03 
MAROS-SOP - 50 cm 15.222 1377 -26.04 -26 .04 0.52 0.52 

'" 



Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of %S of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Ana lyses media Analyses Analyses 
MAR05-50P - 60 em 15.256 1681 -22.45 -22.45 0.61 0.61 
MAR05-50P - 70 em 15.517 833 -28.74 -28.74 0.33 0.33 
MAR05-50P - 80 em 15.509 2387 -24 .47 -24.47 0.80 0.80 
MAR05-50P - 90 em 15.004 4094 -26.04 -26.04 1.19 1.19 
IAEA-S-3 0.857 2284 -32 .56 -32.55 0.09 14.10 14.27 0.59 
IAEA-S-2 0.854 2193 22.47 22.67 0.23 13.84 13.69 0.20 
IAEA-S-2 0.867 2251 22.91 22.67 0.23 13.66 13.69 0.20 
MAR05-50P - 100 em 15.279 3654 -28.48 -28.48 1.09 1.09 
MAR05-50P - 110 em 15.373 2548 -25.47 -25.47 0.84 0.84 
MAR05-50P - 120 em 15.843 1200 -25.96 -25 .96 0.44 0.44 
MAR05-50P - 130 em 15.102 2015 -26.15 -26. 15 0.70 0.70 
MAR05-50P - 140 em 15.080 2489 -28.42 -28.42 0.84 0.84 
High org sed 82150 12.032 2037 5.88 5.53 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.03 
High org sed 82150 5.562 832 5.44 5.53 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.03 
MAR05-50P - 150 em 15.603 3407 -25 .38 -25.38 1.01 1.01 
MAR05-50P - 160 em 15.11 2 2087 -24.59 -24.59 0.73 0.73 
MAR05-50P - 170 em 15.349 3540 -20.11 -20.11 1.06 1.06 
MAR05-50P - 180 em 15.484 3079 -14.87 -14.87 0.95 0.95 

~ 



MAT252 Carlo Erba : Sulfur Isotope Analysis Memorial Univers ity 
Run Date: July 22. 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Fac ility 
Client: A. Linegar Stab le Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar. A. Pye 
Isotope: 6~S 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak De lta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%Sof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.824 3155 1.64 2.23 0.45 17.90 16.27 18.62 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.818 3050 2.74 2.23 0.45 18.52 16.27 18.62 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.838 3240 2.26 2.23 0.45 18.50 16.27 18.62 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.815 3249 2.28 2.23 0.45 18.89 16.27 18.62 
Sulfanilamide 0.801 3161 2.45 0.78 2.37 18.72 16.27 18.62 
High org sed B2150 1.575 189 4.46 5.52 0.82 0.93 0.50 0.92 
IAEA-S-3 0.854 2238 -31.93 -32.55 0.45 13.06 12.94 
IAEA-S-3 0.860 2264 -32 .65 -32.55 0.45 13.29 12.94 
IAEA-S-2 0.849 2626 22.07 22.67 0.43 15.12 12.94 
IAEA-S-2 0.860 1845 23.64 22.67 0.43 12.69 12.94 
IAEA-S-2 0.853 2185 22.73 22 .67 0.43 13.05 12.94 
High org sed B2150 8.022 1364 5.67 5.52 0.82 0.91 0.50 0.92 
High org sed 82150 0.707 56 6.45 5.52 0.82 1.05 0.50 0.92 
MAR05-50P - 190 em 15.535 4266 -21.31 -21.31 1.25 
MAR05-50P - 200 em 15.436 2542 -7.67 -7.67 0.81 
MAR05-50P - 210 em 15.608 5179 7.84 7.84 1.46 
MAR05-50P - 220 em 15.440 554 30.52 30.52 0.22 
MAR05-50P - 230 em 15.774 1581 3.21 3.21 0.53 
IAEA-S-3 0.859 2214 -32.20 -32.55 0.45 13.51 12.94 

g 



Sample 10 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
High org sed 82150 
Sulfanilamide 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 

>< ::: 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%Sof 

Analysis Amount Ampl itude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 

0.875 2162 -32.33 -32.55 0.45 12.59 12.94 
0.853 2092 22.68 22.67 0.43 13.01 12.94 
0.863 2127 22.33 22.67 0.43 12.84 12.94 
2.550 326 5.50 5.52 0.82 0.88 0.50 0.92 
1.110 4560 -0.90 0.78 2.37 18.59 16.27 18.62 
1.104 3087 -32.94 -32.55 0.45 13.70 12.94 
0.605 1647 -32.91 -32.55 0.45 14.22 12.94 
0.400 923 -33.24 -32 .55 0.45 13.18 12.94 
0.259 418 -32.74 -32.55 0.45 11.75 12.94 
0.098 160 -32.02 -32.55 0.45 13.51 12.94 
0.105 137 22.57 22.67 0.43 11.52 12.94 
0.250 473 22.97 22.67 0.43 12.71 12.94 
0.407 984 22.43 22.67 0.43 13.32 12.94 
0.608 1517 22.43 22.67 0.43 13.35 12.94 
1.100 2778 22.84 22.67 0.43 13.30 12.94 



MAT252 Carlo Erba: Sulfur Isotope Analysis Memorial Univers ity 
Run Date: July 26, 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Faci lity 
Client: A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar, A. Pye 
Isotope: o"s 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas "loS for Mean of %8 of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable "loS of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide 8 psi dilut 0.812 2397 1.78 1.42 0.61 17.57 18.61 0.73 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.811 2450 1.92 1.42 0.61 18.23 18.61 0.73 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.812 2630 1.24 1.42 0.61 19.03 18.61 0.73 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.828 2780 0.93 1.42 0.61 19.45 18.61 0.73 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.817 2598 1.24 1.42 0.61 18.78 18.61 0.73 
Sulfanilamide 0.807 2562 1.69 -0.76 3.47 18.69 18.64 0.07 
High or9 sed 82150 1.500 111 4.96 4.74 0.46 0.86 0.93 0.07 
IAEA-S-3 0.850 1837 -32.26 -32.55 0.39 13.17 13.27 0.39 
IAEA-S-3 0.863 1920 -32.85 -32.55 0.39 12.98 13.27 0.39 
IAEA-S-2 0.852 1899 22.55 22.67 0.09 12.96 13.37 0.34 
IAEA-S-2 0.858 1960 22.73 22.67 0.09 13.27 13.37 0.34 
MAR05-50P - 240 em 15.624 2081 7.95 7.95 0.76 0.76 
MAR05-50P - 250 em 15.556 3313 -0.34 -0.34 1.12 1.12 
MAR05-50P - 260 em 15.883 2024 0.66 0.66 0.74 0.74 
MAR05-50P - 270 em 15.725 1223 20.53 20.53 0.49 0.49 
MAR05-50P - 280 em 15.568 893 1.66 1.66 0.38 0.38 
High or9 sed 82150 8.014 1132 5.45 4.74 0.46 0.90 0.93 0.07 
High Ofg sed 82150 0.715 54 4.95 4.74 0.46 1.07 0.93 0.07 
MAR05-50P - 290 em 15.576 1050 -12.90 -12.90 0.41 0.41 
x 
< 



Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of %Sof 

Ana lysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Ana lyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MARaS-SOP - 300 em 15.861 1367 -23.82 -23 .82 0.51 0.51 
MAROS-50P - 310 em 15.015 1221 -24 .14 -24.1 4 0.50 0.50 
MAROS-50P - 320 em 15.481 1796 -35.82 -35.82 0.67 0.67 
MAROS-50P - 330 em 15.303 2616 -37.71 -37.71 0.94 0.94 
IAEA-S-3 0.853 1677 -31 .99 -32 .55 0.39 12.85 13.27 0.39 
IAEA-S-3 0863 1905 -33.07 -32.55 0.39 13.13 13.27 0.39 
IAEA-S-2 0.857 1971 22.67 22.67 0.09 13.47 13.37 0.34 
IAEA-S-2 0.858 2021 22.73 22.67 0.09 13.76 13.37 0.34 
High org sed B2150 12.084 1890 4.58 4.74 0.46 0.93 0.93 0.07 
High org sed 82150 5.506 798 4.28 4.74 0.46 0.93 0.93 0.07 
High org sed B2150 2.530 308 4.25 4.74 0.46 0.92 0.93 0.07 
Sulfanilamide 1.103 3974 -3 .22 -0.76 3.47 18.60 18.64 0.07 
IAEA-S-3 1.132 2926 -32.54 -32.55 0.39 13.63 13.27 0.39 
IAEA-S-3 0.604 1342 -32.60 -32.55 0.39 13.85 13.27 0.39 

x 

" 



MAT252 Carlo Erba : Sulfur Isotope Analysis Memorial Univers ity 
Run Date: July 27, 2010 CREA IT Network · TERRA Facility 
Client: A. Linegar Stab le Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar, A. Pye 
Isotope: 1i~S 

Mean SldDev StdDev 
Peak Della of of Deltas %S for Mean of %S of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of AU All 
Sample ID Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide 20 psi dilut 0.813 3210 1.24 1.66 0.32 18.20 18.57 0.30 
MUN-Sulfani!amide primer 0.824 3238 2.01 1.66 0.32 18.46 18.57 0.30 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.830 3311 1.64 1.66 0.32 18.77 18.57 0.30 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.825 3350 1.76 1.66 0.32 18.84 18.57 0.30 
Sulfanilamide 0.808 3275 2.16 0.86 1.84 18.88 18.71 0.25 
High org sed 82150 1.507 181 6.56 5.42 0.86 0.92 0.97 0.15 
IAEA-S-3 0.866 2207 -32.38 -32.55 0.36 12.73 13.51 0.65 
IAEA-S-3 0.857 2365 -32 .73 -32.55 0.36 13.23 13.51 0.65 
IAEA-S-2 0.857 2307 22.48 22.67 0.09 12.91 13.01 0.36 
IAEA-S-2 0.859 2315 22.69 22.67 0.09 12.98 13.01 0.36 
MAR05-50P - 340 cm 15.088 1896 -30 .71 -30.71 0.61 0.61 
MAR05-50P - 350 em 15.324 2402 -34.32 -34.32 0.75 0.75 
MAR05-50P - 360 em 15.351 2022 -32.02 -32.02 0.64 0.64 
MAR05-50P - 370 em 15.254 1867 -30.79 -30.79 0.60 0.60 
MAR05-50P - 380 em 15.365 2713 -32.19 -32.19 0.85 0.85 
High org sed 82150 8.188 1427 4.97 5.42 0.86 0.90 0.97 0.15 
High org sed 82150 0.702 86 6.27 5.42 0.86 1.27 0.97 0.15 
MAR05-50P - 390 em 15.073 2702 -35.28 -35.28 0.85 0.85 
MAR05-50P - 400 em 15.574 1858 -35.17 -35.17 0.59 0.59 
x 
~ 



Mean SldDev SldDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%S of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MAR05-50P - 410 em 15.237 3729 -38.21 -38.21 1.12 1.12 
MAR05-50P - 420 em 15.304 2934 -35.88 -35 .88 0.92 0.92 
MAR05-50P 430 em 15.082 2034 -35.14 -35.14 0.67 0.67 
)AEA-S-3 0859 2298 -32.53 -32.55 0.36 13.07 13.51 0.65 
IAEA-S-3 0.854 2333 -32.57 -32.55 0.36 13.28 13.51 0.65 
IAEA-S-2 0.854 2316 22.66 22.67 0.09 13.15 13.01 0.36 
IAEA-S-2 0.853 2271 22.72 22.67 0.09 13.13 13.01 0.36 
MAR05-50P - 440 em 15.479 3223 -36.55 -36.55 0.98 0.98 
MAROS-SOP - 450 em 15.124 2097 -33.59 -33.59 0.69 0.69 
MAROS-SOP - 460 em 15.096 2040 -35.25 -35.25 0.66 0.66 
MAROS-SOP - 470 em 15.041 2260 -36.78 -36.78 0.73 0.73 
MAR05-50P - 480 em 15.021 2302 -36.26 -36.26 0.74 0.74 
High org sed 82150 12.014 2170 4.91 5.42 0.86 0.93 0.97 0.15 
High org sed 82150 5.519 876 4.33 5.42 0.86 0.89 0.97 0.15 
MAR05-S0P - 490 em 15.180 1593 -15.25 -15.25 0.53 0.53 
MAR05-S0P - 500 em 15.521 1844 -3.05 -3 .05 0.59 0.59 
MAROS-50P - 510 em 15.065 1685 -10.05 -10.05 0.56 0.56 
MAR05-S0P - 520 em 15.086 27S2 -16.44 -16.44 0.86 0.86 
MAR05-50P - 530 em 15.620 2370 -14.88 -14.88 0.74 0.74 
IAEA-S-3 0.854 2283 -30.94 13.03 13.51 0.65 
lAEA-S-3 11.5hr break 0.860 2419 -32.99 -32.55 036 13.40 13.51 0.65 
IAEA-S-2 0.866 2225 22.73 22.67 0.09 13.17 13.01 0.36 
lAEA-S-2 0.853 2307 22.80 22 .67 0.09 13.33 13.01 0.36 
High org sed 82150 2.518 329 5.49 5.42 0.86 0.88 0.97 0.1S 

" g 



Sample ID 
Sulfanilamide 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 

>< x 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas "loS for Mean of "loS of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable "loS of All All 
Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 

1.135 4456 -0.44 0.86 1.84 18.53 18.71 0.25 
1.115 3212 -32.46 -32.55 0.36 13.80 13.51 0.65 
0.618 1578 -31.83 -32.55 0.36 13.35 13.51 0.65 
0.405 991 -32.64 -32.55 0.36 13.31 13.51 0.65 
0.253 649 -33.09 -32.55 0.36 14.85 13.51 0.65 
0.102 201 -3227 -32 .55 0.36 14.56 13.51 0.65 
0.106 167 22.71 22.67 0.09 12.47 13.01 0.36 
0.259 548 22.75 22.67 0.09 12.42 13.01 0.36 
0.401 926 22.57 22.67 0.09 12.76 13.01 0.36 
0.601 1541 22.62 22.67 0.09 13.23 13.01 0.36 
1.116 3195 22.63 22.67 009 13.60 13.0 1 0.36 



MAT252 Carlo Erba : Sulfur Isotope Analysis 
Run Date: July 29, 2010 
Cl ient: A Linegar 
Operator: A Linegar, A Pye 
Isotope: i5:>4S 

Sample 10 
MUN-Sulfanilamide 
MUN-Sulfanilamide 
MUN-Sulfanilamide 
MUN-Sulfanilamide 
Sulfanilamide 
High org sed 82150 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
MAR05-SOP - 540 em 
MAR05-50P - 550 em 
MAR05-50P - 560 em 
MAR05-50P - 570 em 
MAR05-50P - 580 em 
High org sed 82150 
High org sed 82150 
MAR05-50P - 590 em 
MAR05-50P - 600 em 
x 
x 

Peak 
Mean 
Delta of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All 
Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses 
8 psi dilut 0.807 3155 1.24 1.90 
primer 0.820 3259 2.21 1.90 
primer 0.818 3307 2.07 1.90 
primer 0.819 3223 2.06 1.90 

0.813 3076 2.41 1.04 
1.518 196 6.18 4.78 
0.856 2129 -31.87 -32 .55 
0.857 2391 -32.31 -32.55 
0.859 2124 22.63 22.67 
0.869 2298 22.29 22.67 
15.215 1621 
15.370 1838 
15.058 2550 
15.051 2468 
15.154 2272 
8.098 1376 
0.705 75 
15.056 1849 
15.425 1177 

2.63 
-4.00 
-2.86 
-1.10 
-6.12 
4.63 
4.63 
-17.58 
-10 .72 

2.63 
-4.00 
-2.86 
-1.10 
-6.12 
4.78 
4.78 
-17.58 
-10.72 

Memorial Univers ity 
CREAIT Network - TERRA Facility 
Stable Isotope Lab 

StdDev StdDev 
of Deltas %S for Mean of %S of 
of All applicable %S of All All 
Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
0.44 18.62 19.33 0.53 
0.44 19.72 19.33 0.53 
0.44 19.73 19.33 0.53 
0.44 19.24 19.33 0.53 
1.93 18.68 18.65 0.04 
0.73 0.90 0.92 0.03 
0.70 13.20 5.40 6.40 
0.70 14.08 13.45 0.72 
0.35 13.23 13.13 0.68 
0.35 13.37 13.13 0.68 

0.73 
0.73 

0.56 0.56 
0.62 0.62 
0.86 0.86 
0.84 0.84 
0.76 0.76 
0.94 0.92 
0.97 0.92 
0.65 0.65 
0.43 0.43 

0.03 
0.03 



Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of %S of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample ID Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MAR05-50P - 610 em 15.056 1056 1.36 1.36 0.39 0.39 
MAR05-SOP - 620 em 15.218 984 -1.07 -1.07 0.36 0.36 
MAR05-50P - 630 em 15.224 1167 -2.17 -2.17 0.43 0.43 
IAEA-S-3 0.858 2200 -32.27 -32.55 0.70 13.44 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-3 0.851 2239 -32 .11 -32 .55 0.70 13.58 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-2 0.870 2229 22.35 22.67 0.35 13.62 13.13 0.68 
IAEA-S-2 0.859 2010 22.64 22.67 0.35 13.04 13.13 0.68 
MAR05-50P - 640 em 15.284 1167 1.06 1.06 0.42 0.42 
MAR05-50P - 650 em 15.107 1127 -27.83 -27.83 0.41 0.41 
MAR05-50P - 670 em 15.025 823 -13 .31 -13.31 0.31 0.31 
MAR05-50P - 680 em 15.210 1029 -4.03 -4.03 0.38 0.38 
High org sed 82150 12.055 2010 4.43 4.78 0.73 0.91 0.92 0.03 
High org sed 82150 5.504 870 4.77 4.78 0.73 0.94 0.92 0.03 
MAR05-50P - 690 em 15.092 2260 0.67 0.67 0.80 0.80 
MAR05-51G - 10 em 15.033 546 -32 .28 -32.28 0.21 0.21 
MAR05-51 G - 20 em 15.073 477 -30.05 -30 .05 0.19 0.19 
MAR05-51 G - 30 em 15.203 909 -31 .28 -31.28 0.34 0.34 
MAR05-51G - 40 em 15.095 174 -16.60 -16.60 0.08 0.08 
IAEA-S-3 0.867 1831 13.23 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-3 0.865 2239 -33 .02 -32.55 0.70 13.46 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-2 0.851 2207 22.48 22.67 0.35 13.58 13.13 0.68 
IAEA-S-2 0.868 2200 22.52 22.67 0.35 13.36 13.13 0.68 
High org sed 82150 2.518 349 4.04 4.78 0.73 0.88 0.92 0.03 
Sulfanilamide 1.116 4435 -0.32 1.04 1.93 18.62 18.65 0.04 
x 
~ 



Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%Sof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
IAEA-S-3 1,104 2897 -33 .19 -32.55 0.70 13.47 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-3 0.610 1195 -32.74 -32.55 0.70 11 .93 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-3 0.409 993 -33.59 -32.55 0.70 13.79 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-3 0.251 521 -33.11 -32.55 0.70 12.90 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-3 0.113 238 -31.29 -32.55 0.70 14.83 13.45 0.72 
IAEA-S-2 0.100 141 22.25 22.67 0.35 11 .26 13.13 0.68 
IAEA-S-2 0.251 502 23.02 22.67 0.35 12.66 13.13 0.68 
IAEA-S-2 0.411 938 22.78 22 .67 0.35 13.41 13.13 0.68 
IAEA-S-2 0.604 1439 23.29 22.67 0.35 13.52 13.13 0.68 
IAEA-S-2 1.118 2778 23.12 22.67 0.35 13.36 13.13 0.68 

x 
~ 



MAT252 Carlo Erba: Sulfur Isotope Analysis Memorial University 
Run Date: July 30 , 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Facility 
Cl ient: A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar, A. Pye 
Isotope: ~~S 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %5 for Mean of %5 of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %5 of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.804 3053 -0.20 -0.55 0.69 17.70 18.69 0.82 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.810 3305 -1.58 -0.55 0.69 19.66 18.69 0.82 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.812 3191 -0.32 -0.55 0.69 18.95 18.69 0.82 
MUN-Sulfanilamide primer 0.813 3112 -0.11 -0.55 0.69 18.46 18.69 0.82 
Sulfanilamide 0803 3093 023 0.23 18.56 18.56 
High org sed 82 150 1.518 184 4.65 4.99 0.26 0.92 0.93 0.03 
IAEA-S-3 0.867 2236 -32.12 -32.55 0.39 13.65 13.56 0.47 
IAEA-S-3 0.865 2337 -32.66 -32.55 0.39 13.63 13.56 0.47 
IAEA-S-2 0.864 2268 22.56 22.67 0.08 13.37 13.59 0.29 
IAEA-S-2 0.856 2186 22.73 22.67 0.08 13.30 13.59 0.29 
MAR05-51G - 50 em 15.483 1130 -29.96 -29 .96 0.41 0.41 
MAR05-51G - 60 em 15.209 565 -27.88 -27.88 0.23 0.23 
MAR05-51G - 70 em 15.393 1006 -28.82 -28.82 0.38 0.38 
MAR05-51G - 80 em 15.025 644 -23.31 -23.31 0.26 0.26 
MAR05-51 G - 90 em 15.336 1401 -30.01 -30.01 0.51 0.51 
MAR05-51G - 100 em 15.150 1170 -33.91 -33.91 0.43 0.43 
High org sed 82150 8.012 1223 5.06 4.99 0.26 0.91 0.93 0.03 
High org sed B2150 0.709 68 5.27 4.99 0.26 0.97 0.93 0.03 
MAR05-51G - 110 em 15.041 482 -34.53 -34.53 0.20 0.20 
x 
g 



Sample 10 
MAR05-51G -120 em 
MAR05-51G -130 em 
MAR05-51 G - 140 em 
MAR05-51G - 150 em 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
MAR05-50P - 700 em 
MAR05-50P - 710 em 
MAR05-50P - 720 em 
MAR05-50P - 730 em 
High org sed 82150 
High org sed 82150 

>< 
>< 
<' 

Mean StdOev StdOev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%Sof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 

15.145 1719 -39.02 -39.02 0.61 0.61 
15.062 1771 -37.61 -37.61 0.64 0.64 
15.014 731 -33.36 -33.36 0.29 0.29 
15.226 1796 -34.11 -34.11 0.63 0.63 

glitdlindlrom 0.860 1967 12.91 13.56 0.47 
0.853 2264 -32.87 -32.55 0.39 14.04 13.56 0.47 
0.853 2273 22.64 22.67 0.08 13.78 13.59 0.29 
0.858 2313 22.75 22.67 0.08 13.89 13.59 0.29 
15.028 2388 13.30 13.30 0.84 0.84 
15.271 397 -4.39 -4.39 0.17 0.17 
15.344 211 4.74 4.74 0.10 0.10 
15.240 533 17.68 17.68 0.22 0.22 
12.104 2062 4.96 4.99 0.26 0.93 0.93 0.03 

HV tripped 5.524 834 



MAT252 Carlo Erba: Sulfur Isotope Analysis Memorial University 
Run Date: September 22, 2010 CREAIT Network - TERRA Facility 
Client· A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar, A. Pye 
Isotope: O"S 

Mean Stdoev Stdoev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%Sof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
W95-32 PY 9 psi dilut 0.120 1458 7.44 7.33 0.23 46.40 47.70 1.21 
W95-32 PY primer 0.116 1432 7.06 7.33 0.23 47.91 47.70 1.21 
W95-32 PY primer 0.129 1661 7.48 7.33 0.23 48.79 47.70 1.21 
IAEA-S-3 0.506 1877 -32.63 -32.55 0.20 13.50 13.45 0.26 
IAEA-S-3 0.520 1865 -32.46 -32.55 0.20 13.30 13.45 0.26 
IAEA-S-2 0.520 1824 22.74 22.67 0.08 12.88 13.24 0.23 
IAEA-S-2 0.501 1769 22.60 22.67 0.08 13.18 13.24 0.23 
IAEA-S-1 0.568 2089 0.12 -0.12 0.34 13.15 13.37 0.31 
IAEA-S-1 0.579 2227 -0.35 -0.12 0.34 13.59 13.37 0.31 
IAEA-S-3 0.511 1921 -32.59 -32.55 0.20 13.58 13.45 0.26 
IAEA-S-3 0.526 1968 -32.52 -32.55 0.20 13.51 13.45 0.26 
IAEA-S-2 0.515 1847 22.74 22.67 0.08 13.28 13.24 0.23 
IAEA-S-2 0.530 1977 22.52 22.67 0.08 13.51 13.24 0.23 
IAEA-S-2 0.412 1409 22.73 22.67 0.08 13.14 13.24 0.23 
IAEA-S-2 0.317 934 22.69 22.67 0.08 13.03 13.24 0.23 
IAEA-S-3 0.335 1040 -32.90 -32.55 0.20 13.00 13.45 0.26 
IAEA-S-3 0.420 1453 -32 .18 -32 .55 0.20 13.22 13.45 0.26 
OU?: M05-50P - 20 cm 15.098 2221 -30.33 -30.33 0.53 0.53 
OUP: M05-50P - 200 em 15.288 3706 -7 .94 -7.94 0.79 0.79 
x 
x 
" 



Mean SldDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of%S of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %S of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses med ia Analyses Analyses 
DUP: M05-50P - 320 cm 15.048 2823 
DUP: M05-50P - 390 cm 15.053 3917 
DUP: M05-50P - 620 cm 15.051 1484 
High org sed 82150 0.710 88 
High org sed 82150 1.557 204 
High org sed 82150 2.505 417 
High org sed 82150 5.521 1223 
High org sed 82150 8.061 2042 
High org sed 82150 12.187 3144 
Sulfanilamide 0.801 4869 
Sulfanilamide f>eak too largo 1.116 6199 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-3 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 

x 
x 

'" 

0.858 
0.854 
0.858 
0.857 

3604 
3613 
3470 
3501 

-33.61 -33.61 0.65 0.65 
-34 .83 -34.83 0.85 0.85 
-206 -2.06 0.39 0.39 
6.19 5.72 0.39 1.15 0.94 0.11 
6.17 5.72 0.39 0.85 0.94 0.11 
5.31 5.72 0.39 0.87 0.94 0.11 
5.36 5.72 0.39 0.91 0.94 0.11 
5.77 5.72 0.39 0.96 0.94 0.11 
5.54 5.72 0.39 0.90 0.94 0.11 
1.08 1.08 18.69 18.69 

-32.65 -32.55 0.20 13.72 13.45 0.26 
-32.47 -32.55 0.20 13.76 13.45 0.26 
22.71 22.67 0.08 13.52 13.24 0.23 
22 .63 22.67 0.08 13.39 13.24 023 



MAT252 Carlo Erha: Sulfur Isotope Analysis Memorial Univers ity 
Run Date: December 6,201 0 CREA IT Network - TERRA Fac ility 
Client: A, Linegar Stab le Isotope Lab 
Operator: A. Linegar, A. Pye 
Isotope: o~s 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Della of of Deltas %S for Mean of %S of 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All applicable %8 of All All 
Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 
W95-32 PY primer 0.091 2126 6.31 6.94 0,45 38,45 44.99 4.55 
W95-32 PY primer 0.084 1323 7.06 6.94 0.45 46.18 44.99 4.55 
W95-32 PY pnmer 0.095 1962 7.37 6.94 0,45 49.02 44.99 4.55 
W95-32 PY primer 0.092 1880 7.00 6.94 0,45 46.31 44,99 4.55 
IAEA-S-3 0.352 2058 -32.51 -32.55 0.20 12.96 13.15 0.39 
IAEA-S-3 0.360 2086 -32.60 -32.55 0.20 13.00 13,15 0.39 
IAEA-S-2 0.341 1843 22.65 22.67 0.09 12.99 13.00 0.23 
IAEA-S-2 0.339 1774 22.69 22.67 0.09 13.29 13.00 0.23 
IAEA-S-1 0.357 1278 0.04 0.18 0.18 12.72 12.63 0,40 
IAEA-S-1 0.347 880 0.43 0.18 0.18 12.07 12.63 0.40 
MAR05-50P - 660 cm 9,464 1020 -29 .74 -29 ,74 0.43 0.43 
IAEA-S-3 0.339 1110 -32.29 -32.55 0.20 13.73 13.15 0.39 
IAEA-S-3 0.376 1199 -32.82 -32.55 0.20 12.90 13.15 0.39 
IAEA-S-2 0.366 1145 22.79 22.67 0.09 13.14 13.00 0.23 
IAEA-S-2 0.352 987 22 .55 22.67 0.09 12.64 13.00 0.23 
IAEA-S-1 0.346 784 0.08 0.18 0.18 12.69 12.63 0,40 
IAEA-S-1 0.362 948 0.16 0.18 0.18 13.02 12.63 0.40 
IAEA-S-3 0.356 642 -32.39 -32.55 0.20 12.78 13,15 0.39 
IAEA-S-3 0.335 702 -32.69 -32.55 0.20 13.54 13.15 0.39 
X 
X 
:§ 



Sample ID 
IAEA-S-2 
IAEA-S-2 
High org sed B2150 
High or9 sed B2150 
High org sed B2150 
High org sed B2150 
High org sed B2150 

x 
X 

~ 

Mean StdDev StdDev 
Peak Delta of of Deltas %S for Mean of %Sof 

Analysis Amount Amplitude Delta of All of All appl icable %S of All All 
Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses media Analyses Analyses 

0.351 687 22.60 22.67 0.09 12.87 13.00 0.23 
0.352 686 22.74 22.67 0.09 13.06 13.00 0.23 
6.604 985 5.18 5.42 0.20 0.92 0.92 0.02 
5.226 581 5.65 5.42 0.20 0.91 0.92 0.02 
4.140 340 5.37 5.42 0.20 0.92 0.92 0.02 
3.150 220 5.47 5.42 0.20 0.94 0.92 0.02 

pe ak too sma ll 1.679 41 3.39 0.90 0.92 0.02 



Appendix B 

Gypsum Cryslal COllnls and Geochemislry 
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MAT252-Carlo Erba: Sulfur Isoto pe Analysis Memorial Un iversity 
Run Date Wednesday, December 21, 2011 CREAIT Network - TERRA Facility 

Cl ient: A. Linegar Stable Isotope Lab 
Operalor A. Pye 
Isotope o"s...cr., 

Mean StdDevof 
Peak Delta of Deltas of 

Analys is Amount Ampl itude Delta of All All 

Sample 10 Comment (mg) (mV) Peak Analyses Analyses Last Name 
W95-32PY primer 0.083 3202 6.84 6.93 0.13 Reference 
W95-32PY primer 0.095 4986 7.08 6.93 0.13 Reference 

W95-32 PY primer 0.092 3429 6.76 6.93 0.13 Reference 
W95-32PY primer 0.093 4084 6.98 6.93 0.13 Reference 
W95-32PY primer 0.098 4407 6.98 6.93 0.13 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.357 3664 -32.46 -32.55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.348 2846 -32.58 -32.55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.345 3882 22.85 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.381 4151 22.64 22.67 0.17 Reference 
81-430cm 0.257 3962 -29.72 -29.72 Linegar 
BI -460cm 0.240 2523 -27.27 -27.27 Linegar 
BI -470cm 0.243 3092 -29.32 -29.32 Linegar 
81-490 cm 0.243 2406 -9.93 -9.93 Linegar 
8 1-520 cm 0.250 2426 -4.48 -4.48 Linegar 
IAEA-S-l 0.340 3517 .004 0.10 0.21 Reference 
IAEA-S-l 0.369 3971 0.18 0.10 0.21 Reference 
61-540cm 0.239 3352 1.85 1.85 Linegar 
82-430cm 0.245 3113 -28.98 -28.98 Linegar 
62-460cm 0.246 3595 -26.87 -26.87 Linegar 
B2-470cm 0.243 3181 -27.06 -27.06 Linegar 
82-490 cm 0.254 3480 -12.47 -12.47 Linegar 
IAEA-S-3 0.358 3670 -32.30 -32.55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.343 3635 -32.75 -32 .55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.339 3274 22.89 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.348 3648 22.60 22.67 0.17 Reference 
82-520cm 0.240 2311 -7.00 -7.00 Linegar 
B2-540cm 0.240 2283 1.07 1.07 Linegar 
DUP-B2-430 0.241 2741 -28.67 -28.67 Linegar 
DUP-B2-540 0.254 2991 1.19 1.19 Linegar 

DUP-81-470 0.243 3596 -29.40 -29.40 Linegar 
IAEA-S-l 0.352 3901 0.35 0.10 0.21 Reference 
IAEA-S-l 0.365 2781 -0.11 0.10 0.21 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.345 3822 -32.36 -32 .55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.357 3964 -32.65 -32.55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.339 3688 22.93 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.343 3507 22.59 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.526 4445 22.52 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.237 2276 22.40 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.127 1203 22.56 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-2 0.058 336 22.71 22.67 0.17 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.068 411 -32.32 -32 .55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.123 903 -32.93 -32.55 0.20 Reference 
IAEA-S-3 0.522 2163 -32.58 -32.55 0.20 Reference 
!AEA-S-3 0.450 5114 -32.56 -32.55 0.20 Reference 

XXX lI 



Appendix C: Gypsum Cryst:l ls 

Plate l: Low magnitication secondary dcctron scann ing electron microscope imag(~ of a 

gypsum crystal. Gypsum crystal was taken at 490 em depth in core MARaS-SOl'. 

XXX ll l 



l'lak 2: Low magnilication secondary electron scanning dCClron microscope image of a 

gypsum crystal showing a twinncd crystaL CI)'stal was taken from 490 em depth in cor(' 

MAIW5-501' 

XXXIV 



I'lale 3: Low magnitication bflckscattcr electron image of a gypsum cryslal (also shown in 

Plale I). 

xxxv 



I' latc -t: lligh magnification image of an iron (Fc) inclusion in a gypsum cryst;d from 

depth -t90 em. 
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Platt' 5: High magnification backscatter electron image of:lIl inclusion containing iron 

(Fe). magnesium (Mg) and aluminium (AI) in a gyp~um cry~ta l. 
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